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Abstract 

Our current understanding of biology suggests that early life relied predominantly 

on RNA for both catalysis and the storage of genetic information. Tremendous efforts 

have been undertaken to confirm that the catalytic abilities of RNA can sustain this 

"RNA World". However, the ability of ribozymes to utilize certain chemistries known to 

be critical for present-day biology, and hence likely to be important for ribo-organisms, 

has yct to be demonstrated. 

Numerous natural and artificial ribozymes have been shown to facilitate reactions 

that invert stereochemistry at phosphorous reaction centres. I have isolated and 

characterized an RNA-capping ribozyme that retains stereochemistry during the synthesis 

of a 5'-5' RNA cap. Stereochemical data determined using thio-phosphate modifications, 

together with an early rate-limiting step, suggest that this ribozyme utilizes two distinct 

inverting chemical steps - procecding via a ribozyme-covalent intermediate - during 

catalysis. 

A ribo-organism, like contemporary organis~ns, would havc required ribozynles to 

replicate an RNA genome within some sort of primordial compartment. To provide 

support for this requirement, I have isolated an improved RNA polymerase ribozymc, 

referred to as B6.6 1 ,  from a mutagenized pool containing -9 x 1 different sequences 

using a novcl large-scale it? v i t m  compartmentalization system. B6.6 1 polymerized all 

tcsted primer-template (PT) complexes faster than its parent, the Round- 1 X polymerase 

ribozyme. For one PT complex a rate cnhanccmcnt of more than 80 fold was obscrved 

for extensions longer than one helical turn. The new variant also exhibited improved 



fidclity on a number of templates. Most interestingly, B6.61 was found to copy onc PT 

complex by almost two complete turns of an RNA helix. 

To  further study RNA-mediated replication, I investigated the role of nucleic acid 

structure during the course of oligonucleotide extension by T7 RNA polymerase. In 

addition to normal transcription, the enzyme can produce anomalous transcripts in the 

abscnce of a promoter. I have found oligonucleotides that are able to form transient 

unimolccular loop structures closed by 3s little as one base-pair to be viable substrates. 

This intermittent extension process was found to be quite efficient, and adds to thc 

understanding of viral RNA replicative strategies. 

Keywords: RNA world; ribozyme; capping; stereochemistry; retention; covalent 

intermediate; replication; polymerization; extension; fidelity; viral replication; viroid; in 

vittw selection; compartmentalization 
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CHAPTER 1: 
Introduction; the "RNA world" 

and ribozyme chemistry 

" ... But if (and oh! what a big if?) we could conceive in some warm little pond, with all 
sorts of ammonia and phosphoric salts, lights, heat, electricity, etc. present, that a protein 
compound was chemically formed ready to undergo still more complex changes, at the 
present day such rnatter would be instantly devoured or absorbed, which would not have 
been the case before living creatures were formed. . . ." 

Charles Darwin Letter to J.D. Hooker, February 1 ,  187 1 
1.1 Setting the stage: 

Throughout mankind's history, philosophers and scientists have struggled in 

formulating a definite hypothesis that could explain the emergence of life on our planet. 

All known organisms, past and present, use the same polymer (DNA) for storing genetic 

information and employ the same class of catalysts (largely protein enzymes) to ensure 

their survival. This observation strongly suggests that all life forms descended from a 

common ancestor that utilized the very same polymers. In all donlains of life these two 

polymers are dependent on each other; the DNA nucleotide sequence encodes the amino 

acid content of the proteins and hence their function, while proteins are required for the 

maintenance and replication of the DNA genome. The comnlunication between DNA 

and proteins is actively carried out by RNA, which was once thought to be its only role 

(Gesteland et a]., 2006). 

The DNA/RNA/protein central dogma of molecular biology is too complicated to 

have arisen do novo, as it  requires both nucleic acid and proteins to be formed 

sin~ultaneously from simple abiotic organic precursors (Orgel, 2004b). This prompted 

researchers to ask which arose first- functional proteins or informational nucleic acid- 

that is, a "chicken and egg" paradox. In the 1960s it was well established that the 



evolution of all living organisms occurred by natural sclection through mutations and 

replication (Woese, 1967). Thus, the contest bctwcen nucleic acid and proteins was 

sinlplificd by asking which polymer is capable of sustaining a self-replicating system. 

With the structure of the DNA double helix solved (Watson & C'rick, 1953a, b), it  was 

well understood how nucleic acid could direct the synthesis of its complement from 

mononucleotides through Watson-Crick base-pairing, while a gcncral mechanism for 

replicating a polypeptide was, and still is, unknown. Therefore, the answer to the 

"chicken and egg" dilemma was obvious: nucleic acid preceded proteins (Woese, 1967). 

The ability of RNA to serve as a genetic carrier was accepted because i t  is very 

similar to DNA, and some viruses use it specifically for this purpose (Ortin & Parra, 

2006). Additionally, in 1965 the secondary structure of alanine tRNA from yeast was 

reported (Holley, 1965) showing that RNA, like proteins, could adopt a secondary 

structure. With these two factors in mind, Orgel and Crick boldly made the controversial 

suggestion that RNA could act functionally as a catalyst and hence was once the sole 

polymer in living organisms (Crick, 1968; Orgel, 1968). They used the argument that 

nucleotide coenzymes used by protein enzymes were molecular fossils from an era where 

RNA functioned independently of protein (White, 1976). Francis C'rick went on to 

suggest that the original ribosome was composed solely of RNA (Crick, 1968). I t  was 

agreed that the existence of such a ribo-organism would only be possible if RNA could 

assumc some of the functions currently performed by protein enzymes. However, the 

authors of all these papers failed to recognize that RNA catalysts are still present in 

modern n~etabolisrn, and assumed that the superior protein enzymes have entirely 

replaced them. 



Thc surprising discovery by Cech and Altman that RNA, like protein enzymes, 

can catalyzc reactions (Kruger et a]., 1982; Guerrier-Takada et al., 1983) bolstered those 

previous assumptions and sparked interest in RNA-mediated catalysis. The role of 

catalytic RNAs, ribozymes. in contemporary biology was further substantiated by 

discovcries showing that RNA was able to catalyze a diverse set of reactions, most are 

critical for viral replication or genomic organization (Buzayan et al., 1986; Peebles et al., 

1986; Forster & Symons, 1987b, a; Uhlenbeck, 1987; Kuo et al., 1988; Saville & Collins, 

1990). The hypothesis that RNA preceded the DNAIRNAlprotein world was no longer 

ignored, and was eventually coined by Gilbert as the "RNA World" hypothesis (Gilbert, 

1986). The hypothesis was given a major boost by the rccent demonstration that protein 

synthesis is an RNA-catalyzed reaction as revealed by recent crystal structurcs of the 

ribosome (Ban et a]., 2000; Nissen et a]., 2000). 

The origin of life has traditionally been studied using two approaches; looking 

backward through phylogenetic or palacontologic evidence, or moving forward starting 

with small molecules and conditions believed to be present on early earth (Benner et a]., 

2006). Because approaching the problem from the first window is beyond the scope of 

this thes~s and has proven to be difficult (Bartel & Unrau. 1999), i t  will not be discusscd 

any furthcr. 

Supporters of the "RNA World" hypothesis are divided into two different classes 

(Benner et nl., 2006). While both groups agree that RNA was once the sole polynier 

responsible for the storagc of genetic information and catalysis, one group is more 

stringent in that they state that a ribo-organism was the first form of lifc, while the other 

group believes that some RNA-like polymer may have preceded RNA. The purpose of 



thc following sections is to provide a summary of the advances made in the field of 

prebiotic chemistry in support of the "RNA first" hypothesis. We will conclude that 

RNA was probably not the first polyn~er to support life, and put fo~ward  a few plausible 

alternat~ve polymers that may have reigned in a prc-RNA era. 

1.2 Moving forward "RNA first" perspective: 

For the "RNA first" hypothesis to be sound, there must be a pathway that could 

explain the de now emergence of RNA from inanimate matter. The dawn of RNA on 

early earth has been of interest to many prebiotic chemists and has been subdivided into 

three main problems: 1 )  prebiotic synthesis of nuclcotides, 2) prebiotic synthesis of 

polynucleotides, and 3) nonenzymatic replication of RNA. Having solved these 

problems, natural selection of functional ribozymes in the prebiotic soup could lead to the 

first ribo-organism (Orgel. 2004b). 

1.2.1 Prebiotic synthesis of nucleosides. 

In prebiotic chemistry, conditions that are likely to have been prevalent on the 

primitivc earth are used during the course of the synthesis of thc desired material. Thc 

term "prebiotic" is not well defincd and somewhat elastic, since no one is in a position to 

claim what the early earth looked like (Lazcano & Miller, 1996). However, a few general 

restrictions have been agreed upon by the community. First, the starting material, besides 

being plausibly prebiotic to the researcher, must bc present in adequate amounts. Second, 

water must be used as the solvent if applicable, and third the yield must be respectable 

(Orgel, 2004b). 



1.2.1.1 Ribose synthesis, the formose reaction. 

The formose reaction, used to synthesizc ribose, is the most prebiotically 

plausible of the reactions required to gcncrate RNA, and is the best understood (Mizuno 

& Weiss, 1974). In 186 1, Butlerow generated a sweet mixture when formaldehyde was 

incubated with calcium hydroxide (Butlerow, 1861). The mixture was later characterized 

to contain ribose and other sugars (Butlerow, 186 1 ; Brcslow, 1959; Zubay, 1998). 

Intriguingly, the reaction is catalyzed by an impurity in the formaldehyde that Butlerow 

fortunately failed to purify. Glycolaldehyde, which is made from the polymerization of 

two formaldehyde molecules, acts as an initiator in the autocatalytic cycle. The cycle 

proceeds with forward and reverse aldol reactions, where tautomerization plays a role in 

the interconvcrsion between aldehydes and ketones (Benner et al., 2006). 

In the presence of hydroxide ions, glycolaldehyde loses a proton to form an 

enediolate. The carbon atom of the enediolate then attacks a molecule of formaldehyde 

to form the three-carbon glyceraldehyde, which in turn can undergo the same reaction 

with formaldchyde to form a four-carbon carbohydrate. This molecule can then undergo 

cleavage, after isomerization, to form two molecules of glycolaldehyde resulting in an 

auto-catalytic cycle (Figure 1 - 1 a). The enediolate of glycolaldehyde can attack the 

carbonyl carbon of glyceraldehyde to form a variety of pentosc sugars including ribose 

(Figure 1 - l b). 

The formose reaction has one major shortcoming in that it fails to produce 

significant amounts of ribose (Decker et al., 1982). Under alkaline conditions, ribose 

loses a proton to form an enediolate that can react with another ribose, formaldehyde, or 

glyceraldehyde. The formose reaction, unless modified, usually ends up as an 



uncharacterized brown mixture (Benner et a]., 2006). Two methods have been recently 

uscd to stabilize ribose and bias the formose reactions towards the synthesis of ribose. In 

the first method, glycolaldehyde is substituted by glycolaldehyde phosphate, changing the 

rcactivc specics to phosphate esters (Mueller et a]., 1990). Unlike the hydroxycarbonyl 

group of sugar, the resulting pentosc-2,4- diphosphate cannot carry out a nucleophilic 

attack. In a second surprising report, borate minerals were found to stabilize the cyclic 

form of ribose by complexing with the 2', 3' hydroxyl groups rendering it  unreactive 

(Ricardo et al., 2004). 
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Figure 1-1: Proposed mechanism of the forrnose reaction. a) The reaction is catalyzed by 
glycolaldehyde, and results in an aulocal:~lyt~c cycle. In the presence of base, glycolaldehyde loses a proton 
to form its enediolate, which then attacks one molecule of formaldehyde to produce thc 3-carbon 
glyceraldehydc. The glyceraldehyde in turn loses a proton to form an enediolnte that can :~ttack 
formaldehyde generating a 4-carbon sugar, tetrulose. This sugar undergoes rcarrangcmcnts through an  
enediol to give a tetrose, which can fragment to produce two molecules of glycolaldehyde. b) The 
enediolate of glycolaldehyde can attack glyceraldehyde to generate a pentose sugar. The resulting pentoses 
ilre ribose. arabinose, xylose, or lyxose. One of the hydroxyl groups can attack the electrophilic carbonyl 
group producing the cyclic form of the sugar (Renner et al., 2006). 

1.2.1.2 Synthesis of bases. 

One of the most notable reactions in the history ofprebiotic chemistry is the 

synthesis of the purine base, adenine, from hydrogen cyanidc (HCN) and ammonia 

reported alnlost 50 years ago (Oro, 196 1 ; Oro & Kimball, 196 1 ,  1962). The reaction 

goes through a set of HCN polymerization reactions that lead to the accumulation of a 

dark precipitate that releases appreciable amounts of'adcnine and trace amounts of 

guanine upon hydrolysis (Miyakawa et a]., 2000; Miyakawn et a]., 2002b, a). The HCN 



polymerization proceeds through the formation of an HCN tetramer, the only known 

stable intermediate, followed by a complex and currently not understood series of 

reactions. Several proposed mechanisms have been put forth that could explain thc 

synthesis of adenine from the HCN tetramer (Orgel, 2004a). Orgel and co-workers have 

shown that the addition of ammonia to HCN produces formamidine, which when reacted 

with thc HCN tctrainer gives 4-amino-5-cyano-imidazole (AICN). AICN then reacts 

with onc moleculc of formamidine to produce adeninc (Ferris & Orgel, 1965, 1966a; 

Sanchez et a]., 1967, I Y68), (Figure 1-2). Adenine has been also produced by the direct 

addition of HCN to AICN, or by heating formamide (Saladino et al., 2001). Thc 

production of AICN from HCN through formamidine requires high concentrations of 

ammonia. The presence of ammonia on early earth is highly contentious, making thcsc 

syntheses controversial. Ferris and Orgel have shown that AIC'N can be produced 

photochemically from HCN in quantitative yields (Ferris & Orgel, 1966b), and i t  has 

been regarded as a potential prebiotic route to adenine. 

The most plausible prebiotic route to pyrimidines is through the reaction of 

cyanoacetylcne with urea to produce cytosine (Figure 1 -3), which can hydrolyzc to form 

uracil. The tenability of this synthesis stems from the observation that cyanoacetylene is 

readily formed when an electric discharge passes through a mixture of nitrogen and 

methane (Ferris et al., 1968). Furthermore, the synthesis of pyrimidines through this 

route can proceed in parallel to that of adenine from HC'N (Orgel, 2004b). 
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Figure 1-2: A possible prebiotic route to adenine and guanine from HCN. HCN undergoes a series of 
polymerization reactions to form a tetramer. The tetramer, through a reaction with formamidine or by 
photoisorneri;ration, pn)duces 4-amino-5-cyano-imidazole (AICN). AICN has been shown to react with 
t1CN to give adenine (Saladino et al., 2001). The hydrolysis product of AICN, 4-amino-imida~ole-5- 
carbosarnide. crin react with cyanogen to produce guanine. 

Cyanoacetylene Cyanoacatdehyde 

Figure 1-3: Plausible prebiotic synthesis of cytosine. The hydrolysis of cyanoacetylene givcs 
cyanoacetaldehyde. wh~ch reacts with urea to plodwe cytosine (Ferris el 11.. 1968). 



1.2.1.3 Nucleoside synthesis. 

The synthesis of nucleosides from ribose and bases is the most problematic 

reaction in thc chain of reactions required for the prebiotic synthcsis of RNA (Muller, 

2006). Nevertheless, if D-ribose is heatcd together with guanine in seawater in dry 

phases, -5% of the reaction products is authentic P-guanosine. The equivalent reaction 

for adeninc is not as promising, as the major reaction takes place at the amino group ( N 6 )  

of the base. However, 3% of P-D-adenosine can be produced if thc reaction products are 

mildly hydrolyzed (Fuller et al., 1972). 

Cytidine and uridine syntheses are even more problematic and to date no direct 

synthesis for either has been reportcd (Joyce, 2002). a-cytidine has been synthesized by 

incubating a mixture of ribose, cyanamide, and cyanoacetylenc in aqueous solution. 

When ribose is substituted by ribose-5-phosphate, a-cytidine-5'-phosphate is obtained 

with a yield of 40%; the nucleotide can be photo-anornerizcd to the p-anomer but only in 

5% yield (Sanchez & Orgel, 1970). In a recent report by the Sutherland group, a-D- 

cytidine-5'-phosphate was synthesized by first reacting 2-aminooxazolc, a condensation 

product of glycolaldehyde and cyanamide. with D-glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate to give 

pcntose-nminooxazoline-5'-phosphates (Figure 1-4). In the second step the nucleotide is 

formed by the treatment with cyanoacetylene, similar to the previous synthesis (Anastasi 

et al., 2007). 



a-D-Cytidine-5'- 
phosphate 

Figure 1-4: Possible prebiotic synthesis of the nucleotide a-D-cytidine-5'-monophosphate. D- 
glyceraldehyde reacts with 2-aminooxazole, a condensation product of glycolaldehyde and cyanamide to 
give penlose ilminooxazolines (the ribose product is shown). In the second step. ribose arninooxazoline 
reacts with cyanoacctylene producing the nucleotide (Anastasi et al., 2007). 

1.2.2 Prebiotic synthesis of polynucleotidcs. 

1.2.2.1 Activation of nucleotidcs. 

The polymerization of nucleotides into oligonucleotides rec.uires the nucleotides 

to be first activated. Two modes for the activation of nucleotides have been proposed, 

phosphorylation and phosphorimidazolides (Figure 1-5, discussed in the next section). 

Early attempts to phosphorylate nucleotides using inorganic phosphates employed 

cyanamide or cyanate as condensing agents. Although these methods proceed with 

appreciable yields of phosphorylated nucleotides, they require the reaction to be 

conducted i n  the absence of water as i t  effectively competes for the activated phosphate 

intcrrnediate trimetaphosphate (Lohnnann & Orgel, 1968). The first successful attcmpt 

to phosphorylatc nucleotide under aqueous conditions utilized ammonium phosphate and 

urea as a catalyst, and heating at moderate temperatures of 50 to 70•‹C (Lohnnann & 



Orgel, 197 1). This procedure results in -70% of the starting nucleotide converted to a 

mixturc of 2', 3' and 5' phosphorylated product. This protocol has been altered to allow 

for the biased synthesis of 5'-activated nucleotides (Reimann & Zubay, 1999). However, 

phosphorous is mainly present as insoluble calcium phosphates on the present day earth, 

which is presumed to have also been true on early carth (Orgel, 2004b). When 

ammonium phosphatc is substituted by calcium phosphate, the above urea-catalyzed 

reaction procceds much slower. Nonetheless, conducting the reaction with 

hydroxylapatite at an elevated temperature of 100•‹C has becn reported to yield 20% of 

thc phosphorylated nucleotide (Lohrmann & Orgel, 197 1). 

1.2.2.2 Polymerization of nucleotides. 

Phosphate activated nucleotides rcact extremely slowly under moderate 

conditions of pH and temperature (with a t l / z  of many years) that makes it  practically 

impossible to study their polymerization in the laboratory (Bartcl & Szostak, 1993; 

Muller, 2006). Nucleotides activated as phosphoramidates (Figure 1-5) such as 

nucleotide 5'-phosphorimidazolides have been extensively used instead of their 

phosphate counterparts (Orgel, 2004b). These nucleotides can be obtained by reacting 

nucleotide-5'-nionophosphatcs with imidazole, and hence are considered prebiotic 

(Lohrmann, 1977). One drawback usually associated with these compounds is their 

liniitcd relative availability on early earth due to their ability to hydrolyze readily. 

Therefore they have been used only as a rough example of a class of reactions that may 

have bccn responsible for the polymerization of activated nuclcotides (Orpel, 2003). 



5' Phosphorimidazolides 

Figure 1-5: Commonly used phosphoramidates in nonenzymatic polymerization reactions. 

Nucleotide 5'-phosphorin~idazolides oligomerize in aqueous conditions to form 

short linear and cyclic polymers in  the presence of pb2' (Sawai & Orgel, 1975; Slceper et 

al., 1979; Sleeper & Orgel, 1979). The synthesis can be directed to long linear oligomers 

by performing the reaction under eutectic conditions (Monnard et al., 2003). The 

resulting oligonucleotides contain up to 40% 3'-5' linkages. In striking recent reports, thc 

abundant clay mineral, montomorillonite, has been used as a catalyst in the synthesis of 

long oligonucleotides from dilute concentrations of nucleotide 5'-phosphorimidazolides 

(Prabahar & Ferris, 1997; Huang & Ferris, 2003; Fcrris, 2006). Some oligonucleotides 

can reach up to 40-nt, if the nucleotide phosphoramidates are added as 1 -methyladenine 

instead of the imidazolidcs (Huang & Ferris. 2003). Thc regioselectivity for the 3'-5' 

phosphodiester linkage can reach up to 8O%, but i t  is variable and highly dependent on 

thc base and the activating group (Ferris, 2006). 

1.2.2.3 Nonenzymatic replication of oligonucleotides. 

The replication of RNA in the absencc of protein or RNA catalysts has been 

proposed to have likely played a role in the origin of the "RNA World" (Orgel, 2003). 



The nonenzymatic tcmplated addition of tnononucleotides has been exclusively carried 

out using nucleotide phosphoramidates. The first efficient example of regioselective 

polymerization was the synthesis of poly(G) oligonucleotide across a poly(C) teniplate 

using guanosine-5'-phosphorimidazolide (ImpG). The reaction required the presence of 

pb2' or z n 2 '  divalent metals in addition to Mg2' (Lohrmann & Orgel, 1980). 

Remarkably, the regioselectivity of the reaction is highly dependent on the choice of the 

metal; in the prescnce of Mg2' and ~ b " ,  the linkage is almost entirely 2'-5'. When z n 2 '  

is added instead of pbZi ,  highly pure 3'-5' linkage is obtained. However, this reaction 

could not be extended to the addition of nucleotides other than Ci across homopolymers. 

Surprisingly, when the activated nucleotides are supplied as 2-methyl inlidazolides 

instead of imidazolides. the reaction was found not to require any divalent metals apart 

from h4g2'. Moreover, the resulting phosphodiester linkages were almost exclusively 3'- 

5' (Inoue & Orgel, 198 1) .  Perhaps the greatest advantage of this reaction is that all four 

bases are capable of being incorporated provided that the template has at least 60% of its 

residues as cytidines. What follows from this constraint, however, is that the rcsulting 

oligonucleotides would contain cytidincs at a nlaxin~um frequency of 40% preventing 

repeated rounds of replication (Joyce, 1987). The reaction is also inhibited by the L- 

enantiomers of the activated nucleotides (Joyce et al., 1984), which are present as 

frequently as the D-enantiomers in any prebiotic synthesis. 

1.3 "Pre RNA" world hypothesis: 

The short overview of nucleotide synthesis and polymerization should convince 

the reader of the inevitable conclusion that at present the prebiotic synthesis of R N A  is 



not at all feasible. Although many individual steps have been demonstrated to proceed 

under prebiotic conditions. few result in substantial yield and those usually tend to 

produce a clutter of compounds. Furthermore, the collective syntheses require a range of 

conditions that are not compatible with each other (Joyce, 2002; Orgel, 2003). 

These obstacles have led to suggestions that the first life form did not utilize RNA 

but rather somc other polymer. Just as RNA has becn proposed to cause the emergence 

of DNA and protein, this system would have been responsible for the birth of RNA 

(Joyce, 2002). This approach has attracted many researchers and has becn regarded as 

being more plausible than the alternative "RNA first" hypothesis. Despite obstacles 

associated with the nature of this polymer- there is no guidance from any known biology- 

the field of pre-RNA world has made decent progress in recent years. Systematic 

investigations of alternative bases, sugars and linkages have identified somc remarkable 

potential systems (Eschenmoser, 1999). Chief among them is threose nucleic acid 

(TNA); a nucleic acid-like polymer based on a-L-threofuranosyl units that are linked 

through 2'-3' phosphodiester bonds (Schoning et al., 2000), (Figure 1-6). Like RNA, 

TNA has the ability to pair with itself and RNA through Watson-C'rick base-pairs. 

Unlike RNA, TNA can overcome some of the complexities wrought by prebiotic 

syntheses. Threose is a much simpler molecule than ribose, it is one of only two four- 

carbon sugars and can only be joined at two positions (2' and 3'). Given the ability of 

TNA to pair with RNA, it is not difficult to imagine how a TNA world could have 

evolved into the "RNA World". 

Peptide nucleic acid (PNA) has been also suggested as an alternative candidate for 

the prc-RNA era. PNA consists of N-(2-aminoethyl) glycine residues having bases 



attached through methylenecarbonyl group with a peptide-like backbone (Nielsen et al., 

1 WI) ,  (Figure 1-6). A prebiotic route to an entire PNA monomer is currently unknown, 

but aminoethylglycine has been observed in spark discharge reactions from nitrogen, 

ammonia, methane and water (Nelson et al., 2000). PNA can form a duplex with itself 

and RNA through Watson-Crick basc-pairs. The advantages of PNA over RNA arc its 

rclative stability and lack of chirality. On the other hand, PNA monomers have thc 

ability to undergo an intramolecular N-acyl transfer reaction that prevents them from 

undergoing any standard replication mechanisms (Eriksson ct al., 1998). 

The catalytic potential of TNA and PNA has yet to be explored due to difficulties 

associated with the amplification of these polymers that is required during the course of 

in vifm evolution (see section 1.5). Nonetheless, recent reports have shown that certain 

family B archaeal DNA polymerases are able to synthesize short stretches of TNA, up to 

50-nt, on a DNA template (Chaput et a]., 2003; Chaput & Szostak, 2003; Kempencers et 

al.. 2003). As there are currently no enzymes that could reverse transcribe TNA back to 

DNA, the Szostak lab has cleverly cstablished a display method where a single-stranded 

TNA molecule is attached to its encoding duplex DNA (Ichida et al., 2005), similar to the 

mRNA-display method used for protein selections (Roberts & Szostak, 1997). Thus, 

sclcction of functional TNA sequences can bc accomplished by recovery and subsequent 

amplification of the attached DNA. Once the potential of TNA for forming catalytically 

active structures is established, its role as predecessor of RNA can bc assessed; above all 

its ability to synthesize RNA. 
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Figure 1-6: Potential pre-RNA world polymers. 

1.4 Ribozymes: 

The discovery of ribozymes has unequivocally established the "RNA World" as 

one of the most credible explanations for the embarkation of contemporary biology 

(Gilbcrt, 1986). The catalytic ability of RNA was also surprising due to the limited 

functional groups available for ribozymes; four compared to the twenty exploited by its 

protein counterpart. To exacerbate this, the functional bases of RNA are largely placed to 

thc interlor of duplexes, whereas the amino acid side chains of proteins are arranged 

optimally on the outside of a-heliccs and P-sheets to provide tertiary contacts (Doherty & 

Doudna, 2000). Additionally, the high charge and flexibility ofthe nucleic acid 

backbone were once expected to limit the functional capabilities of RNA (Narlikar & 

Herschlag, 1997). Nonetheless, ribozymes- both naturally occurring and it1 vifrz, 

selected- that accelerate reactions up to 10" over the background rate have been found 

(Doudna & Lorsch, 2005). 



1 A.1 Naturally occurring ribozymes. 

All of  thc known naturally occurring ribozymes to date, apart from the ribosornc, 

catalyze reactions at phosphoryl centres that encompass transestcrifkation and phosphate 

hydrolysis reactions (Fedor & Williamson, 2005). These ribozymes are further divided 

into two main groups based on their sizes, the small ribozynies (50- 150 nt in length) and 

the large ribozymes (several hundred nucleotides in length). The small ribozymes are 

found in viral, virusoid, or  satellite RNA genomes, and include thc hammerhead, hepatitis 

delta virus (HDV), hairpin, and iVc~lrimpor.~r Varkud satellite (VS). All of these 

ribozyrnes share a siniilar mechanism whcre the 2' hydroxyl nucleophile attacks thc 

adjacent phosphorous in the RNA phosphodiester linkagc, resulting in cleavage products 

having 2',3'-cyclic phosphate and a 5' hydroxyl groups (Doherty & Doudna, 2000). This 

reaction is rcquired during the processing o f  the rolling circlc replication products into 

genome-length strands. The newly discovered metabolite-responsive (riboswitch) 

nucleolytic ribozyme glmS also belongs to this family of  ribozymes. This sequence is 

prescnt in the mRNA of the glmS gene of B~rc.illcr.s suhtilis, which cncodes glucosamine 

fructose-&phosphate aminotransfcrase. Cleavage by the ribozyme is activated by 

binding to its effecter molecule, glucosamine-6-phosphate, which results in a product 

tcrniinated by a cyclic 2'3' phosphate (Winkler et a]., 2004). As a result of this reaction, 

the initiation of  translation of  the downstream gene is inhibited. 

The large ribozymes are more stn~cturally complex RNAs, and includc group 1 

and I 1  introns and the universally conserved ribonuclease P (RNase P). Group 1 and I 1  

introns catalyze two transestcrification reactions that rcsult in self-splicing. while RNasc 

P cleaves precursor RNAs during their maturation to generate functional 5' termini 



(Kazantsev & Pace, 2006). In these reactions, the nucleophile and the phosphate reaction 

centrc do not reside closely in sequence or are located on differcnt molecules. As a 

result, the complexity associated with these ribozy~nes is to provide thc proper orientation 

of the nuclcophile and the labile phosphate required for precise cleavage or self-splicing. 

Interestingly, a new ribozyme disco\.ercd in the human P-globin mRNA, which 

undergoes self-cleavage in the presencc of GTP and ivlg2' to prornotc transcriptional 

termination, may employ a mechanism similar to that of RNase P (Teixeira et al., 2004). 

1.5 In vitro selection techniques: 

ln  viltw selection is a powerful technique uscd to isolate rare functional RNA or 

DNA sequences from nucleic acid libraries having a diversity of up to I 0 '"  different 

molecules (Wilson & Szostak, 1999). Originally developed by the labs of Gold and 

Szostak to isolate RNA ligands for small molecules (aptamers), i t  has since been 

expandcd to isolate exotic ribozymcs and dcoxyribozymcs that havc dccply expandcd thc 

functional capabilities of nucleic acids (Ellington & Szostak, 1 990; Tuerk & Gold. 1990). 

By providing catalysts of absolute importance to a ribo-organism. like nucleotidc 

synthases and RNA polymerases, the technique has boosted the plausibility of the "RNA 

World" (Unrau & Bartcl, 1998; Johnston et al., 200 I; Lnu et al., 2004). l n  vilro selection 

methods were made possible due to three key innovations in molecular biology- advances 

in automated DNA synthesis, the invention of PCR, and the isolation of reverse 

transcriptase (Wilson & Szostak, 1999). There are currently thrce it? vilro selection 

approaches for the isolation of nucleic acid catalysts, namely conventional (self- 

modifying) techniques, transition-state analogue binding mcthods, and in vitro 



compartmentalization (IVC). In all of these cases, the selection starts with a pool of 

scqucnces (Zaher & Unrau, 200.5)- discussed in detail in appendix I-  which have elements 

that are completely random or mutagenized. The selection is carried out by subjecting 

this pool to repeated rounds of selective amplification steps that depend on thc physical 

or bioehen~ical properties of the available sequences. 

1.5.1 Conventional techniques. 

The ma-jority of the selections that havc been performed to date have utilized the 

"self-modifying" method because of its relative ease of applicability (Joyce, 2004). This 

methodology takes advantage of the fact that most reactions involve bond-forming or 

breaking by tethering one of the reactive groups to the candidate enzymes and supplying 

the othcr substrate, if applicable, free in solution. In selections where bond-forming is 

considered. the free substrate is chemically tagged, and hence successful catalysts get 

decorated with the tag allowing them to be enriched (Figure 1-7). On thc other hand, in  

experiments where bond-breaking catalysts are being isolated, the chemical tag is 

attached to the tethered substrate so as to enrich the sequences that dispose of this tag. 

Pcrhaps one of the most commonly used tags by conventional in v i m  selection is 

a simple oligonucleotide where the gain or loss of this element confers active sequences 

different gel mobilities or alternative hybridization abilities. Thc stringency of such 

selections can be greatly improved by adding a biotin tag to the oligonucleotide substrate. 

Thus, bond-forming catalysts become themselves biotinylated allowing them to bind to 

streptavidin-coated beads, whereas bond-breaking results in functional sequences being 

released off the beads. The oligonucleotide tag methods have been comn~only used in the 



isolation of ribozymes performing nucleic acid cleavagc and ligation reactions (Joycc, 

2004). 

1 Tether the first substrate 
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Figure 1-7: C'on\~cntional in vitro selection. Thc popdrition of R N A  sequences (solid lines indicate fixcd 
sequence, required for amplification) is modified with the first substrate (SI), and then allowed to incubate 
with the second substrate (Sz) that is chemically tagged. Successful sequences catalyze the reaction at their 
ends (P), hcncc tagging themselves. Tagged molecules are purified away from the inactive population, and 
sub-jected to PCR-amplification. This is followed by transcription to produce the progeny RNAs that then 
untlergo a subsequent round of selection. 

Reactions that involve smaller substrates are typically more difficult to design, 

largely due to the steric clash induced by the tag once attached to the small substrate, 

especially if the tag is larger than the substrate itself (Johnston et al., 2001). 

Nevertheless, biotin has been effectively used as a tag in many selections such as those 

employed in the isolation of  Diel-Alderase and acyl transferase ribozymes (Lohse & 

Szostak, 1996; Tarasow et al., 1997). Alternatively, modificatiotl of  substrates at the 

atomic level can be used as an effective handle during the selection process. A notable 



example is the thio-modified bascslnuclcotides, which have been used to isolate both 

nuclcotidc synthases and RNA polymerases (Unrau & Bartel, 1998; Johnston et a]., 200 1 ; 

Lau et al.. 2004). This substitution of only one oxygen atom for a sulphur in a potential 

ribozyme results in this molecule having a slower mobility in gels containing mercury 

(Igloi, 1988), and hence allows i t  to be isolated. The methodology has also been used to 

isolate kinase, alcohol dchydrogcnasc and capping ribozymcs. the latter being the subjcct 

of chapter 2 (Lorsch & Szostak, 1994; Tsukiji et al., 2004; Zaher et a]., 2006). 

The subset of the pool that survives the selection step must then undergo an 

amplification process. RNA molecules are first reverse transcribed to cDNA using 

reverse transcriptase in the presence of a 3' DNA primer and dNTPs. The cDNA is then 

amplified by PCR that employs a thcrmostablc DNA polymerase and two DNA primers. 

The 3' primer is the same as used during reverse transcription, while the 5' primer is used 

to make the sense strand and introduces a promoter sequence for the DNA-dependent 

RNA polyn~erase, typically T7 RNA polymerase (T7 RNAP). The double-stranded PCR 

products are then transcribed to generate the progeny RNA molecules for the next round 

of selection. The PCR step can also be used to introduce diversity by employing 

mutagenic conditions; for Tuq i t  involves biased dNTPs and slightly elevated divalent 

metal concentrations (Cadwcll & Joyce, 1994). As the selection proceeds, conditions are 

usually altered to favour molecules with enhanced properties- generally the reaction time 

is decreased to bias the development of sequences with faster reaction rates and the 

substrate concentration is progressively lowered to promote an improvement in K,,,. Once 

the desired enrichment is achieved- typically assessed using activity- the remaining RNA 

molecules arc cloned, sequenced and evaluated for activity. 



Tnie catalysts must accelerate the reaction rate without being modified or 

consumed during the process. As a result. RNAs resulting from conventional methods 

are not true enzymes. Nevertheless, it  is possible for a self-modifying RNA to bc 

converted into a true catalyst by separating it into two modules- one acting as thc catalyst, 

while the other as the substrate. The ease of implen~entation of such an approach 

depends critically on thc type of interaction between the two n~odules, and in most cases 

it  is acconlplished when base-pairing bctwcen the catalyst and the substrate is required. 

Turn-over is then achieved through dissociation of the product and the subsequent 

docking of a new substrate. However, this approach has not worked reliably for 

ribozymes catalyzing small molecule chemistries as the tether tends to play a critical role 

in the recognition and stabilization of the substrate complex (Unrau & Bartel, 1998). 

1.5.2 Transition-state analogue binding methods. 

This technology takes advantage of the notion that a catalyst accelerates the 

reaction ratc by stabilizing the transition-state of that reaction. Transition-state is defined 

as the state corresponding to the highest energy in a reaction coordinate and hence it is 

highly unstable (Jencks, 1963). Stable analogues of transition-states for many reactions 

havc been commonly synthesized by organic chemists to understand enzymes 

mechanisms. and in 1986 they were used to isolate the first catalytic antibodies (Pollack 

et a]., 1986; Tramontano et al., 1986). In this strategy, a pool of antibodies was screened 

for their ability to bind tightly to a transition-state analogue (TSA) of a peptide hydrolysis 

reaction. As hoped, some of the isolated sequences were found to catalyze the desired 

reaction. The feasibility of this method in the isolation of functional nucleic acid was 

evident by the selection of two novel ribozyn~es and one deoxyribozyme (Prudent et al., 
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1994; Conn ct al., 1996; Li Rr. Sen, 19%). The ribozymc isolatcd by Prudent ct al. 

catalyzcd thc non-covalent interconversion of a bridged biphenyl substrate, whilc Conn et 

al. isolated a ribozyme for porphyrin metallation. Li and Scn isolated the only 

deoxyribozyn~c using this methodology; also for porphyrin metallation. 

The advantage of the TSA method resides in the fact that isolated catalysts always 

perform multiple-turnover chemist~y. On the other hand, aptamers that bind thc TSA 

tightly are often incapable of catalyzing the desired reaction (Gold et al., 1995; Lorsch & 

Szostak, 1996), and to date, the three instances described above are thc only cxamples of 

successful TSA-based attempts. The shortcomings of this approach have been attributed 

to the approximation to the actual transition-state exploited by researchers during thc 

design of TSAs. Furthermore, even in the three successful attempts, the catalytic rate 

enhancements have been moderate because the critical contacts required to accomplish 

this are not necessarily those required for tight binding to the TSA. 

1.5.3 In vitro compartmentalization. 

All cvolutiona~y systems, natural or artificial, require that the genotype (typically 

DNA) and thc encoded phenotype (RNA or protein) are linked to each othcr. 

Conventional selection techniques achieve this requirement by subscribing the RNA 

molecules the role of acting as both the genotype and phenotype. In contrast, natural 

selection correlates functional polypeptides and informational polynucleotides using 

cellular compartmentalization. As a consequence, the survival of each cellular unit 

dcpends on thc proper functioning of the cellular machinery cxprcsscd by its gencs. IVC 

mimics natural selection where the genotype and phenotype, unlike conventional 



selections, are separated and linked through the conipartmental~zation of both within 

water-in-oil droplets (Tawfik & Griffiths, 1998). 

Typically in IVC ribozyme selections, one of the substrates is physically linked to 

the pool DNA. The resulting tethered genes are subsequently encapsulated along with T7 

RNAP and NTPs required for the transcription of the phenotypic RNAs. A result of 

co~npartmentalization, functional RNA sequences catalyze the formation of the product 

on the corresponding coding-genomic DNA molecules (Figure 1-8). Ribozyme-encoding 

genes, with the product attached, are scparated away from genes that encoded inactive 

RNA sequences and as result still carry the unmodified substrate (Ciriffiths & Tawfik, 

2006; Miller et a]., 2006). This subset of DNA genes is then ampl~tied using PCR before 

the next round of encapsulated selection is carried out. The applicability of this 

technique has been verified in a number of protein selections (Tawfik & Griffiths, 1998: 

Ciriffiths & Tawfik, 2003; Cohen et a]., 2004), and recently i t  has been adopted in high 

throughput sequencing (Margulies et a]., 2005). As for ribozyme selections, IVC has 

been used in the isolation of Diels-Alderases, RNA ligases and RNA polymerases 

(Agresti et a]., 2005; Levy et a]., 2005); the latter is the subject of chapter 4. 

The advantage of IVC over conventional methods is thrce-fold. First, enzymes 

isolated by IVC are true catalysts performing multiple turn-over chemistry. Second. 

active RNAs tend to fold into highly ordered structures, and are as such difficult to f ~ ~ l l y  

reverse-transcribe and often exhibit significant stalls. Many efficient ribozymes, 

therefore, are likely to have been lost in conventional selections. IVC bypasses this 

problem by directly amplifying the DNA sequences. Lastly, the requirement of the 



substrate to be tethered to fiinctional RNAs in the "self-modifying" methods. but not in 

IVC, limits the number of ways a catalytic motif can form. 

I Tether the first substrate 

1 Emulsify 
Incubation for transcription 

'emulsion' 

\ '  

Incubation for ribozyme 
reaction 

1 Breakage of emulsion 

1 Purification of tagged 
sequences 

I PCR amplification 

I"g + I  ure 1-8: In vifro compartmentalization methodology. One of the substrates (S, )  First attached to -. . .. IS 

the DNA pool (gcnolype), which contains fixed seclucncc elements and a T7 RNAP promoter (T7P). The 
mulling modified pool is subsequently crn~~lsilied together with tagged substrates (S?), T7 RNAP and 
NTPs. '1'7-mediatcd transcription results in the R N A  phenotype. Potential catalysts recognize thc substrate 
tethercd to the corresponding ribozyme-errcoding genes (as a result of conipartrnentnlizl~tion), and calalyzc 
the formation of the DNA-tethered product (P). Genes that arc modified are purified from ones carrying 
the initial substrate, ilnd amplified before the next round of selection is carried out. 



1.6 Ribozyme mechanisms: 

Enzymes employ a number of strategies to stabilize thc transition-state bctwcen 

substrate and product during catalysis. For instance, catalysts may add or abstract 

protons during the reaction, orient substrates so  that they are optimally positioned to 

react, and use binding interactions away from the reaction centre to introduce an 

unfavourable contact that does not exist in thc transition-state (Doudna & Cech, 2002). 

The lack of diversc functional groups in RNA and its propensity to bind tightly to 

divalent metal-ions such as magnesium led early suggestions to classitj  ribozymes as a 

distinct class of  metalloenzymcs (Pyle, 1993). That is, all ribozymcs rcquire correctly 

positioned divalent metal-ions to have a direct role in catalysis. While thcsc hypotheses 

appear to be true for the large ribozymes, the small nuclcolytic ribozymes seem to 

employ a different stratcgy and it is almost certain that none of  them are mctalloenzymes. 

1.6.1 Stereochemistry. 

The stcreochemical course of  many protein-catalyzed reactions has classically 

been used to unveil the type of  mechanism utilized by the enzyme (Frey et al., 1982). In 

particular, protein enzymes that catalyze reactions similar to those accelerated by natural 

ribozymes (phosphodiester bond cleavage and ligation reactions) have been studied using 

phosphorthioate substituted substrates (Eckstein, 1985). In this approach, one of the 

nonbridging oxygens in the phosphodiester linkage, which naturally is not chiral, is 

replaced by a sulphur atom. As such phosphorous reaction centre is chiral, the 

stereochemical course of the rcaction can be determined. The same approach has been 

used to monitor the stereochemical coursc of  the reactions catalyzed by naturally- 

occurring ribozymes, and in all cases tcstcd, the reactions proceed with an inversion of 
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configuratwn at the phosphorous centre (McSwiggcn & Cech, 1989; Rajagopal ct al., 

1989; Slim & Gait, 1991 ; Padgett et al.. 1994), (Figure 1-9). These findings werc used to 

propose the in-line displacement mechanism for ribozyme-catalyzed rcactions, which 

proceeds via a trigonal bipyramidal transition-state (Figure 1-9). In chapter 3, I discuss 

the stereochemical course of a capping ribozymc that retains stereo-configuration during 

the course of the rcaction. 

Indistinguishable 

Figure 1-9: Phosphorthioate substitutions reveal ribozyme mechanism. a) All nnt~~rally-occul-ring 
ribozynies, which catalyze reactions at a phosphodicster linkage, u t i l i~e  an in-line displacement 
mechanism. The reaction procceds through a trigonal bipyramidal (penta-coordinated) transition statc that 
leads lo an inversion of stereo-configuration that is not detectable; the phosphorous rcaction centre is not 
chiral. b) Atomic substitution of  a non-bridging oxygen by a sulphur (shown is the Rp stereoisomer) can 
be used to probe the stereochemical course of ribozyme-c:italyzed reactions; as the phosphorous is made 
chiral in this case. This approach has been used to v e r i ~  the in-line displacement mechanism, which leads 
to inversion around the reactivc phosphorous (shown is the Rp+Sp inversion). 

1.6.2 Group I introns. 

The self-splicing group I intron of Tc~/rtrh.vmcwtr was the first ribozynre to be 

discovercd (Kruger ct al., 1982). Since then, group I introns have been found in 



precursors of ribosomal RNA (rRNA), transfer RNA (tRNA), and messenger RNA 

(mRNA) of many organisms, including the nuclei of protozoa, the mitochondria of fungi, 

the chloroplasts of algae, and bacteria and their phages (Doudna & Ccch, 2002). They 

are classified as such based on their secondary structures and common mechanism of 

action. The self-splicing reaction procccds via two transestcrification steps, where an 

cxogcnous guanosinc or GTP moleculc acts as the nucleophilc (Figure I - 10). 

Figure 1-10: Schematic of the group I intron self-splicing reaction. Exons arc shown as  dashed lines, 
while the intron is drawn in a solid line. In the first step, the 3' hydroxyl o f  a bound gt~anosinc (RG) 
attacks the 5' splice site (within the PI stern), clcaving it, and becoming attached to thc 5' end o f  the intron. 
In the second step. the intron- still held in the PI region- attacks thc 3' splice site, resulting in the joining of  
the two exuns and the release of the intron. 

Naturally, these ribozymes do not pcrform multiple turnover; but as the cxcised 

intron preserves the active site, it  can be re-engineered to catalyze splicing in ti-cms giving 

a true catalyst. The /runs-acting ribozyme performs the first step of self-splicing with 

multiple turnover using an RNA oligonucleotide that mimics the 5' exon. This version of 

the /erc~lqvnt.nu group I intron has been used almost exclusively to dissect each stcp of 

the reaction pathway. Thc oligonucleotide substrate first base-pairs with an internal 

guide sequence in the ribozyme, rescuing the PI helix. Specific 2' hydroxyl groups along 

the minor groove of this P 1 element in turn promote the presentation of the substrate to 

the active site. The 3' hydroxyl of the guanosine nucleophile, after binding to the C; sitc 

within P7, attacks the splice site phosphate cleaving the substrate. Finally, the cleaved 



product is released; this last step is rate-limiting for multiple turnover duc to basc-pairing 

and tertiary interactions that slow the d~ffusion of the product from the active site 

(McConnell ct al., 1993). 

Similar to many protem enzymes that catalyze analogous reactions, thc group I 

introns cmploy divalcnt mctals directly for catalysis (Narlikar & Herschlag, 1997). Early 

investigations of the locations and the number of catalytic metals utilized biochemical 

means where individual phosphate or ribose hydroxyl groups were substituted with 

"softer" thiophosphate or amino groups and assessed for changes in metal specificity, that 

is rcscuc by a thiophilic mctal like h4n2' or c d 2 ' .  These proccdurcs resulted in a thrcc- 

metal model; the first metal (M,,) is used to stabilize the negative charge developed in the 

transition-stntc, the second metal (MH) helps in  the deprotonation of thc 3'-OH of thc 

guanosine nucleophile, and the third metal (M(3) was proposed to assist MA in orienting 

the substrates properly and the stabilization of thc trigonal bipyramidal transition-state 

(Shan et a]., 200 I), (Figure 1 - 1 1). While recent crystal structures of the Azocmw.s group I 

intron includes all the ligands for this three-metal model, the structure shows only two 

Mg2' ions are bound in the active site. MI is equivalent to MA, whilc M2 is coordinated 

to both the 3' and 2' hydroxyl groups of the guanosinc nucleophile and hcnce takes the 

position of MIj and Mc, (Stahley & Strobel, 2005). 



Figure 1-1 I: The three and two divalent metal-ion models of step one of the self-splicing reaction by 
the Tetrahymena group I intron. In the three metal-ion mechanism (Shan et al., 2001), the first ion M,, 
stabili~es the leaving group oxyanion (shown in blue) by neutralizing the negntivc charge that develops 
during thc cleavage reaction. The same metal also interacts with the pro-S, nonbridging oxygen, which is 
also coordinated to M( . In addition, Mc stabili~es the 2' OH of the RG nucleophile. MIj activates the 
incoming 3' hydroxyl nucleophile- the interaction is depicted in red as i t  is absent in the two metal-ion 
niechanlm. In this model, Mc% is responsible Ihr the activation of the nucleophilic oxygen (Stahley & 
Strobel. 2005). 

1.6.3 Group 11 introns. 

Found in bacteria and organellar genes. group 11 introns catalyze the spec~fic sclf- 

excision and ligation of the flanking RNA sequences to produce mature transcript 

(Doudna & Cech, 2002). As in the case with the group I introns, the reaction catalyzed 

by the group I1  introns involves two transesterification steps. In  contrast to group I 

introns. the nucleophile resides internally within the intron as an unpaired adenosine 

close to the 3'-end of the intron. In the first step, the 2'-OH of this adenosine attacks the 

5' spl~ce-site phosphate, resulting in a 5' free exon and a branched lariat structure similar 

to the one produced by the splicesome. In the second step, the 5' cxon attacks the 3' 



splice site, leading to the ligation of the two exons and the release of the intron as a lariat 

(Michcl & Ferat, 1995), (Figurc 1 - 12). 

Figure 1-12: Self-splicing pathway by the group 11 introns. In step 1 ,  the 2' hydroxyl of  an adenosine 
residue within domain 6 o f  the intron attacks the 5' splice site, annealed to domain 1 of  the intron, resulting 
in the formation of  a lariat. In step 2 .  the 5' splice site attacks the 3' splice site, joining the two exons and 
releasing the intron as a lariat. 

Like the group I introns, group I 1  introns have an absolute requiremcnt for 

divalent metal-ions for catalysis. Substitutions of the 3' leaving group oxygens for 

sulphur inhibit both the first and thc second step of the self-splicing reaction. Thiophilic 

metal ions restore activity, suggesting that a divalent metal-ion is required to stabilize thc 

3'-oxyanion leaving group (Gordon et al., 2000), (Figure 1 - 13). Additionally, both steps 

are inhibited by S, sulphur substitution, however the reactions are not rescued by 

thiophilic metal ions (Padgett et al., 1994). As a result, no metal ions interactions with 

the two phosphate reaction centres havc been demonstrated conclusively (Fcdor, 2002). 

Phosphorthioatc substitution at regions ncar the active site havc also identified possible 

ligands f i r  divalent metal ions, but it is currently unclcar whether these metal ions 

mediate catalysis directly or merely stabilize the active site structure (Sigel et al., 2000; 

Hertweck & Mucller, 200 1). The lack of conclusive biochemical data and high 

resolution structures havc made i t  difficult to assess how many metal ions are directly 

involved in catalysis, but the common agreement is that i t  is likely to bc two (Fedor, 

2002). 



Figure 1-13: Model for metal-ion iuteractions during step 2 of the reaction catalyzed by group 11 
introns. A single metal ion has been proposed to stabilize the leaving oxyanion (shown in blue), while at 
the same time interacting with the 2' hydroxyl group o f  the intron (Padgett et al., 1994). 

1.6.4 RNase P. 

RNase P is a ribonucleoprotein complex that catalyses the maturation of the 5' 

end of tRNA in all threc domains of lifc (Kazantsev & Pacc, 2006). The enzyme has 

been also found to process alternative substrates such as transfer messenger RNA 

(tmRNA) and 4.5s RNA; like tRNA, both of these RNAs are also involved in protein 

synthesis. Bacterial RNase P contains one small basic protein, while the archaeal and 

cukaryal complexes contain 4-5 and I0 different protein subunits respectively (Hartmann 

& Hartmann, 2003). In all thrce cases, the protein component is essential for activity it7 

vivo (Schedl & Primak, 1973; Apirion, 1980; Waugh & Pace, 1 990; Chamberlain ct al., 

1998). Nonetheless, the RNA component of the bacterial RNasc P has bccn known to be 

catalytic by itsclf in vilro for morc than two decadcs, and hence the enzyme is classificd 

as a ribozyme (Guerrier-Takada et al., 1983). Interestingly, at the time of writing this 



thesis, the RNA component of the human RNase P was also shown to be functional by 

itself in vi/r.o; albeit very slowly (Kikovska et a]., 2007). 

5' leader 5' leader 
I 
0 

0 
H' O--H 

Figure 1-14: The proposed transition state of the RNase P reaction. The pro-R, oxygen of the scissile 
phosphate is coordinated to two metals MA and MI,.  M,, also activates the incoming hydroxide nucleophile 
(drawn in red) and positions i t  for an in-line attack. M,, is responsiblc for neutralization of the negative 
charge being developed on the 3' leaving oxygen group (depicted in blue). The third rnetal MC, through an 
inner sphere water molecule. interacts with the 2' hydroxyl group of the leader strand. This results in a . -  - 

~.cduction in the pK,, of the associated water and, as a result, assists in the transfer of a proton to the 3' 
oxygen. The same metal is thought to interact directly with the pro S,, oxygen and with the nucleophilic 
oxygen through an inner sphcrc water moleculc (Ka~antscv & Pace, 2006). 

In contrast to group I and I1 introns, RNase P pcrforms multiple turnover it? vivo. 

RNase P catalyzes the hydrolysis of a phosphodiester linkage, generating a mature tRNA 

with a 5' phosphate terminal and a leader sequence containing a 2'-3'-cis-glycol terminal 

(Figure 1- 14). The reaction has an absolute dependence on divalent metal ions, typically 

h4g2' or ~ 1 1 ~ ' .  Hill analyses of the metal dependence together with thiophilic rescue of 

phosphorthioate substitutions suggest a three-metal-ion mechanism for the catalytic 

action by RNase P (Smith & Pace, 1993; Warnecke et al., 1996). In this model (shown in 

figure 1 - l4), the ~ ~ " - h ~ d r a t e  coordinate complexes surround the scissile phosphodiestcr 



bond to form a trigonal bipyramidal transition-state. The 2'-OH of the leader sequence is 

thought to facilitate the protonation of the 3'-oxygen leaving group (Cassano et al., 2004). 

1.6.5 Hammerhead. 

Hammerhead ribozymcs are the smallest naturally occurring ribozymes and arc 

probably thc most studied. They were originally discovercd in viroids and satellite RNAs 

of plant viruses where they catalyze a specific phosphodiester bond isomerization during 

the process of rolling-circle replication (Prody ct al., 1986; Uhlenbeck, 1987; Symons, 

1997). Recently they have been identified in non-viral species genomes such as 

schistomes (Martick & Scott, 2006). The hammerhead motif is likely to be the most 

efficient self-cleaving sequence that can be isolated from random libraries (Salehi- 

Ashtiani & Szostak, 2001). As a result, i t  has been suggested that the ribozyme may have 

arisen multiple times during the evolution of functional RNA sequences. 

Since its discovery, the hamrnerhcad has been the subject of mqor controversy 

(Fedor & Williamson, 2005). Early biochemical and structural investigations suggested 

two mutually exclusive mechanisms regarding the extent of conforniational change 

required to activate catalysis in the ribozynie. For example, phosphorthioate substitut~ons 

identified a critical divalent mctal ion that is coordiiiated to the pro-R, nonbridging 

oxygens of both the A9 residue and the cleavage sitc C 17 (Peracchi et a]., 1997), (Figure 

I - I5a), while the crystal structures of a minimal hammerhead showed that these residucs 

arc 20 fi apart (Pley et al., 1994), (Figure I - 15a). Furthermore, kinetic analysis of thc 

ribozymc-catalyzed rcaction in the prcscncc of high monovalent ions concentrations 

showed that divalent mctal ions are not essential for thc catalytic step but play a role in 



the stabilization of the active ribozyme structure (Curtis & Bartel, 2001 ; O'Rear et al., 

200 I ) .  

Recent crystal structures of a full-length hamrncrhead seem to unify these 

previo~~sly irreconcilable differences where tertiary contacts not found in the minimal 

constructs were found to prime the ribozymc for catalysis (Martick & Scott, 2006), 

(Figurc I - 15b). Similar to previous structurcs, no Mg2' ions were observed in the ncw 

crystal structure, and it suggests a general acid-base strategy for catalysis by the 

ribozyme. The deprotonation of N 1 of G 12 and its close proximity to the 2'-OH of thc 

cleavage site C 17 in the structure (3.5 A, Figure 1- I5c) corroborates previous suggestion 

of thc gcneral base role played by this residue (Han & Burke, 2005). Previous 

biochemical data have also implicatcd the 2'-OH of G8 in catalysis (McKay. 1996), the 

structure suggests that this hydroxyl group is the active functional group for the general 

acid, i.e. responsible for the protonation of thc 5' oxygen leaving group. A proposed 

model of thc transition-state configuration is shown in figure 1 - I5d. 
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Figure 1-15: The structure and mechanism of the hammerhead ribozyme. a) Sccondary (left) and . . - .  

crystal (right) structures of a minimal hammerhead (Pley et al., 1994). The substrate is shown in yellow, 
and is made up ofdeoxynucleotides so as to prevent cleavage by the ribozyme. The enzynic is drawn in 
red with the conserved residues displayed on a grey background. All residues are numbered using standard 
convention. The block arrow indicates the scissile phosphate. b) Structure of the full-length haninierhcad 
(Martick & Scott, 2006). The residue Cm17 signifies a 2 ' 4  methyl niodification to prevent cleavage. The 
active site residues, inferred from biochemical data, in both tcrtiary structures arc shown in C'PK. Dramatic 
changes, clue to loop-bulge interactions. are observed that reshape the active site in the fiill-length construct 
rclative to the minimal one. c) The activc sitc of the fi~ll-length hammerhead ribozynie. d) A proposed 
transition statc of the cleavage reaction (Martick & Scott, 2006). (3-12 acts as a general basc whereby the 
deprotonatcd N I (in red) abstracts a proton from the 2' hydroxyl nucleophile activating i t  ibr thc in-line 
displacement. The 2' hydroxyl (blue) of (3-8 acts as a general base by donating a proton to thc 5' leaving 
oxygen. th th  specific acid and base by water niolecules (magenta) may also play a role during catalysis. 
All molecular models were made using the DeepViewISwiss-PdbViewer v3.7 software package using PDH 
ID numbers I tIMH (minimal hammerhead) and 2G0Z (fiill-length hammerhead). 



1.6.6 HDV. 

The HDV ribozyme catalyzes thc same reaction as that of the hammerhcad, and it  

is required during the processing of the viral replication products. Both the genomic and 

antigenomic strands of the virus harbour self-cleaving ribozymes that have identical 

secondary structures (Kuo et a]., 1988). A recent report from the Szostak lab has shown 

that the human C'PEB3 gene contains an HDV-like sequence suggesting that the 

ribozyme niay have arisen from the human transcriptonie (Salehi-Ashtiani et a]., 2006). 

In 1998. the Doudna group solvcd the first crystal structure of a genoniic HDV 

ribozyme (Ferre-D'Amare et a]., 1998). The structure revealed that the ribozyme forms 

an enclosed cleft where the strand scission takes place with no divalent metal ions near 

the active site. Instead, a set of conserved essential nucleotides surrounds the scissile 

phosphate, suggesting thc possibility of their direct rolc in catalysis. The crystal structure 

suggested, for the first time, a possible role for a nucleobase as general acid, namely ( '75.  

Biochcmical investigations that followed went on to support this hypothesis (Fedor & 

Williamson. 2005). In a prominent experiment, an inactive ribozyme that had C75 

substitutcd for an abasic rcsidue was rescued in thc presence of imidazolc (Nakano et a]., 

2000). The biochemical and biophysical data support a niodel (figure 1-1 6) where C75 

acts as a general acid by donating a proton to the 5' bridging oxygen leaving group, while 

a hydrated metal ion abstracts a proton from the 2'-OH nucleophile (Das & Piccirilli, 

2005). 



Figure 1-16: General acid catalysis by the HDV ribo~yme A protonated form of  the C75 ~ e s ~ d u e  
serves as a gcncral a c d  by dona t~ng  a proton tv the 5' l eav~ng  oxygcn. An unknown gencral base, 
presumably a dlvdent  nietal-ion, removes a proton from the nucleoph~lic 2' hydroxyl group act~vallng ~t for 
the ~n-l ine attack (Das & Piccirill~, 2005). 

1.6.7 Ribosome. 

The ribosome is a large biological complex that is responsible for protein 

synthesis in all domains of life. I t  is made up of two subunits that are in turn composed 

of ribosomal RNA and many proteins. Earlier studies where ribosomal proteins were 

excluded one at a time suggested that the reaction is catalyzed by the 23s  RNA (Nollcr ct 

a]., 1992). The first crystal stl-uctures of the large subunit, which is responsible for the 

peptidyl transfcr rcaction, revealed that there are no proteins within 20 A of the active 

site- labelled by the transition-state analogue CCdAp-Puroniycin- confirming that the 

ribosome is indeed a ribozynle (Ban et al., 2000; Nissen et al., 2000). 

In the structure, N3  of the universally conserved A245 1 (E. c d i  notation) lied 

close to the transition-state analoguc. The authors proposed a general base rolc for this 

residue in removing a proton from thc A-site bond aminoacyl-tRNA making i t  

susceptible for an attack by the carbonyl group of the growing peptide (Muth ct al.. 

2000). However, this model was later I-efuted as the ribosome was found to undergo 

major conformational switches during catalysis and the original structure captured an 



inactive state (Schnieing et a]., 2005). Mutational studies by the Green lab indicated that 

this residue is not critical for the peptidyl transfer reaction, but is required for peptidc 

release (Youngman et a]., 2004). As a result of these findings and others, the emerging 

model is that the ribosome achieves catalysis by mere orientation and proximity of 

substrates (Fcdor & Williamson, 2005). However, recent investigations suggest a 

substl-ate-assisted mechanism; in these experiments the rate of peptide bond formation 

was observed to fall 10" fold when the 2'-OH of the 3'-terminal adenosine of the P-site 

tRNA was removed. Although these findings do not exclude the proximity model, the 

authors argue that the hydroxyl group might be acting as a general base by abstracting a 

proton from the amino group (Weinger ct al., 2004). The mechanism of the ribosome, to 

date, remains unresolved and is the sub-ject of hot debates within the conlmunity 

(Rodnina et al., 2006). 

1.6.8 Mechanism of an artificial nucleotide synthase. 

Although less studied, mechanisms of in vitro selected ribozymes offer a back- 

drop into the range of catalytic strategies available for RNA. Isolated by Unrau and 

Bartel from a random pool of 10'hifferent sequences, the a 15 ribozyme catalyzes the 

tethered formation of Js~~ridinc nucleotide from attached 5-phosphoribosyl 1 - 

pyrophosphate (pRpp) and free 4\racil (4%ra) with an efficiency that is 10"imes greater 

than the uncatalyzed reaction (Unrau & Bartel. 1998). Protein enzymes that catalyze the 

analogous reaction exploit a number of mechanistically distinct strategies. Probing the 

transition-state of the a1 5 ribozyine using kinetic isotope effect indicated that the 

nucleotide synthase stabilizes a highly dissociative reaction, quite different from the SN2- 



type catalyzed by natural ribozymes, involving an oxocarbenium-ion intermediate (Unrau 

& Bartel, 2003), (Figure 1 - 17). Unexpectedly, this mechanism resembles that of 

hydrolytic protcin cnzymes, such as uracil DNA glycosylase, which uses thc negativc 

charge in its DNA substrate to stabilize the oxocarbenium transition-state. 

Figure 1-17: Proposed mechanism of the a15 nucleotide synthase ribozyme. The reaclion goes 
through a stepwise dissociative mechanism that involves the parting of ihe pyrophosphaie group 10 h r m  i111 

oxocarbenium transition state. This is followed by the nucleophilic addition of JSuracil to form "uridine 
(Unrau & Barlel, 2003). 

RNA-catalyzed RNA replication: 

The "RNA world" hypothesis relies on the premise that there exist certain 

ribozymes that are capable of replicating a ribo-organism genome. Inspired by thc 

mechanisms of modern protein polymerases, researchers have been investigating RNA's 

capability of polymerizing an R N A  primer-template con~plex as a first step in the 

crcation of a true replicasc ribozyme (Bartel & Unrau, 1999; Szostak ct a]., 200 1 ; 

McGinness & Joyce, 2003). Conventional in vifro evolution techniques have resulted in 

a number of ribozymes that extend a primcr in a template-dcpendent fashion from 

nucleotide triphosphates (Been & Cech, 1988; Bartel et a]., 199 1 ; Chowrira et a]., 1993; 

Johnston et al., 2001; McGinness et a]., 2002; Lawrencc & Bartel, 2005). The most 

advanccd being the 189-nt Round- 18 polymerase, which can polymerize one primer 

template complex by more than a helical turn (Johnston et al., 200 1). Although this 

polymerase possesses many of the attributes that are usually associated with protein 



cnzymes, its activity must be greatly improved before auto-replication can be considered. 

I have recently used IVC to isolate a superior polymerase ribozyme, which is discussed 

and compared to other polymerase ribo~ymes in chapter 4. 

1.8 Sub-viral replication strategies: 

An RNA replicase, if designed as above, would require two bouts of 

polymerization reactions to produce one copy of the original strand. The first bout would 

result in a complen~entary strand that in all likelihood would form a highly stable duplex 

with the original strand. This duplex in him would prevent the synthesis of the desired 

strand from the complementary strand, unless a strategy to overcome this problem is 

developed. Contemporary DNA enzymes overcome this obstacle by utilizing the energy 

from the formation of phosphodiester bonds to perform strand displacement. Although i t  

is conceivable that a ribozyme could be designed to perform strand displacement, no such 

strategy for an RNA genome exists in modem metabolism. I t  seems as if nature has 

evolved a mechanism that is largely different from that of DNA replication to avoid the 

formation of more stable double stranded RNAs. Replication of sub-viral genoines such 

as those of hepatitis delta viius and viroids is a case for this point (Symons, 1997; Flores 

ct a]., 2005). 

Viroids are small single stranded RNAs, 200-400 nt in length, that infect a variety 

of plant species. The genomes are circular with high degree of self-complementarity 

(Ciross et al., 197X), and do not code for any proteins, and hence viroids are the smallest 

known pathogens (Flores et al., 2004). Viroid replication proceeds via a rolling-circle 

mechanism, thought to be catalyzed by the host RNA polymerase I1  (Muhlbnch & 



Sanger, 1979). The ability of these RNAs to h~jack the active bite of an enzyme that 

normally accepts DNA is currently not understood. The replication process results in two 

strands, a long linear strand containing many genome-lengths, and a long linear positive 

strand that is then processed into the circular genome (Daros et a]., 1994). The 

mechanism of a~itocatalytic amplification of an RNA called X by T7 RNAP is thought to 

be analogous to that of viroids (Konarska & Sharp, 1989, 1990). RNA X is a 64-nt linear 

scquence that is almost completely self-complementary, and also has a four-fold 

symmetry allowing i t  to adopt a clover-leaf structure (Figure I- 18). The replication of 

RNA X, like those of viroids, requires single stranded templates, and both the template 

and replica are released as single stranded. I havc investigated the mechanism of this 

process by probing the sequence and secondary structure requirement for T7 RNAP- 

mediated extension of oligonucleotides (Zaher & Unrau, 2004), see chapter 5 .  

I t  is highly conceivable that primordial RNA replicases utilized strategies similar 

to present-day mechanisms. In this case, the template and replica structures would havc 

contributed significantly to strand displacement. Finally, the observation that single 

stranded RNA genomes are amplified by DNA-dependent RNA polymerases suggest that 

the ability of single strands of RNA to replicate may be a more general property of RNA 

(Wettich & Biebricher, 200 I). 
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Figure 1-18: R N A  X adopts alternative secondary structures. The clover-leaf structure of the '-' (G) 
strand, a). and ' 1' (C) strand, b). The 't' strand differs from the '-' one by only having 2 cytidine residues 
instead of g~~anosines at each of its 5' terminus and 3' terminus, and 2 guanosine residues instead of 
cytirlines in the middle loop (The different residues are displayed in red). Alternatively, KNA X has the 
potential to form a stable rod-like structure, c), or a du~nbbell structure, d). In bolh cases only the '- ' s t r~nd  
is sho\vn. 



CHAPTER 2: 
Two independently selected capping ribozymes 

share similar substrate requirements 

This chapter is largely based on the manuscript; Zaher HS, Watkins RA, Unrau PJ. 2006. 
"Two independently selected capping ribozymes share similar substrate requirements". 
RNA 12: 1949- 1958. 0 2006 Thc RNA society. 

2.1 Introduction: 

Enzymes are noteworthy in that they efficiently perform specific chemistry. But 

how did these catalysts evolve and what were the fundamental constraints that governed 

thcir carly emergence? Thcse questions are difficult to address with protcin enzymes, as 

billions of years of evolution have often erased the information requircd to understand the 

evolutionary progression from an emergent to a fully competent catalyst (Bartel & Unrau, 

1999). The emergent catalytic properties of RNA are much easier to study than that of 

protein, as RNA catalysts (ribozymes) can be selected artificially from pools of random 

sequence in the laboratory (Wilson & Szostak, 1999; Joyce, 2002; Fiammengo & 

Jaschke, 2005). The emergent properties of these RNAs may be of particular importancc 

as catalytic RNAs are critical to modern metabolism (Ban et al., 2000; Winkler & 

Breaker, 2005) and were likely to have played a donlinnnt rolc early in evolution prior to 

the emergence of protein catalysis (Gilbert, 1986; Joyce, 2002). 

Artificially selected ribozymcs. like protein enzymes, have generally becn shown 

to exhibit good substrate discrimination over a range of chemistries (Cech et al., 198 1; 

Unrau & Bartcl, 1998; Seelig & Jaschke, 1999; Wilson & Szostak, 1999; Lau et al., 2004; 

Tsukiji ct al., 2004; Fiammengo & Jaschke, 2005). In some cases thc basis for substrate 

discrimination may be obvious; such is the casc with self-cleaving ribozymes, whcre their 



base-pairing properties make possible highly specific phosphodiester bond cleavage 

reactions (Doherty & Doudna, 2000). In other cases the mechanism bchind substratc 

discrimination and its importance to catalysis is harder to resolve. For example, we have 

found purine and pyrimidine nucleotide synthase ribozymes that exhibit good substrate 

discrimination between small substrates having molecular weights less than 170 Da 

(Unrau & Bartel, 1998; Lau et al., 2004). This substrate specificity is achieved even 

though these ribozymes exploit a range of calalytic strategies - some exhibit good 

substrate binding affinity, while others have high intrinsic chemical rates but poor 

substrate affinity (Lau et a]., 2004). This indicates that, at least for nucleotidc synthesis 

ribozymes, a range of catalytic strategies is available. A dctailcd investigation of the 

catalytic strategies utilized by other artificially selected ribozymes performing 

chemistries with a range of small molecule substratcs will help to further dclimit the 

catalytic properties of newly emergcnt ribozymes, such as thosc possibly encountered 

carly in evolution. 

The chemistry of capping provides a unique window into the iniportance of 

substratc discrimination and RNA catalysis. Capping involves the exchange of nearly 

equivalent phosphate groups so as to form a nucleotide 5'-5' cap on an R N A  strand using 

a small nucleotide substrate (Equat~on 2- 1). During the course of enzymc-mediated 

capping, the phosphate moieties of the nucleotide are required for chemistry, while the 

distal base and sugar of this nucleotide are utilized to provide substrate recognition and 

discrimination. As nucleotide substrates are, in principle, easily recognized by RNA it 

might be expected that capping ribozymes like their protein counterparts, would also 

distinguish between nucleotide substratcs. An cxploration of the catalytic and substrate 



utilization of capping ribozymes should therefore provide insight into how the 

requirements imposed by chemistry regulate RNA-mediated catalysis. 

(P), N + pppRNA - N(p), pRNA + PP, 

Equation 2-1 

Previously Huang and Yarus isolated a general RNA capping ribozyme called 

lso6. Is06 accelerates the formation of a variety of 5'-5' RNA cap structures and releases 

pyrophosphatc in the presence of ~ a "  ions (Huang & Yarus, 1997a). Notably the 

ribozyme is very promiscuous in its substrate requirements. Is06 only requires a terminal 

unblocked phosphate-containing nucleophile to attack the a-phosphate of the ribozymc's 

5'-triphosphate (Huang & Yarus, 1997~).  Additionally, the ribozyme possesses 

pyrophosphatase, decapping and exchange activities (Huang & Yarus, 1997b). The 

ribozyme displays a similar -10 pM affinity for both guanosine triphosphate and 

diphosphatc, but exhibits a substrate affinity towards guanosine monophosphate that is 

-15 fold lower (Huang & Yarus, 1998). In this chapter, we report the isolation of a 

second capping ribozyme, called 6.17, from an independent selection and using a 

different selective approach. Intriguingly, this ribozyme has similar kinetic and substrate 

recognition properties to Is06 - even though both ribozymes have distinct metal ion 

preferences and are likely to adopt different secondary structures. This suggests that, in 

contrast to the majority of small molecule reactions mediated by RNA, the chemistry of 

capping is incompatible with facile substratc discrimination; an interesting finding given 



the proven ability of RNA to distinguish between different nucleobases (Nocske et al., 

2005). 

2.2 Materials and methods: 

2.2.1 Pool construction and isolation of capping ribozyme 6.17. 

A high diversity DNA pool having thc scqucnce TTCTAATACCACTTATAGGAC' 

CGAGAAGTTACCC-N(7h,-CCTTGG-N,7h,-GGCACC-N(76)-ACGCACATCGCAGCAA 

C (italics indicate the T7 promoter sequcnce, N indicates a random nucleotide position) 

was made from three synthetic single-stranded pools, as described previously (Unrau & 

Bartcl, 1998; Zaher & Unrau. 2005). RNA transcripts wcrc made by in vitr-o T7 

transcription (40 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.9, 2.5 mM spermidine, 26 mM MgC12, 0.0 I % Triton 

X- 100, I0 mM DTT, 8 niM GTP, 4 mM ATP, 4 mM CTP and 2 mM UTP and 4 U/pl T7 

RNAP incubated for 1 1.1 at 37OC), (Zaher & Unrau, 2004). A total of - 1.5 x 10" 

different RNA sequences were used with approximately 5 to 6 copies of each sequence in 

the initial pool (a total of 15 nMoles of RNA). Initially the selection was designed to 

isolatc RNA polymerase ribozymes. This was carried out by incubating thc RNA with an 

RNA tcmplate designed to hybridize to the 3'-end of the pool and to provide a tcrnplate 

for "UMP incorporation using the following incubation conditions: 0.3-0.5 pM RNA, 

1 .O pM template, 2 niM "UTP, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.6, 25 mM MgC'I,, 150 mM KC1 at 

22•‹C' for 20 hr. The crude "UTP used in Rounds 1 and 2 of the sclection was 

synthesized by incubating 10 mM 4 % . J ~ ~  and 20 mM ATP with 50 mM Tris-HC'I pH 7.8, 

2.5 niM MgC'I2, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5mM DTT and 1 mM spermidine together with 0.15 U/pl 

of nucleoside-5'-diphospliatc kinase (Sigma) for 30 min at room tempcrature. This 



prcparation was then crudcly cnriched and used in the pool incubation. The final 

con~position of the synthesis was approximately 62% 4 S ~ ~ P ,  12% ADP and 26% ATP as 

determined by analytical HPLC. Furthcr rounds used "UTP from USB. After 

incubation with "UTP, the pool was dehybridized from the template by the addition a 

competing oligonucleotide able to hybridize to the tcmplate and EDTA to chelate MgZ1.  

The pool was then gel purified. Reactive RNA able to incorporate a ''% residue wcrc 

thcn purified on a 5 % PAGE gel containing APM, and visualized using a Storm 820 

phosphorimager. Round four of this pool was found to contain both template-dependent 

and template-independent sequences (the former to be discussed elsewhere). A tcmplate- 

independent selection was carried out by excluding the template from future rounds in 

order to isolate primer independent self-tagging ribozymes. In rounds 5 and 6 of the 

selection the %TP concentration was lowercd to I mM. Incubation times during the 

selection for rounds 1 to 6 were 24, 24, 24, 23, 1 and 1 h respectively. By round 6, the 

selection was stopped; the RNA was cloned and 25 isolates sequenced. After screening 

for activity, isolate 6.17 was studied in detail due to its faster kinetics. The truncated cis 

sequence c6.17 has been submitted to GenBank and has accession number DQ37 1299. 

2.2.2 Characterization of cis acting capping ribozyme 6.17. 

The site of nucleotide addition was mapped by incubating the ribozyme with [a- 

"PI-UTP and subjecting the resulting radiolabelled RNA to partial alkaline hydrolysis (5 

pM RNA in 50 mM NaHC'03 at 90•‹C for 30 min in the presencc of 0.5 pglpl tRNA). 

Thc reaction was stopped by adjusting the pH to 7.0 using I M Tris-HC1. A G-ladder 

was produced by partial T1 digestion ( 5  pM RNA, 0.5 pgip1 tRNA, 6 M Urea, 0.02 Uipl 



TI (Fermentus) at 22OC for 2 minutes). The reaction was stopped by the addition of 2 x 

formamide loading dye (95% formamidc, I0 mM EDTA, 0.025 'XI Xylenc Cyanol and 

0.025 O/o bromophenol blue) and storing the sample on dry ice beforc loading onto a 

scqucncing gel. 

The phosphates of the incorporated nucleotide were shown to be protected from 

phosphatase by subjecting the ribozyme that had been capped with [CL-'~P]-UTP to calf 

intestinal phosphatase (CIP) (New England Biolabs); 50 mM Tris-HCI pH 7.9, 100 mM 

NaC'I, 10 mM MgCl?, 1 mM DTT supplemented with 1 U/pI of enzyme and incubating 

for 1 h at 37•‹C. 

Kinetic reactions were carried out under sclcction conditions using 0.5 pM "P- 

body-labelled RNA. To calculatc the K,,, of isolate c6.17, time-courses with nucleotidc 

concentrations ranging from 17 pM to 3 mM were performed. Initial rates were extracted 

from time course data and plotted against "UTP, 4 % ~ ~ ,  and "UMP concentrations and 

fit to the Michaelis-Menten equation. 

2.2.3 t6.17 capping assay. 

Isolate 6.17 was truncated and separated into two modules called A and B to 

facilitate analysis. Modulc A consisted of residues 150 to 222 of the 6.17 isolatc. while 

module B consisted of residues 1 to 33 and contains the reactive 5' triphosphate that is 

capped. Module B was 3'-end labelled by incubating 5 pM RNA with 2 pM [ " P I - ~ C ~  in 

50 1nM HEPES pH 8.3, 10 mM DTT, I0 pglml BSA, 8.3 O/o vlv glycerol, 1 mM ATP, 1 

U/yl T4 RNA ligase for 2 11 at 22OC (Wang & Unrau, 2002). The labellcd RNA was then 

gel purified by 12% PAGE. [ 3 ' ~ ] - p ~ p  was synthesized by incubating 30 pM Cp (Sigma) 



in polynucleotide kinase buffer (70 mM Tris-HC'1, I0 mM MgCI2, 5 niM DTT, pH 7.6) 

supplemcntcd with 5 pC'i/yl of [ y - ' 2 ~ ] - L 4 ~ ~  (3000 Ci/mniol, NEN) and 0.5 U/p1 of T4 

polynucleotide kinase (Invitrogen) at 37OC for 30 niinutcs. Thc cnzylne was thcn 

inactivated by heating at 65•‹C' for 15 minutes. 

Capping reactions were carried out, in single turnover conditions, by annealing 

module A (2 pM) and module B (0.2 pM) by heating at 80•‹C for 5 minutes and gradually 

cooling to 22OC before the addition of the selection buffer. Reactions were started by the 

addition of nuclcotide at a concentration of I mM. Time points were taken at 3 h and 24 

h and samples were then resolved using 15 % sequencing PAGE. 

2.2.4 Decapping and exchange activity. 

Module I3 was first capped with UTP and carefully gel purificd on a 12 "/o gel. 

The resulting cappcd construct was then incubated with a five-fold excess of modulc A 

under varying concentrations of 4 % ~ ~ .  Time-points wcrc taken and resolved using 15 (YO 

APM gels in order to separate "UTP caps from the initial UTP capped substrate and 

hydrolyzed products. 

2.2.5 Capping rate as a function of pH. 

[ " P ] - ~ c ~  labelled module B was annealed to module A as bcforc and incubated 

in 50 mM Mes (pH 5.7), Mes (pH 6.0), Mes (pH 6.5), Bes (pH 7.0), Bes (pH 7.5), Tris 

(pH 7.6), Epps (pH 8.5) and Ches (pH 9.5) buffers, in the presence of 20 niM MgC12, 150 

mM KC1 and I niM "UTP. Aliquots were taken at 4, X,24 and 48 h and separated on a 

I0 O/o PAGE containing I0 p M  APM. The time-courses from three independent 



experiments were f i t  to first order kinetics, and apparent capping rates werc then 

cxtractcd and plotted against the pH valucs. 

2.2.6 Metal requirement and lMgZf titrations. 

[ " P ] - ~ c ~  labelled module B was annealed to module A as before and incubated 

in 50 mM Tris pH 7.6, 150 mM KC1 and 1 mM 4 S ~ ~ ~  in the presence of one of thc 

following metal ions; ~ g l ' ,  ~ n ~ ' ,  Ca2 ' ,  c~" (NH~) ( , ,  ~ n "  and ~ i ~ '  at 5 mM. Timc 

points were taken and resolvcd on an APM gel. Dependence of capping on Mg2' was 

carried out by performing capping reactions in the presence of Mg2' concentr7t' I O ~ S  

spanning 1.25 to 20 mM. Aliquots were takcn at 4. 8. 24 and 48 h and separated on a 10 

% PAGE containing 10 p M  APM. The apparent capping rates from three diffcrcnt 

experiments, resulting from a first-order tit, were plotted against the M ~ ~ '  concentrations 

and fit to thc Hill equation. 

2.2.7 Secondary structure determination. 

The protection of A and G residues within either  nodule A or B were probed 

using chemical and enzymatic methods under three different incubation conditions: 

denaturing, native and assembled. Denaturing reactions were carried out in 25 mM 

sodium cacodylate pH 7.5, 150 mM KC1 and 5 mM EDTA and at a temperature of 90•‹C, 

while thc nativc reactions were performed in 25 mM sodium cacodylatc pH 7.5, 150 mM 

KC1 and 25 mM MgClz at 22OC. Probing of hybridized modulc A and modulc B werc 

pcrformcd in native buffer. Modifications of the N7  position of adenosine rcsiducs wcrc 

carried out by incubating 200 p1 of RNA sample with 1 p1 DEPC (Sigma) at 90•‹C for 15 



minutes (denaturing conditions) or I0 pl DEPC at 22OC for 1 h (native and assembled 

conditions). The RNA was then ethanol precipitated twice. Cleavage was initiated by 

resuspending the pellet in 20 p1 of I M aniline-acetate pH 4.5 at 60•‹C and incubating for 

15 minutes in the dark. The aniline was removed by speed-vacuuming for two lirs. Thc 

nucleic acid was resuspended in formamide loading dye. Partial enzymatic T 1 digestion 

of (3 residues were carried out for the three incubation conditions. The cleavage products 

from the chenlical modifications and T I digestion were resolved by 15 % PAGE 

alongside a base-hydrolysis ladder of the appropriate end-labelled module. 

2.2.8 Photo-crosslinking of "U cap structures to the ribozyme. 

Module A was dephosphorylated using CIP and the resulting RNA 5'-labelled 

with [y-"PI-ATP (3000 Cilmmole, NEN) at 2 pCi/pl in the presence of T4 

polynucleotide kinase at 0.5 U/pI in polynucleotide kinase buffer for 30 minutes at 3 7 O C ' .  

This was followed by gel purification on a 10 % gel. A small amount of the resulting 

radio-labelled module A was annealed to an excess of module B and a capping reaction 

initiated by the addition of %TP or '%MP at a concentration of I mM. After 24 hrs of 

incubation the sample was exposed to UV light through a ELlSA plate (selecting 1 3 0 0  

nm) from a UV transilluminator (Fotodyne, BioICan Scientific) for 30 min. The cross- 

linked RNA was gel purified using 10 % PAGE. The site of the cross-link was mapped 

using T1 digestion in urea and base hydrolysis as described earlier, and the resulting 

fragments were resolved on a 12 94, sequencing gel. The same analysis was also 

performed for 3'-labelled module B (using [ a - ' 2 ~ ] - p ~ p ) .  



2.3 Results: 

The selection was initially designed to isolate possible RNA polymerase 

ribozyrnes based on their ability to incorporate '"MP onto their 3'-ends when anncalcd 

to a poly(A) template and incubated with 1-2 mM concentrations of '"TI'. Such 

candidates were enriched based on their ability to be super-shifted on a gel containing N- 

acryloyl-aminophenyl-mercuric acid (APM) (Igloi, 1988). Due to the large incubation 

volumes of Round 1 and 2, crude "UTP containing significant amounts of ADP and ATP 

was used, while pure "UTP was used in Rounds 3 to 6. By Round 6,2.5% of the pool 

RNA was retained on an APM gel after 4 hours of incubation with no sign that activity 

increased in further rounds of selection. Twenty-five isolates were therefore cloned from 

Round 6 and screened for activity. Clone 6.17 showed the fastest kinetics, with -25% 

reacting after 4 hours, and was selectcd for further study. Analysis of the reaction 

~ncdiated by this ribozyme indicated that this sequencc did not perform a polymerase typc 

activity at the 3'-terminus but rather formed a nucleotide cap at its 5'- terminus. This 272 

nt long ribozyme was truncated from its 3'-end as well as internally resulting in a fully 

active 94 nt cis construct referred to hereafter as c6.17. Nevertheless, the 94 nt size of the 

ribozyme still made it difficult to study capping with nucleotidcs lacking thiol tags. To 

facilitate analysis, a two component [runs ribozyme (called t6.17, shown in Figure 2- la) 

was designed by cutting 6 1 7  in the loop closing helix I. A short 33 nt long sequence 

called ~nodulc B, possessing a 17 nt long tail that was not important for activity but that 

increased transcriptional yield, became capped when incubated with a 73 nt long module 

A (residues 150 to 222 of the initial ribozyme). The t6.17 construct retained nearly all of 



the activity of the cis construct and had only a slightly lower ratc constant and substratc 

binding affinity than its c6.17 parent under single turnover conditions. 

2.3.1 Ribozyme 6.17 synthesizes 5'-5' caps. 

Ti.cms mediated capping of module B was confirmed by thc following set of 

experinicnts. 1. Removing thc triphosphate from the module B transcript and replacing i t  

with a 5' hydroxyl or 5' monophosphatc inactivated the ribozyme. 2. Unlabelled 

ribozymc incubated with [C~-'~P]-UTP became radiolabelled and did not lose this j2P 

labcl upon treatment with Calf intestinal phosphatase (CIP) suggesting that the a -  

phosphate of thc incorporated nucleotidc was not exposed. Furthermore, the location of 

this modification was mapped by alkaline hydrolysis to the very 5' end of module B. 3. 

3 2 When modulc B was labelled with [y- PI-GTP by transcription and thcn incubated in the 

presencc of module A, radioactive pyrophosphate was released. 4. Unlabelled ribozymcs 

became radiolabelled with no appreciable accumulation of radiolabelled phosphatc or 

pyrophosphate when capped with [ y - " ~ ] - ~ ~ ~  as judged by gel electrophorcsis 

containing phosphate and pyrophosphatc standards. The simplest intcrpretation of these 

four indcpenclent pieces of data is that the ribozyme mediates a reaction where the a -  

phosphate of the 5' triphosphate found on module B is joined to the tertninal phosphate 

found on the nuclcotide substratc. 
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Figure 2-1: Proposed secondary structures of capping ribozymes 6.17 and Iso6. a) The secondary 
slnlclure of 16.17, module A is in blue, module B is in light red. KNA substrate recognition (niodule B) is 
accomplished by helices I and V. In addition, module A has two hairpins, I1 and IV. The loop of hairpin I1 
forms a pseudoknot with the 3' terminus of modulc A, forming helix 111. Black residues arc protected from 
TI nuclease and DEPC modification in the absence of the other module. Green residues are protected only 
in the presence of the other module. Pink bars represent proposed base-pairing interactions, while black 
bars indicate base-pairing confirmed by manual co-variation experiments. The blilck oval indicates thc 
importance of residue U,,(,(, on module A in forming a wobble base-pair with GHI  of module H. The 
asterisk indici~tes where the 'k cap quantitatively cross-links when exposed to UV light. b) Thc secondary 
structure of Is06 proposed by Hump and Yarus. Adapted from (Huang R: Yarus, 1997b). 

2.3.2 Secondary structure of the ribozyrne. 

Thc bimolccular t6.17 capping ribozyme was particularly amenablc to structural 

probing. Diethyl pyrocarbonate (DEPC') probing of the N7  position of adenosine 

residues and TI nuclease partial digestion at unstructured G residues were particularly 

informative. Module A contained many residues that were enzymatically or chemically 

protected even in the absence of module B. Guanosine rcsidues GAI7, GAZI, GA56, GA57, 

GAhh, GAh7, and GAhX were found to be protected from TI in nativc conditions (Figure 2- 

2a, left panel). Residues AA19, AAzo, A,\38, A,,3c). A,\40, AASI and A,,54 were protected 

from DEPC modification, and were also independent of the prescnce or absence of 



module B (Figure 2-2a, right panel). The protection of AAZO, G A Z l  and GA(,s 

residues suggested the possibility of a pseudoknot interaction between residues U,\IX-C,42Z 

and Gl\(,x-A,472 resulting in helix I11 (this helix can in principle range in length from 5 to 7 

bp). Point mutants designed to destabilize this helix were constructed and a complete co- 

variation of the base pair G,\zl:Cl\(,~, to UNI :AAo9 was found not to affect catalytic rate, 

while the individual point mutants had a significant impact on the ribozyme's ability to 

promote capping (Figurc 2-2.b). 

Guanosine residues GNZ. GL3(, and GI3, 1 of module B were enzymatically protected 

only in the presence of  module A (Figure 2-2c, left panel). DEPC: modification of 

module B also showed the specific protection of adenosine residues AH3 and A H I J  in the 

prescncc of module A (Figurc 2-2c, right panel). Based on thc T 1 and DEPC protection 

patterns for module B, we propose that module A and module B recognize each other 

through two base-paired regions: helix I consisting of nucleotides GAI-GA7 and 

nucleotides G H I  I-C1317, and helix V consisting of nucleotidcs CA55-UA(,o and nucleotidcs 

G131-G136. Point mutants that disrupted a proposed base-pair in helix V (Cil~5(l:Cl~s) 

completely inhibited activity. Consistent with the existence of a helix, changing the 

GA5(,:CH5 pair to a U A ~ ( , : A I ~ ~  pair, restored capping activity (Figurc 2-2d). 

A model of the t6.17 ribozyme, consisting of  five helical elements, is shown in 

. . f. ~ g u r e  2- la. Our ribozyme structure is consistent with DEPC and T I  probing as well as 

co-variation data obtained for two of these helical elements. Module B recognition is 

achicved via helices I and V. In addition, moduIe A has two heIical elements, I 1  and IV, 

with the pentaloop protruding from helix 11 interacting with the 3'- tail of the ribozymc to 

form a pseudoknot, labelled helix 111. Intcrcstingly, this helix can be extended to form a 



7 bp helix and the exact interplay between helix I1 and I11 will require further study to 

resolve. The bulged helixes I1 and IV are predicted to exist based on thermodynamic 

folding (mfold V3.1.2; (Zuker, 1999)). Consistent with this model, the two bulged 

adcnosines in helix I1 were sensitive to DEPC treatment in nativc conditions. Helix IV 

was supported by the existence of protected residues A,434, AAJOr and This 

relatively complex R N A  motif consists of 3 1 bp and approximately 22 nt of interhelical 

sequence. The t6.17 ribozymc appears likely to adopt a secondary structure different 

from Iso6. Using thermodynamic folding, S 1 nuclease protection and lead cleavage 

mapping, Huang and Yams predicted that the secondary structure for Is06 consists of 

four helical elements (Figure 2- 1 b; (Huang & Yarus, 1997b)). Is06 may potentially form 

a pseudoknot-like structure by the pairing of residues Aj4-US7 with residues G9(,-Us9. 

However, the resulting structures would remain topologically distinct from that of 6.17; 

in particular helix IV of 6.17 is located 3' to thc reactive 5'-terminal a-phosphate of thc 

ribozyme, while the corresponding 3'-cnd hairpin of Is06 would be 5' to the reaction 

centre. 



Mod A Mod B 
T1 DEPC 

H D N A  

Figurc 2-2: Secondary structure probing and manual co-variation experiments. a) T 1 partial 
hydrolysis reactions (left panel) and DEPC reactions (right panel) of ['3~~]-5'-end labelled module A .  '1'1 
hycirolysis showed the protection ofmodule A guanosine residues GAIT. G!,21, G,,Shr t ihj7,  GAh6, G,,h7 :ind 
GA(,x in native conditions that were independent of the presence of module ti. DEPC treatment indicated 
that adenosine residues AAly,  A,,2o, A,,3s, A,,Jo, A,,jl and Ani4 of niodule A were involved in secondary 
structure fo~mation and were again independent of niodulc B. In all cases 1-1 indicates hydrolysis latldcr, D 
indicates denatured complex, N ~ndicates native conditions in the absence of the other module, while A 
indicates probing of the fully assembled construct under native conditions. b) A predicted pseudoknot in 
module A was confinned by constructing point mutants in G,,zl and C,,(,Y. While mutating G,,,21 to IJ 
completely inhibited activity, altering Cnhq to an A residue lowered the capping rate to a 113 that of the 
wild-type. When the double mutation was assayed. capping rate was restorcd to wild-type levels. c) TI 
partial hydrolysis reactions (left panel) and DEPC reactions (right panel) of [32~]-3'-cnd labelled module 13. 
Residues Cili2, Glib and G H I  I of module B were protected from TI only in the presence of module A. DEPC 
treatment of niodule B showed thc protection of adenosine residues A15, and AlllJ only in the presence of 
module A. d) Kinetics of point mutants designed to test the interaction between modules A and H .  
Residues GhSh and CI1 were mutated so as to disrupt a predicted base pair. Only the double mutant that 
changed the base pair from a C:G to a A:U was as functional as the wild typc sequence supporting the 
predictctl secondary structure. 



2.3.3 Cross-linking of capped products. 

4 S UTP is an efficient photo-induced crosslinking reagent when excited by -3 10 

nrn light. We found that when module B was capped with either "UTP or "UMP, a 

quantitative crosslink formed with module A. When these cross-linked RNA species 

were gel purified and sub.jected to base hydrolysis and TI digestion, the cross-links were 

mapped in each case to residue C.,55, even though the length of the phosphodiester 

linkage varied from 2 to 4 phosphates (Figure 2-3a). As expected, labelling module B at 

its 3' end with [ ' * P ] - ~ C ~  produced a crosslink with identical mobility that mapped to the 

extremc 5' end of module B. The location of the crosslink, CAs5, is at the opposite end of 

helix V, and is 6-bp away from the triphosphate required for capping activity (Figure 2- 

3a). We hypothesized that if helix V were flexible near the site of capping, it  could allow 

the observed cross-link. This idea was tested by constructing point mutants that either 

stabilized or destabilized the triphosphate end of helix V. Replacing the terminal 

UA60:GI)I wobble pair with C,\60:Gel destroyed capping activity, while replacing the 

wobble pair with A,\()o:G131 lowered capping efficiency by -6 to 7 fold (Figure 2-3b). 

This data indicates that helix V needs flexibility near the cap site, and that the wobble 

U,\oo:GItI base pair is required for optimal activity. 



. 

0 4 24 48 0 4 24 48 0 4 24 48 Time, hr. 
1 

Figure 2-3: Cross-linking of capping products and flexibility of helix V. a) Base hydrolysis (H) and TI 
partial digestion (TI) of 4'%T~-capped (left lanes) or " U M P - C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  (right lanes) module B cross-linked to 
a [."PI-5'-end labelled module A (X). The cross-link was formed by exposing a 24 h time-point of a 
capping reaction to U V  of \v:~velength 300 nm Sol- 30 minutes, nearly 100% of the J S ~  capped product 
Sornied a singlc cross-linked species. Unreacted ribozyme that did not show a mobility shift on a n  APM 
gel did not cross-link when exposed to UV light ( N )  and was also subjected to base hydrolysis and partial 
'1'1 digestion. For both cap types, the cross-link was assigned to C,\js, b) The importance ol' the lJ,\,,o:G131 
wobble base-pair. was assessed by constructing point mutants. The first of which altered UA,,, LO (' and 
stabilized the basc-pair, but abolished capping. Destabilizing the end of the helix by mutating the U,,,,, to 
an A residue was tolerated but capping activity was lowered 6 to 7 fold relative to thc wild-type. 



2.3.4 Metal ion dependence and magnesium binding of 6.17 ribozyrne. 

To test the metal ion requirements of 6.17, t6.17 was incubated in the presence of 

Mg2' ,  cn2' and Mn2' ,  C O " ( N H ~ ) ~ ,  z n 2 '  and ~ i " .  Capping took place only in the 

presence of Mg", ~ a "  and Mn"; however, the capping rate slowed -2 fold whcn Mn2' 

was substituted for ~ g "  and by a factor of -7 fold when only c a 2 '  was present (Figure 

2-4a). Supplementing a reaction contaming 20 mM ~ g "  with 5 mM c a L '  or 5 mM Mn" 

had no effect on the capping rate, suggesting that ~ g "  was thc preferred mctal ion for 

catalysis and that c a 2 '  and ~ n ~ '  do not effectively compete for binding. A Hill analysis 

indicated that scveral ion binding sites were important for catalysis or folding and that 

magnesium was bound loosely by the ribozyme (see Figure 2-4b). In contrast, the 

capping ribozyme Is06 isolatcd by Huang and Yams (Huang & Yams, 1997a) exhibited a 

strong preference for ~ a "  and showed no activity even when incubated with 100 mM 

Mg2' .  In fact, both magnesium and strontiunl were found to be competitive inhibitors fbr 

the calcium dependent capping activity of the Is06 ribozyme (Huang & Yarus. 1997b). 

2.3.5 Capping is dependent on nucleotide phosphate chain length but not on base 
or nucleotide sugar composition. 

Substrates containing 5' phosphate groups were required for catalysis although the 

lcngth of this phosphate group could be varied. The general substrate requirements 

cxhibited by 6.17 are similar to those displayed by Iso6, which also reacts with a range of 

substratcs that contain at least one exposed phosphate group (Huang & Yams, 1997~) .  

The first panel of Figure 2-5 shows t6.17 reacting with '%TP, "UDP, '%JUMP but not 

4 S U. Capping reactions were observed with a broad range of ribose. dcoxyribosc and 

didcoxyribosc nucleotide triphosphates and nucleotide monophosphatcs, indicating that 



neither the sugar nor the base composition was essential for activity (Figure 2-5,  panels 2 ,  

3 , 4  and 5) .  Dinucleotides containing only internal phosphates were found not to react 

and inlplicate the importance of a 5' nucleotide phosphate of variable length in the 

ribozyme reaction (Figurc 2-5, panel 6). 

Time, hr 

-"Upppp-Mod B 

Figure 2-4: Metal-ion requirements and PIg'' dependence. a) Standard '"UTP capping reactions (pH 
7.6) were performed in the presence of 5 niM ofthe indicated metal ions. Samples were taken at the 
indicated limes and run on a 10% APM gel. ivln" supported capping with a rale half of that observed in the 
presence of'only ~ g " .  Cilpping also tolerated ~ a " .  but with a rate one seventh of that obscrvcd with 
hIg2', b) A cooperative binding analysis using a fit to three independent niagnesiuni titration esperirnents. 
JS LITP capping rates werc determined and plotted against ~ g ' '  concentralion. A Hill-coefficient 01'3.5 k 
0.6, with ;I binding conslant of 3.2 + 2 rnM was measured (assuming equivalent binding sitcs). 



4SUTP 4SUDP 4SUMP 4SU ---- 
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Figure 2-5: General substrate utilization by the capping ribozyme. Capping takes place with 
nucleotides having at least one 5'-phosphate group, while substraks having internal phosphates (GpC and 
A ~ ~ ' " )  do not support capping. Module H was [ " P ] - ~ c ' ~  labelled and annealed to a 10 fold excess of  
niodule A LO form a reactive ribozynie complex. Reactions wcre started by the addition of I niM of Lhc 
indicated substrate to the r ibozy~ne incubation. l'inie-points were taken at 3 and 20 h and resolved using 
15% PAGI-. 



Decreasing the phosphate chain length of the nucleotide substrate affected 

substrate binding affinity but left the ribozyme reaction rate invariant. Nuclcotidc 

titrations were performed and initial rates extracted for the c6.17 ribozyme. Fitting these 

rates to the Michaelis-Mentcn equation resultcd in kc,,(,,,, values of 0.079 f 0.002 h-', 

0.080 k 0.002 h-' and 0.078 f 0.005 h-' for the nucleotides 4 S ~ ~ ~ ,  4 S ~ ~ ~  and 4 % M ~  

respectively. The K,, values for the same series were 24 k 3 pM, 13 f 2 pM and 535 f 

100 pM (Figure 2-6). Table 2- 1 summarizes these parameters and the relative second 

order rate constants for 6.17 and Iso6. Both ribozymes exhibit large decreases In 

kc;,r(;lpp)lKm when reacted with a nucleot~de monophosphate. Notably the k , ~ l , ~ 2 , p p j  for both 

ribozymes is nearly completely independent of substrate choice, averaging 0.079 h ' for 

6.17 and 0.083 min-' for lso6. This suggests that the chemical mechanism of both 

ribozyrnes is independent of phosphate chain length, and that NMPs in contrast to NDPs 

or NTPs are poorly recognized. 

Table 2-1: Kinetic parameters of Is06 and c6.17 and their relative efficiencies. 
1~06' ~ 6 . 1 7 ~  

Nucl. ( ' 1  KM (W Rel. Nud. a KM (m Rel. ... .. . . ... .. . 

Ro.l(BDDI/KMC 
GTP 0.084f0.004 1 3 f 2  1 .O 4 S ~ ~ ~  0.079 f 0.002 24 f 3 1 .O 
GDP 0.089 h 0.005 11 f 2 1.3 4 S ~ ~ ~  0.080 f 0.002 13 f 2 1.9 1 
GMP 0.077 f 0.004 200 f 40 0.060 ''UMF' 0.078 f 0.005 535 f 100 0.044 
" Taken from (Huang & Yarus, 1998). Reaction conditions: 20 mM Mes (pH 5.5), 20 mM caB, 37•‹C 

Reaction conditions: 50 mM Tris (pH 7.6), 20 mM M$, 150 mM K+, 22•‹C. 
" Rel. kejKM, is given as the ratioif the k,r(ej~M ofthe appropriate nucleotide to that of the 

ne. 
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Figure 2-6: Determining the kinetic parameters of capping - dependence on 5'-nucleotide phosphate 
chain leegth. Internally labelled c6.17 was incubated with a) '"UTP, b) '"DP and c) 3 S ~ ~ P  at the 
indicated concentrations. Time points were taken at 1, 2. 4, 8 and 24 hours and resolved on an 8% APM 
gel. Initial rates were then extracted from each time-course and plotted against the n~~cleolide 
concentration. Michaelis-Menten kinetics f i t  well to the data with d) "UTP: 0.079 f 0.002 h-I, K,,, 
= 24 f 3 pM, e) %DP: k ,,,,,, ,,= 0.080 + 0.002 h-I. K,, = 13 f 2 pM and f) '%IMP: k ,,,,;,,,,, = 0.078 , 0.005 
h-I, K,, = 535 f I00 pM 

2.3.6 Decapping and exchange reactions. 

In addition to being able to react when activated with a triphosphate, 6.17 was 

also able to perform cap exchange and decapping. t6.17 was first incubated in the 

presence of I mM UTP and the resulting ul-idine tetraphosphate cap product (Upppp-Mod 

B) was carefully gel purified away from unreacted or hydrolyzed module B RNA.  The 

Upppp-Mod B construct was then re-annealed to module A and incubated with varying 

concentrations (3 1 to 500 pM) of J S ~ ~ ~  (Figure 2-7). Capping by exchange of UTP with 



4s UTP had a saturated rate of capping of 0.070 k 0.006 h-'- a value very similar to that 

observed when the ribozyme was initially activated with a triphosphate (Figure 2-6a). 

These observations indicate that capped RNA is a good substrate for cap exchange and 

implies that neither the pyrophosphate leaving group of the triphosphate activated 

ribozyine nor the nucleotide released during exchange strongly influence catalytic rate 

Again this property is shared with IsoO, using a guanine triphosphatc cap, Huang and 

Yarus demonstrated that Gppp-Is00 when incubated with Gpppp, efficiently perforn~ed 

cap cxchangc to f o ~ m  Gppppp-Is06 (Huang & Yarus, 1997b). 

0 3 1 62 125 250 500 [4sUTP]. (pM) 

1 Time 

Figure 2-7: Decapping and exchange activity.  A ["PI-3'-end labelled niodule B was capped w ~ t h  U I.P 
(Upppp-Mod H), carefully gel purified and annealed to module A, '%UP was titrated from 0 to 500 pM. 
Time-po~n~s were taken at 0 , 2 , 2 4  and 48 hours and run on a 15% APM gel. In the absence ofJSuTP, 
Upppp-Mod B 1s hydrolyzed to a monophosphale-module B (p-Mod. B). As the "UTP concentration is 
elevated; a competing exchange activity. where '%IT' attacks Lhe a-phosphaie releasing UTP and forming 
a "UTP cap ( J s ~ p p p p - ~ o d  B), is observed. 

2.3.7 pH profile. 

t6.17 showed an increase in reactivity with decreasing pH. Thc effect of pH on 

the capping rate was measured from 5.7 to 9.5 using three replicates (Figure 2-8). Thc 

pH-rate protilc is consistent with two apparent pKa's, the first below six and thc second 

at - 8 and will require a more detailed investigation to h l l y  understand. Ciencrally, the 



pH dependence of 6.17 is similar to that observed for Iso6, where maximal activity is also 

observed at low pH (Huang & Yarus, 1997a). Both capping ribozymes are in striking 

contrast to ribozymes that perform phosphodiester chemistry where chemical rate 

increases with pH (Bergman et al., 2000). 

a) 5.7 6.0 6.5 7.0 PH 
4 8 24 48 4 8 24 48 4 8 24 48 4 8 24 48 Time, hr 

7.5 7.6 8.5 9.5 PH 
4 8 24 48 4 8 24 48 4 8 24 48 4 8 24 48 Time, hr. 

I I 

Figure 2-8: pH profile of the %TP capping reaction. . a) ?JTP capping reactions were carried out 
under varying pH conditions from 5.7 to 9.5, in the presence of 20 mM ~ g '  . Aliquots were taken at the 
indicated times and resolved on an APM gel. b) Log capping rates from three different experiments are 
plotted against pH. Average capping rates (S.D. of error shown) decreased by about 0.02 h-' for every 
increase in pFI unit. 

2.4 Discussion: 

Why do two capping ribozymes selected from two different laboratories both 

show n near complete lack of nucleotidc substrate discrimination'? The procedure used in 



the early rounds of selection to isolate Is06 involved the circularization of RNAs that 

were able to generate a 5' terminal monophosphate by libcrating a pyrophosphate from 

their 5' termini. Only in later rounds of selection were ribozymcs enriched based on their 

ability to produce cap structures when incubated with UTP-agarose (Huang & Yarus, 

1997a). The selection resulting in the isolation of Is06 therefore favoured ribozymes with 

the general ability to activate the 5' terminal a-phosphate irrespective of substrate. A 

complctcly different approach was util~zed to isolate 6.17. Ribozynies able to cap 

themselves with 4 ' ~ ~ ~  were selected in early rounds (using thiol sensitive APM gels) 

after having been incubated with a solution containing significant levels of ATP and ADP 

in addition to "UTP. As a consequence a mild selective pressure in fivour of "UTP 

dependent capping should have existed during our selection. Even without this pressure, 

ribozymes with good levels of substrate discrimination are typically selected by 

incubation of RNA pools with pure small moleculc substrates (Unrau & Bartel, 1998; 

Seelig & Jaschke, 1999; Wilson & Szostak, 1999; Lau et al., 2004; Tsukiji et al., 2004; 

Fiammengo & Jaschke, 2005). I t  therefore appears that selection conditions were not 

directly responsible for the ~nability of 6.17 to differentiate between nucleotide substrates 

and that the chemistry of capping may have in some way prevented the isolation of 

ribozymes able to utilize a specific substrate. 

The primary sequcnccs of 6.17 and Is06 bear no obvious sequence similarities 

when compared using a dot plot or rnanual alignment. Furthermore, the two ribozymes 

are likely to adopt globally different secondary structures (Figure 2-1) as indicated by 

structural probing and co-var~ation experiments (Figure 2-2). However, the possibility of 

the two ribozymes adopting similar tertiary structures cannot be completely excluded. 



Intriguingly, 6.17 and Is06 arc both predicted to have helices that terminate at the site of 

capping. This helix in 6.17 (labelled helix V in Figure 2-1 a) must be quite distorted as 

the capped product quantitatively cross-links to C',,ss at the distal end of this helix (Figure 

2-3). Consistent with this interpretation, stabilizing helix V by converting the wobblc 

base-pair found at its terminus to a Watson-Crick pair inhibited activity (Figure 2-3b). A 

similar situation may exist for Is06 as the nucleotide immediately proximal to the site of 

capping is predicted to lack a base-pairing partner (Huang & Yams, 1997b). The helical 

element, which at least for 6.17 appears likely to be in a distorted geometry, may play an 

important role in stabilizing the phosphate chemistry that takes place at the reactive 

terminal a-phosphate for both ribozymes. 

Is06 and 6.17 display an unusual pH dependence, with capping rates increasing as 

the pH is decreased (Figure 2-8; (Huang & Yams, 1997a)). Ribozymes that nlediate 

phosphodiester cleavage and ligation reactions exhibit reaction rates with opposite 

behaviour (Dahm et al., 1993; Pyle & Green, 1994; Bergman et al., 2000). The pH 

profile of the class I ligase. for example, is explained by thc fact that the attacking 3' 

hydroxyl group must be deprotonated to facilitatc its attack onto the a-phosphate of the 

triphosphate on the incoming RNA strand so as to form a 5'-3' phosphodiester linkage 

(Bergman ct al., 2000). The pH dependence of capping can be explained by assuming 

that protonation of thc triphosphate chain is rcquired to facilitate catalysis. In support of 

this argument, thc hydrolysis of ATP, whcrc water attacks thc a- or P-phosphatc to yicld 

AMP or ADP respectively, is increased at lower pH (Ramirez et al., 1980). In this 

instance, the neutralization of thc y- or P-phosphate oxyanions increases thc 

clectrophilicity of the reaction centre, stabilizing a proposed oxyphosphorane 



intermediate. T h ~ s  reaction is acceleratcd by a factor of I0 to 50 in the presence of 

divalent ~nctal ions such as Mg2' or ~ a "  at pH valucs > 3 (Ramirez ct a]., 1980) 

suggesting that both 6.17 and Is06 utilize a similar divalent metal ion dependent process 

during capping. Consistent with this hypothesis, both ribozyrnes are unrcactivc in thc 

presence of cobalt hexammine. Like other magnesium-dependent ribozymes. 6.17 

tolcrates Mn" and c a 2 '  (Figure 2-4a; (Fedor, 2002)); howcvcr Is06 prefers c a 2 '  and only 

reacts slowly w ~ t h  Mn" (Huang & Yarus, 1997b). Ribozymc 6.17 has a relatively loose 

affinity for Mg2' and may as a consequence tolerate ions with slightly larger diamcters 

(the ionic radii of M$, Mn2' and c a 2 '  are 0.72 A, 0.83 A and 1.00 A respectively). Is06 

in contrast has a fairly high affinity for ~ a " ,  possibly explaining its ability to tolerate 

Mn" but not Mg2' (Huang & Yarus, 1998). 

Although 6.17 and Is06 ribozymes fail to recognize either the sugar or base of 

their substrates, they both exhibit a high aftinity for the phosphate mo~ety of the capping 

nucleotide. Both ribozymes have affinities ranging from 1 1 to 24 pM for nuclcotidcs 

diphosphates and triphosphates. This affinity decreases by a factor of 15 to 22 when the 

ribozymes are given nucleotide nionophosphates. Intriguingly, chemistry is performed in 

such a way that even when binding interactions are improved by prowding a substrate 

with two or more phosphate groups, the maximum rate of capping remains invariant 

(Tablc 2- 1). This data suggests that both capping ribozymes possess complicated active 

sites that can activate the a-phosphate towards chemistry independent of the attack of the 

ultiniatc substrate. Using thio-phosphate modifications to track the stereochemistry of 

the 6.17 capping reaction, we have recently shown that capping in fact proceeds via a two 

step mechanism that proceeds via a covalent intermcdiate (Zahcr & Unrau, 2006), sce 



chapter 3 - closely paralleling the reaction mechanism of protein enzymes. This 

mechanism implies that the preferential recognition afforded substratcs containing at least 

two phosphate groups is intcrtwined with the displacement of the pyrophosphate leaving 

group that initiated the process of cap formation. 

By reasons of symmetry, the inltial state of either ribozymc when activated with a 

triphosphate or a nucleotide cap looks chemically indistinguishable from the product of 

the ribozymc rcaction - provided that the ribozymes do not interact with the sugar or base 

of the nuclcotide at the distal cnd of the cap. Breaking this symmetly would allow the 

ribozyme to distinguish rcactant from product, and would be expected to reduce thc 

promiscuous naturc of either ribozyme. The finding that neither Is06 nor 6.17 brcak this 

symmetry has two implications: First as we have argued through the finding that 6.17 

and Is06 cannot distinguish different nucleobases and sugars (Figure 2-5), both 

ribozymes must focus their catalytic attention in the immediate vicinity of thc phosphate 

groups involved in capping chemistry. Second, the amount of informational complexity 

rcquired to specify the three dimensional structure of the activc sitc is sufficiently high to 

preclude the easy isolation of capping ribo7ymes that can recogni;le particular 

nucleotidcs. This is unusual, as in principle the recognition of a nucleobase via Watson- 

Crick hydrogen bond interactions is easily achieved by RNA, as recently demonstrated 

by the solution structures of the adenine and guanine riboswitches (Noeske et al., 2005). 

We hope that the future evolution of thcse capping ribozymes using selection conditions 

where substratc discrimination is required will allow the isolation of RNA capping 

ribozymes that utilize a specitic nucleotidc substrate. Such a ribozyme would be 

predicted not to only utilize a substratc with a defincd base, but (as a consequcncc of the 



formation of a nucleotide binding pocket) would also be expected to react only with a 

nucleotide of defined phosphate chain length. The additional sequence information 

required to specify this substrate discrimination would provide important clues as to the 

evolutionary potential of RNA and extcnd the ideas of Szostak concerning the 

information content of functional RNA sequences (Szostak, 2003; C'srothers et a]., 2004). 

2.5 Contributions: 

R. Amrnon Watkins and Pctcr Unrau carricd out the selection, while I conductcd 

all the characterization reported in this chapter. 



CHAPTER 3: 
A general R-NA-capping ribozyme retains 

stereochemistry during cap exchange 

This chapter is largely based on the manuscript; Zaher HS, Unrau PJ. 2006. "A general 
RNA capping ribozymes retains stcreochcmistry during cap exchange". JACS 128: 
1 3894-900. O 2006 AC'S. 

3.1 Introduction: 

Evcr sincc the discovery that RNA is capable of catalysis, there has been a 

fascination with ribozyme mechanism and stereocheniistry. Early in the history of RNA 

catalysis, the divalent metal dcpendent TPtr.uhyrnpnu self-splicing intron, the hammerhcad 

ribozymc, and the group I1  intron wcre shown, via the use of phosphothioate 

niodifications (section 1.6. I), to invert stereochemistry during phosphodiester bond 

formation and cleavage reactions (Figure 3- la) (McSwiggen & Cech, 1989; Rajagopal et 

al., 1989; Slim & Gait, 199 I; Padgett et al., 1994). The in-line attack model that was 

developed based on these results has since been validated and extended to ribozymes that 

mediate chemistry without the direct catalytic participation of magnesium ions - most 

notably the hairpin ribozyme which was rccently crystallized using a vanadate 

pcntacoordinate transition-state mimic (Hampel & Cowan, 1997); (Rupert et al., 2002). 

The perception that all ribozyme reactions involve single-step inverting reactions 

is deeply entrenched within the ficld of RNA biochemistry. I t  is usehl  however, to 

consider other catalytic strategies that KNA can exploit in order to mediate reactions at 

phosphorous centres. Shortly after showing thc catalytic ability of thc T C J ~ I - L I / I , V I ~ ~ L I  self- 

splicing intron, Zaug and Cech demonstrated that i t  could be engineercd to mi~nic  both an 

alkaline phosphatase and a phosphoryl trmsferase - enzymes that utilize covalent 



intermediates (Zaug & Ccch, 1986). However, questions concerning the stereochemistry 

and metal ion specificity of these constructs could not be addressed, because the reactive 

centre within these riboyzmes involves a phosphomonoester and not a phosphodiester. 

This made it practically impossible to track the reactions stereocheniically by using 

atomic substitution of oxygen with sulphur. Thus, despite nearly two decades of research 

into R N A  catalysis and the isolation of many exotic catalytic activities (Wilson bit. 

Szostak, 1999; Fianiniengo & Jaschke, 2005). a ribozyme that utilizes a retaining 

mechanism has not been stereochemically characterized. 
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Capping a nucleic acid produces a 5'-5' phosphate bridge between the nucleic acid 

and the capping nucleotide, and has several important biological functions. Capping 

increases the lifetime of mRNA in eukaryotes, and enzymes such as T4 DNA and RNA 

ligase activate monophosphates to adenylates so as to facilitate the formation of 

phosphodiester linkages (Fresco & Buratowski, 1994; Doherty & Suh, 2000; Ho et al., 

2004). RNA capping uses GTP:RNA guanylyl transferase to transfer a GMP onto the 5'- 

diphosphate end of an mRNA in order to form a G(5')ppp(S1)-RNA cap. This enzyme- 

catalyzed reaction proceeds via a covalent enzyme-(lysyl-N)-GMP phosphoramidate 

intermediate that is the result of a nucleophilic attack by a lysine residue onto the a -  

phosphate of GTP. The cap is formed when the P-phosphatc of the mRNA 5'- 

diphosphate attacks the a-phosphate of the GMP-enzyme intermediate, releasing it from 

the enzyme by displacement of the lysine residue (Equation 3- 1 ), with an overall 

retention of stereo-configuration (Frcsco & Buratowski, 1994). A similar mechanism is 

utilized by the DNA and RNA ligases to form a pyrophosphate bridge. 

E + pppG - EpG + PP, 

EpG + ppRNA - GpppRNA + E 

Equation 3-1 

Here we characterize the kinetics and reaction stereochemistry of the 6.17 capping 

ribozyme (chapter 2); (Zaher et al., 2006). The 272 nt long construct was truncated into a 

fully functional 94 nt long cis construct shown in Figure 3- 1 c (called c6.17). A 11-LUIS- 



acting construct (called t6.17, chapter 2), created by opening the loop of helix I ,  separates 

the ribozyn~e into two modules called A and B, with capping taking place at the 5'-end of 

module B. In this chapter, we show that 6.17 performs capping with unusual rate- 

limiting kinetics that retains stereo-configuration. 

3.2 Materials and methods: 

3.2.1 Ribozyme constructs. 

RNA transcripts were made by in viti-o T7 transcription [40 mM Tris-HCI pH 7.9, 

2.5 mM spermidine, 26 mM MgCI2, 0.0 1% Triton X- 100, 10 niM DTT, 8 mM GTP, 4 

mM ATP, 4 mM CTP and 2 mM UTP and 4 Ulpl T7 R N A  T7 RNAP incubated for 1 h at 

37"C] (Zaher & Unrau, 2004). The resulting transcripts were then gel purified using 

PAGE. The truncated cis-acting ribozyme (c6.17) has the following sequence (5'-gga 

ccg aga agu uac ccu acg ggg uaa ccc gug uca ugu aag ccg agg cac cuc uac uaa aga 

uau cuu aua gca cgg ucu uau gug ggc uua c), and has the GenBank accession number 

DQ37 1299. Module A of the ti*ciiz.s construct has the following sequence (5'-ggg uaa ccc 

gug ucaugu aag ccgagg cac cucuac  uaa aga uau cuu auagca  cggucu uau gugggc 

uua c) and module B has the following sequence (5'-gga ccg aga agu uac ccg cag agg 

aua cug acc). 

3.2.2 Pyrophosphate release kinetics. 

Module B was transcribed in the presence of 2.5 pCi/pI [y-'*PI-GTP (3000 

C:i/nimole, NEN) and gel purified. This module was then hybridized to Module A as 

previously described (Zaher et al., 2006) in the standard incubation buffer (50 mM Tris- 



HCI pH 7.6, 150 mM KCI) supplemented with 20 n1M MgC12, and varying 

concentrations of 4 S ~ ~ ~  at 22•‹C. Control reactions were performed in the absence of 

module A or "UTP. Thc products werc resolved on a 23% sequencing gel together with 

32  P-inorganic phosphate and pyrophosphate markers. Inorganic phosphate was obtained 

by ciephosphorylating [ y - ' 2 ~ ] - ~ ~ ~  (NEN) using calf intestinal phosphatase (CIP, Ncw 

England Biolabs); 50 mM Tris-HCI pH 7.9, I00 mM NaCI, 10 mM MgCI2, 1 mM DTT 

supplemcntcd with 1 U/pl of enzyme and incubating for 1 h at 37•‹C. Pyrophosphate was 

made by saving an aliquot of a transcription reaction performed in the presence of [y- 

"PI-GTP. 

To correlate the capping rate with the pyrophosphate release rate, an [a-"PI-UTP 

(NEN) body-labelled module B was mixed with [ y - 3 2 ~ ] - ~ ~ ~  labelled module B with a 

specific activity ratio of I : I (by scintillation counting). This ratio was confirmed by 

phosphorimager quantitication of a CIP treated RNA sample of the mixture that was run 

on PAGE (found 5 1 :49; Figurc 3-2, CIP lane). The dual-labellcd module B was then 

incubated with module A under varying concentrations of "UTP. Time-points were 

taken at 0 ,2 ,  24 and 48 hr, and resolved using 23% APM gels (Igloi, 1988). 

3.2.3 Capping ribozyme kinetics. 

Module B was labelled on its 3' terminus with [ 3 2 ~ ] - p ~ p .  This construct was then 

annealed to module A and incubated with varying concentrations of 4 % ~ ~  in the 

standard incubation buffer supplemented with 20 mM MgCI2. Aliquot!, were taken at 8, 

16, 24,48, 96 and 192 h and were separated on 10% APM gels. Fits were carried out as 

described in the tcxt using the GraphPad Prism version 4.00 analysis package. 



3.2.4 Synthesis of caps. 

Guanosine a-thiotriphosphate (GTPaS) was purchased from TriLink 

Biotechnologies and separated into its S, and R, stcreoisomers using reversc phasc HPLC 

(ZORBAX XDB-C 18 column on an Agilent I 100 series HPLC). After equilibrating the 

column with 50 mM triethylammonium acetate pH 7.0 for 5 minutes at a flow ratc of 1 

mllminute, GTPaS was eluted using a linear gradient increasing by 1% Acctonitrile pcr 

minute for 15 minutes. The Sp form eluted at -7.3% acetonitrilc, while the R, form 

eluted at -8 .1%~ The stereochemistry was assigned based on two evidences, the S, 

isomer elutes before the R, and that T7 RNAP is only able to utilize the S, isomer during 

transcription.(Griffiths et a]., 1987) Adenosine 5'-phosphoriinidazolide (ImpA) and 4- 

thiouridine 5'-phosphorimidazolide (lrnp"u) were synthesized as previously described 

(Lohrmann & Orgel, 1975). The tetra-phosphates caps [AppppG, (S)-Apppp,G, (R)- 

Apppp,Ci, ( s ) - " u ~ ~ ~ ~ , G  and ( R ) - " U ~ ~ ~ ~ , G ]  were synthesized by incubating the 

appropriate NTP at 50 n1M with 200 mM ImpA or lmp"u in 50 mM HEPES pH 7.4 in 

the presence of 50 mM MgCI2 at 5S•‹C for 4 hr. The reaction was stopped by quenching 

the magnesium with excess EDTA, caps were purified using thc HPLC conditions 

described earlier. Peaks that occurred as a result of the reaction were collectcd. The 

identity of the caps was confirmed by its UV-absorbance and mass spectrometry. The 

caps were dried using a speed-vac and resuspended in watcr. 

3.2.5 Synthesis of modified ribozymes and cappinglexchange reactions - APM 
analysis. 

Capped ribozy~nes were madc by in vih-o T7 RNAP transcription. GTP 

concentration was reduced to 1 mM to encourage initiation with the dinucleotide caps. 



which were included at 1 mM in the reaction. The resulting RNAs were then gel purified 

using PAGE. Ribozymes capped with "U [ ( s ) - " u ~ ~ ~ ~ , - R ~ ~  and ( ~ ) - ~ k p p p ~ , - ~ i b ]  

were further purified using an APM gel and used as stereochemical markers. Capping or 

exchange reactions were carried out by incubating [c~-~'P]-uTP internally-labelled 

ribozy~nes in the standard incubation buffer in the presence of I0 mM MgC12, 5 mM 

MnCI, and I mM "UTP. Time-points were taken at 0, 3, 24 and 48 h and resolved using 

APM gels. RNAs were treated with C1P to remove the triphosphate from ribozymes that 

initiated with GTP rather than dinucleotide caps during the transcription reactions. 

Reactions with thcse ClP-treated ribozy~nes werc conducted as before. 

3.2.6 HPLC contirmation of the capping products stereochemistry. 

Unlabelled ppp-Rib and (R)-Apppp,-Rib that had been CIP-treated after 

transcription were reacted at 2 pM concentration with 5 pC;i/pl of [ y - i Z ~ ] - ~ ~ ~  in the 

same buffcr used for the APM analysis. Aliquots were taken at 0, 0.5, 3 and 20 h and gel 

purified. These samples were then digested with 100 U/$ T 1 (Fermentas) and 1 UIpI T2 

(Fermentas) at 37OC for 15 minutes, followed by treatment with 1 Ulpl CIP for 1 h to 

remove the 3'-monophosphates resulting from thc digestion. Unlabelled AppppG, (S)- 

Apppp,C; and (R)-Apppp,G standards (see cap synthesis section) were added to these 

tubes and fractionated by HPLC. using the same conditions mentioned earlier. Fractions 

were collected every 2 minutes- between 0 and 12.5 minutes- every 6 seconds- between 

12.5 and 15.1 minutes- and every 2 minutcs- between 15.1 and 20 minutes. The fractions 

were then counted on Beckman LS600SC' scintillation counter for 9 minutes in a total 



fluid volume of 7 ml (2 ml aqueous sample mixed with 5 ml Formula-989 scintillation 

fluid). 

3.3 Results: 

3.3.1 A rate-limiting step precedes capping. 

A simple kinetic model requiring an early rate-limiting kinetic intermediate fit a 

broad range of data. This model was initially suggested by the finding that the rate of 

pyrophosphate release was fixed and independent of the overall rate of capping (Figure 3- 

2). The model assumes that both the triphosphate and the capped forms of module B 

substrates have equivalent kinctics and react to form an early ratc-limiting kinetic 

intermediate (Figure 3-321). This intermediate was found to partition into either a capped 

(/&) or an inert hydrolyzed product (/&,l = 1 -hap). Consistent with this model, a UTP 

cappcd module B was able to be recapped with "UTP with the rate of this exchangc 

increasing with 4 S ~ ~ ~  concentration. At the same time the rate of hydrolysis was 

observed to fall in direct correspondence (Zaher et al., 2006), (section 2.3.6). Together 

the two reaction schemes shown in Figure 3-3a define a differential equation that predicts 

the amount of "UTP capped module B as a function of time: 

F = f (e-kh:d(cflcc~ivC~I - e ~ ( k C . I p ( C ~ ~ C C ~ I v C )  k l ~ y d ( ~ l ~ c ~ ~ ~ v ~ ) ) l  ) 

f bcing the maximum fraction able to react (and was set to 0.5 based on an analysis of 

- pyrophosphate releasc shown in Figure 3-2). kcdp(cfrccr,vc) -,/iilr, .kl,,,, and kl,,d(crlcctlvc, =,/ilyd 

.kl,,,,. A representative set of time dependent data and the resulting fits arc shown in 

Figure 3-3b and 3c. Thc effective capping and hydrolysis rates werc thcn averaged from 

five independent data sets and plotted as a function of 4 S ~ ~ ~  concentration (Figure 3 -34 .  



Thc cfkctive rate of capping was found to fit well to a Michaelis- ment ten type equation 

where kc:,p(cffccli\)c) = k l , 1 1 , ~ [ 4 S ~ ~ ~ ] ~ ( ~ m  + [ 4 S ~ ~ ~ ] ) .  Thc effective hydrolysis ratc was 

allowed one additional degree of freedom and fit to kl,ydcctTccliYa = kli, [K,,]l(K,, + ["uTP]) 

+ khyd(min) (Figure 3-3d). A non-zero value for khyd(nli,l) would imply that,/& did not equal 

I -,/& and contradict our model. Thc si~nultaneous fits agreed very well with the data 

with a kliIn of 0.052 * 0.002 h-',  a K ,  of 62 * 16 pM and a khvd(rl,in) of 0.001 i 0.002 h-I. 

As expected from this model the value of kcapccn.cc,ivc) + khyd(cffccl,vc) nearly equallcd the ratc 

of pyrophosphate release determined independently at the same "UTP concentration 

(Figure 3-3d, triangles and diamonds respectively). Indeed, the average rate of 

pyrophosphate release was 0.050 k 0.003 h-',  equalling klim to within error. This simple 

kinetic model cxplains a broad range of capping data and has the unusual feature that the 

ratc of pyrophosphate release is invariant and not a function of substrate concentration as 

is typical for most ribozymes that liberate pyrophosphate during catalysis. 



+ Mod A 

Figure 3-2: Hate of' pyrophosphate release is independent of nucleotide substrate concentration. N o  
pyrophosphate was released in the absence o f  module A, but when module A was present, pyrophosphate 
was released from module B with a rate that was independent of  ?JTP concentration. During the %UP 
titration, the rate of  capping increased and approached the rate of  pyrophosphate release. 

The kinetics of t6.17 bear an uncanny resemblance to those of a calcium- 

dependent capping ribozyme called Is06 (Huang & Yarus, 1997a). Both ribozynles sharc 

the property that the rate of pyrophosphate release is independent of substrate 

concentration (Figure 3-2 and 3 for t6.17), (Huang & Yarus, 1998). Further, decreasing 

the phosphate chain length of the nucleotide substrate to a monophosphate has a marked 

effect on binding affinity for both ribozymes, but leaves the saturated rate of capping 

unchanged for both ribozymes (Huang & Yarus, 1998; Zaher et al., 2006). Additionally, 

both tolerotc a broad range of nucleotide substrates and h a w  siniilar pH dependence 

(Huang & Yarus, 1997b, c, a ,  19%; Zaher et a]., 2006) even though the ribozy~nes havc 

differcnt metal ion requirements and secondary structures (Huang & Yarus, 1 9 9 7 ~ ;  Zahcr 

et al., 2006). To our knowledge, Is06 and 6.17 are the only ribozynies that sharc such a 



detailed range of properties. The simplest interpretation of these similarities is that a 

covalent intermediate is formed by both ribozymes during capping. Although a lariat- 

type stn~ctiire of the form suggested in Figiirc 3-Ib was not detected for either ribozyme 

despite careful gel based analysis, its presence can be inferred by probing the 

stereochemistry of thc reaction. A covalcnt intemlediate would require two sequential 

nucleophilic attacks. with each inverting the stereochemistry of thc a-phosphate found on 

the 5' terminus of the ribozyme, resulting in a net retention of stcreo-configimtion, whilc 

a single-step rcaction would be expected to invert stereochcmis try. 



16 31 62 1 25 250 500 [4sUTP], LLM 
Time 

Time, hour 

Figure 3-3. The kinetics of capping using %TP as a substrate. a) A kinetic model for the trans form 
ot'the ribozyme. b) APM-polyacrylamide gel showing one of five replicates used to determine capping 
kinetics, the lower band on the gel being unrencted or hydrolyzed module B. c) The ?JTP dependent 
temporal fit  to the data in b). d) The capping rates f i t  well to a simplc Michaelis-Menten type cumc while 
hydrolysis rates agreed well with the model in a). 



3.3.2 Ribozyme c6.17 performs capping with net retention of stereo-configuration 
around the a-phosphate. 

Stereochemistry was monitored by rendering the reactive 5' a-phosphorous of 

each ribozyme chiral by substituting either of its non-bridging oxygens with a sulphur. 

Two sets of dinucleotide cap stereoisomers were synthesized (Figure 3-4a). The first, S, 

and R, adenosine(5')a-thiotetraphospho-(5')guanine [(S)- and (R)-Apppp,G, 

respectively] were used to prepare ribozyrnes with a stereochemically modified cap and 

were also used as absolute references. The second set, S, and R, 4-thiouridine(5')a- 

thiotetraphospho-(5')guanosine [(S)- and ( R ) - ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ , G ,  respectively] were used to 

generate stereochemical gel mobility markers. Caps are typically incorporated during the 

initiation of transcription by T7 RNAP (Grudzien et al., 2004), and as we show, allow thc 

synthesis of ribozyme transcripts containing either S, or Rp (5') a-thiotetraphosphate 

caps. Initiation with thesc caps rather than GaSTP prevented the otherwise unavoidable 

incorporation of S, GaSMP into the backbone of the RNA transcripts. The caps were 

synthesized by first purifying S, and R, CJaSTP [(S)-ppp,G and (R)-ppp,G respectively], 

and their absolute stereochemistry was confirmed by their enzymatic utilization and 

relativc HPLC retention times (Grift'iths et al., 1987). Each stereoisomer was then 

reacted with adenosinc 5'-phosphorimidazolide (ImpA) or 4-thiouridine 5'- 

phosphorimidazolide (1mp4%) (Lohrmann & Orgel, 1978) so as to produce S, or R, 

dinucleotide a-thiotetraphosphate caps that were subsequently HPLC purified (Figure 3- 

4a). Mass spectrometry and UV spectra together with the relative HPLC rctention times 

of each pair confirmcd the expected products. Transcription in the prcsence of these caps 

rcsulted in thcjr incorporation on the 5' termini of RNA transcripts. (S)- and (R)- 



4s Upppp,-RNA shifted significantly higher on an APM gel (as a result of  the gels thiol- 

mercury dependent interactions) than " U ~ ~ ~ ~ - R N A ,  consistent with the two sulphur 

groups present in the (S)- and ( R ) - ~ ~ U ~ ~ ~ ~ , - R N A  constructs. Convcniently, the (R)- 

4 s ~ p p p p , - ~ ~ ~  shifted higher than ( s ) - ~ % ~ ~ ~ ~ , - R N A  making it possible to monitor 

capping ribozyme stereochemistry by gel mobility (Figure 3-4b left two lanes, indicated 

by M / S and R). 

Only the (R)-Apppp,-Rib(c6.17) ribozyme construct was found to perform cap 

exchange, even though the (S)- and (R)-Apppp,-Rib constructs for Is06 and c6.17 were 

tested with a broad range of thiophilic metal ions (Mn, Cd, Pb, Zn. Ni, Fe and Cu). (S)- 

and (R)-Apppp,-Rib and an Apppp-Rib control were treated with calf intestinal 

phosphatase (CIP) after transcription and gel purification so as to remove the 5' 

triphosphates that inevitably result from initiation with GTP rather than the desired 

dinucleotide cap. CIP was highly effective in removing this undesired 5' triphosphate, 

resulting in the nearly complete suppression of  4 S ~ ~ ~  capping in a control reaction 

(Compare Figure 3-4b CIP Rib lanes to Figure 3-5 ppp-Rib lanes). Apppp-Rib activity 

was preserved as expected, given the inability of  CIP to dephosphorylate a cap structure 

(Figure 3-4b, Apppp-Rib lanes; Figure 3-5). When (S)-Apppp,-Rib was incubated with 

4s UTP, no capping was observed under all tested conditions (Figure 3-4b. (S)-Apppp,- 

Rib). However, the (R)-Apppp,-Rib(c6.17) construct [Figure 3-4b, (R)-Apppp,-Rib] was 

active at approximately one tenth the rate of  the unmodified construct in optimal 

conditions using 10 mM magnesium and 5 mM manganese. Removing manganese from 

the reaction resulted in a modest two-fold decrease in overall rate (data not shown). The 

rcaction product, when mixed with a control ( R ) - " u ~ ~ ~ ~ , - R ~ ~  transcript, resulted in a 



single-band; but two distinct bands were observed when it was mixed with the (S)- 

3 S ~ p p p p , - ~ i b  marker (Figure 3-4b - Co-mig. lanes R and S, respectively). This strongly 

suggests that the (R)-Apppp,-Ri b(c6.17) construct retained stereochemistry during the 

cap exchange reaction. 



(5)- and (R)-pppsG 

""" rN"' """1 " "N" rNTps iii) NTpsl c,p CIP 

(S)-AppppS-Rib (S)-'Wpppp,-Rib (R)-4SU~pp~,-Rib (R)-Apppp,-Rib 
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Figure 3-4: Capping proceeds with retention at the reactive (5') a-phosphate centre - APM analysis. 
a) Synthesis flowchart leading to gel purified R, or S, capped ribozymes possessing either adenosine or 4- 
thiouridine caps. b) Demonstration ~ L I I  ribozyme c6.17 forms caps that arc retained relative to the initial 
substrate stereochernistry. 

Figure 3-5: Exchange activity of capped c6.17 ribozymes that were not dephosphorylated with CIP 
after transcription. 



A second independent experiment was performed to confirm this finding. (S)- or  

(R)-Apppp,-Rib(c6.17) together with the equivalent Is06 constructs were transcribed in 

the abscnce of a radiolabel, gel purified and CIP treated to remove triphosphate as 

described (i.e. Figure 3-4a). As expected, whcn incubated with [y'*P]-ATP, only the 

(R)-Apppp,-Rib(c6.17) stereoisomer was able to exchange its cap for a radio-labclled 

nucleotide. As a control, ppp-Rib(c6.17) (transcribed in the absence of an initial cap) 

became capped with [y-"PI-ATP (Figure 3-6a, Figure 3-7a.ii and b.ii gel inserts,). Thc 

resulting radio-labelled materials from the control and the (R)-Apppp,-Rib(c6.17) 

incubations were carefully gel purified and digested to completion with a mixture of  T I  

and T2. CIP was then added to remove any external phosphates (Figure 3-6b). Again as 

expected, digestion of the control reaction (Figure 3-7a.i) left a radio-labelled cap with 

the same HPLC retention time as the AppppG standard (Figure 3-7a.ii, the solid line 

shows the U V  trace of the dinucleotide cap standards while the dotted lines indicate the 

eluted radioactivity in cpm). Digestion and C'IP treatment of the (R)-Apppp,-Rib(c6.17) 

product yielded a radio-labelled cap that co-cluted with the (R)-Apppp,G dinuclcotlde 

standard - that was used initially to make the construct (Figure 3-7b.ii). Thus in two 

separate experiments; one involving exchange with "UTP, and the second with [y-"PI- 

ATP, the (R)-Apppp,-Rib(c6.17) construct was shown to retain stereochemistry. 
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Figure 3-6: Reactions of ribozymes with l y - " Z ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~  and preparation of san~ples for HPI,C 
injections, a) Unlabelled c6.17 r iboqmes ,  ppp-Rib and a mixture of ppp-Rib and (R)- Apppp,-Rib, were 
either treated with CIP or kept as is a f e r  transcription. l 'hese samples were reacted with [y-"PI-ATP, tirne- 
points wcrc takcn at 0, 0.5, 3 and 30 h and separated on PAGE. b) Radio-labelled ribozymes from (a) 
were gel purified, digested with '1'1 and '1'2 and then treated with CIP. 
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Figure 3-7: (K)-Apppp,-Rib(c6.17) produces a radio-labelled dinucleotide cap when reacted with ly- 
"PI-ATP that has the same HPLC retention time as an (R)-Apppp,C cap standard. a.i) Protocol used 
to manufactul-c a control radio-labelled dinucleotidc cap synthesized by a tl-iphosphate-containing 
ribozyme. a.ii) HPLC chromatogram showing that the radio-labelled cap elutes with the AppppG stantlard 
as expected. b.i) The same protocol was used for (R)-Apppp,-Rib(c6.17). b.ii) This time the radio-labelled 
cap was found to elutc at the same time as the (R)-Apppp,-G standard. 



3.4 Discussion: 

The retaining mechanism of capping has unusual metal ion dependence. 

Ribozymes that perform inverting phosphodiester chemistry fall into two general 

categories, depending on whether or  not divalent metal ions directly participate in 

catalysis. The metal-dependent Tctruhyinenu, hammerhead and group I1  intron 

ribozymes tolerate substitution by only one thiophosphate stercoisomer and not the other 

(McSwiggen & C'ech, 1989; Slim & Gait, 199 1 ; Padgett et al., I994), and are inactive in 

the presence of  cobalt hexammine (Horton & DeRose, 2000; Zaher et  a]., 2006). The 

inactivc stereoisomcr, in the casc of the hammerhead, can be rescucd by the addition of 

soft metals such as manganese and cadmium (Scott & Uhlenbeck, 1999). The hairpin 

ribozyme in contrast is active in the presence of cobalt hexammine (Hampel & Cowan, 

1997), and mediates reactions with both R, and S, thiophosphates. The finding that our 

retaining capping ribozyme reacts with only a n  R, a-th~ophosphate substitution and not 

an S, substitution is similar to the stereochemical signatures of  the metal depcndent 

Tetru/z~vrww, hammerhead and group I 1  intron ribozymes which invcrt stereochemistry. 

However, while our retaining ribozyme fails to rcact in the presence of  cobalt 

hexammine, we find no evidence that soft metals rescue the (S)-Apppp,-Rib(c6.17) 

construct. These observations indicate that thc ribozyme makes critical contacts with the 

pro-S, oxygen of  the a-phosphate during the course of chemistry and hint that a divalent 

metal ion may be directly involved in capping chemistry by coordinating the ytw-S 

oxygcn on the w-phosphate of  the ribozymc during catalysis. 

The retention of stereochemistry strongly suggests that the c6.17 ribozyme 

utilizes a two-step mechanism. Each step would invert stereochenlistry and be separated 



by a transient covalent intermediate. Entirely consistent with this mechanism, is the 

unusual finding that pyrophosphate release is independent of nucleotide substrate 

concentration during capping. A rate-limiting chemical step can easily be interpreted by 

a two-step model if the first step is slow and the second step is rapid aud partitions the 

reactive covalent intermediate into either a cap or a hydrolysis product (Figure 3-1 b and 

3-2). While we could not isolate this covalcnt intermediate, its steady statc concentration 

would be expected to be low given the available kinctics. We are therefore confident. 

given the two independent data sets that the retention of stereochemistry observed for 

c6.17 results from the formation of a transient covalent intermediate during capping. 

Formally, this covalent intermediate could involve a ribose 2'-hydroxyl forming a 

phosphodiester intermediate, or a nitrogen from a base generating a phosphorarnidate 

intermediate. Resolving these two possibilities is a difficult task, which our lab is 

currently exploring. A candidate nucleotide responsible for forming the intermediate is 

in the cis-acting construct (Figure 3- l c). Mutating this residue to a G completely 

inactivates the ribozyme while substituting it for a thiophosphate modified 

deoxyadenosine does not significantly affect catalytic rate (data not shown). Moreover, 

this residue is ad-jacent to the location of a quantitative crosslink (indicated by an asterisk 

in Figure 3-lc) between the 4-thiouridine cap product and the equivalent rcsiduc in the 

tr~1t1.s form of the ribozyme (Zaher et al., 2006), (section 2.3.3). Thc inhibition of capping 

observed when this residue is mutated suggests that a nitrogen in the base is involved in 

forming the capping intermediate and not a hydroxyl from the backbone sugar. If true, 

exciting mechanistic parallels between 6.17 and a capping DNAzyme selected by Yi and 

Breaker (Li et al.. 2000) should exist. This DNAzyme is likely to utilize a 



phosphoramidate type intermediate - although the detailed mechanism for this DNAzyme 

is currently unknown. The formation of  a reactive phosphoramidate intermediate during 

capping is consistent with a short lived kinetic intermediate and would be analogous to 

the utilization of  the E-N of  lysine residues seen in protein-catalyzed capping reactions 

(Shuman & Lima, 2004). 

Why might capping utilize a retaining mechanism'? Capping involves two 

charged phosphate groups that must bc exchanged in a highly symmetrical reaction. This 

differs fundamentally from previously stereochemically characterized ribozymes that 

promote reactions at a phosphorus centre and that use hydroxyl groups as nucleophiles or 

nucleofuges. Perfomling capping in a single-step would require the simultaneous 

stabilization of  two highly negatively charged phosphate groups that are in tum proximal 

to a negatively charged reactive centre - a strategy unlikely to be optimal for either a 

protein or an RNA-based catalyst. A two-step reaction involving the sequential 

displacement of  a charged nucleofuge followed by the attack of  a nearly identical 

nucleophilc requires a more complicated reaction landscape, but at the same time the two 

transition-states encountered during the reaction would be expected to havc dramatically 

lower activation cncrgies than a single-step reaction. Equally important, by exploiting a 

two-step mechanism, where the reaction is symmetrical with respect to the reaction 

coordinate, only one substrate-binding site, that recognizes both the initial nucleofuge 

and the incoming nucleophile, would be required for catalysis. Thus in contrast to the 

vast majority of  biological reactions that invert stereochemistry, the evolution of  capping 

biochemistry may have been driven inexorably to select a retaining mechanism 

irrespective of whether nuclcic acid or protcin mediates thc reaction. 



CHAPTER 4: 
Isolation of an improved RNA polymerase 

ribozyme 
by compartmentalization 

4.1 Introduction: 

The 'RNA world' hypothesis suggests that modern metabolism evolved from a 

system where RNA served to store genomic information and providc catalysis (Gilbert, 

1986). Thc plausibility of this model has been strengthened by thc finding that RNA can 

catalyze a diverse range of chemical reactions (Wilson & Szostak, 1999; Joyce, 2002; 

Fiammcngo & Jaschke, 2005) and that functional RNAs play critical roles in modern 

metabolism, most notably the ribosome, RNaseP and the riboswitches (Guerrier-Takada 

et al., 1983; Ban et al., 2000; Winkler & Breaker, 2005). Although RNA machines like 

the ribosome are believed to be the relics of an RNA-based past, the current dominance 

of protein catalysts prevents us from learning how such an RNA system would have 

replicated. Nevertheless, one can imagine reconstructing a minimal RNA-based system 

in a test-tube where a small set of ribozymcs is capable of auto-replication. The activities 

o f  these trans-acting ribozytnes would be correlated by their confinement within a 

common compartment, in analogy to a modem cell (Bartel & Unrau. 1999). 

Arguably the greatest limitation of the 'RNA world' hypothesis is the lack of an 

RNA replicase ribozyme, which has been coined 'the holy grail' in the ribozyme 

community (Szostak et al., 200 I; McGinness & Joyce. 2003). Modern protein 

polymerases, likc E. coli DNA polymerase 111, hcilitate genonlic replication by 

performing highly processive template-based polymerization of dNTPs initiating from a 

short RNA primer hybridized to a DNA template (Benkovic et a]., 2001). Similarly, the 



selection of a polymerase ribozyme able to extend an all RNA primer-template (PT) 

con~plex with NTPs would be a key tirst step in the creation of a true replicase ribozyme. 

Initial attempts to find such a polymerase focused on expanding the functional 

capabilitics of the naturally-occurring group I self-splicing ribozymes (Been & C'ech, 

1988; Doudna & Szostak, 1989; Bartel et al., 199 1 ; Chowrira et a]., 1993; Doudna et al., 

1993; McGinness & Joyce. 2002). Later attention turned towards derivatives of the 

artificially selected class I ligase (Bartel & Szostak, 1993; Ekland & Bartel, 1995; Ekland 

et al., 1995). Ekland and Bartel found that some derivatives of this ligase could extend a 

primer by 6 nucleotides in the presence of nucleotide triphosphates, but required the 5'- 

end of the template to be annealed to the ribozyme preventing general and proccssive 

polymerization (Ekland & Bartel, 1996). This ligase was later turned into a more general 

polymerase by appending a 75-random nucleotide sequence, and subjecting the resulting 

pool to a conventional in vitro selection process in the hope that this auxiliary module 

would help in promoting general primer-template recognition (Johnston et a]., 200 1). 

This selection relied on the ability of active ribozymes to extend a PT complex tethered 

to their 5' ends in the presence of 4 % J ~ ~ .  RNA sequences capable of incorporating 

4 s ~ ~ ~  onto the tethered primer were then enriched based on their reduced mobility in 

APM polyacrylamide gels (Igloi, 1988). The selection resulted in thc 189-nt long Round- 

18 ribozyme, which can extend an RNA primer by up to 14-nt in a template-directed 

manner after 24 h of incubation. However the ability of this ribozyme to polymerize 

more than one RNA helical turn is limited; more typically the Round- 18 polymerase adds 

only a few nucleotides to a given PT complcx. This poor polymerization ability has been 

attributed to wcak and highly variable PT rccognition (Lawrence & Bartel, 2003), which 



in turn is related in a complex fashion to the fidelity of the enzyme. Although the fidelity 

is high if the polymerase successfully extends a te~nplatc by as much as I I nucleotides 

(Johnston et al., 2001), this measurement does not take into account aborted extension 

products that terminate due to a mis-incorporation of a nucleotide. Therefore, thc 

eft'iciency of this polymerase must be greatly improved in order to create an RNA system 

with truc auto-replicative potential. Achieving this goal will require a complex 

combination of improved primer-template recognition, processivity, fidelity and NTP 

utilization. As thesc polymerase properties are intcrdependent, i t  will be increasingly 

difficult to optimize all of these properties simultaneously using standard methods (see 

section 1.5.3). Indeed, recent attempts to isolate superior polymerase ribozymes from the 

same pool that was used to isolate the Round- 18 polymerase using conventional in v~ t ro  

selection techniques have not proven fruitful (Lawrence & Bartel, 2005). 

Darwinian evolution has solved the problem of correlating genotype to phenotype 

by utilizing cellular membranes to ensure that the benefits of an advantagcous gene are 

not lost to the external environment. Although cells have been used for the selection of 

nucleic acids (Ferber & Maher, 1998; Soukup & Maher, 1998; Zirnmcrman & Maher, 

2002; Buskirk et al., 2003; Wadhwa et al., 2004), they offer little or no control over 

selection conditions and the diversity of the starting library is very limited. Recently, iri 

vitro conipartmentalization (IVC) has been used as an alternative for conventional in 

vitm selection in the direct isolation of /runs-acting ribozymes performing multiple- 

turnover chcmistries (Agrcsti et al., 2005; Levy et al., 2005). The methodology, which 

was first described for protein selections (Tawfik & Griffiths, 1998; Miller et al., 2006). 

allows thc coupling of genotype (DNA rather than RNA) and phenotype by 



compartmentalizing both within water-in-oil droplets. However, the nucleic acid 

diversities possible with IVC have only been slightly higher than that achieved with 

cellular systems, and are 1 o4 -1 times less than with conventional in vi/rv selection, 

where diversities of 10" can be sampled (Agresti et a]., 2005; Fiammengo & Jaschke, 

2005; Levy et al., 2005). 

In this study we have modified the IVC system to select for an improved RNA 

polymerase ribozyme from a doped library having a diversity of -9 x 10'%equences. 

The new system was shown to be robust and effective in isolating polymerase ribozymes 

after six to seven Rounds of selection. One of the pool isolates was shown to have 

extension activities superior to the wild-type Round 18 ribozyme demonstrating the 

power of this ncw selection technique. 

4.2 Materials and methods: 

4.2.1 Oligonucleotides. 

Deoxy-oligonucleotides were synthesized on an ABI 392 DNA/RNA synthesizer 

using Expedite chemistry. Ribo-oligonucleotides were purchased from Dharmacon and 

deprotected according to the company's protocol. The selection DNAIRNA primer 

(Dl 1 P12), having the sequence 5'-d(CAC GAG CCA CG) CUG CCA CCG UG, was 

made using T4 DNA ligase and a DNA splint with the sequence 5'-d(CAG CGT GGC 

TCG TG). 

4.2.2 Pool construction. 

Two oligonucleotides corresponding to the reverse complement of the ligase core 

having the sequence 5'-CAA CTA GCT C T T  CAG TTg aga acg ttg gcg cta tcg cgc cac 

100 



cgg agg ctg cct ctg cat ccg aag atg ttc tca agc tct gag ggc aga ttt gtc ttt tt (NN)o.5 C CTA 

TAG TGA GTC GTA T (T7 promoter antisense sequence italicized and the EUI' I site 

bolded leaving the underlined sequence recessed after digestion) were synthesized with 

the lower case residues mutated at a frequency of 0 (Lw) or 3% (Lbl). A split and pool 

strategy was used to synthesize the (NN)o.5 region (Zaher & Unrau, 2005), (Figure 4- la). 

The two sequences were PCR amplified with the following 5' PCR primer 5'-CTC GCA 

CCT GCC GTG GGA GAC GTT CAT CC'T TTA A TA CGA CTC ACT A TA GG 

(introducing the bolded B I ~  I recognition site, which leaves the underlined overhang after 

digestion), and the following 3' PCR primer 5'-CAA CTA GCT C T T  CAG TT (Bolded 

is the E ~ i r  I recognition site). Two oligonucleotides corresponding to the accessoly 

donlain sequence 5'-GAC TGC ACT C T T  CCA ACh ggc gcc caa tac tcc cgc ttc ggc ggg 

tgg gga taa cac ctg acg aaa agg cga tgt tag aca cgc caa ggt cat aat cCC CGG AGC: TTC 

GGC TCC (the E~rr I recognition site is bolded, which leaves the underlined overhang 

sequence after digestion) were also synthesized with one sequence having the lower case 

residues unmutagenized (Aw) and the other having them mutagenized at a frequency of 

10% (AkI). These oligonucleotides were made double-stranded by PCR amplification 

with the following 5' PCR primer 5'-GAC TGC ACT C T T  CCA AC and the following 3' 

PCR primer 5'-GGA GCC: GAA GC:A CCG GG. The double-stranded constructs for 

both the ligase core and the accessory domains were then digested to completion with 

Eur I and heated at 72OC for 15 minutes to cncourage the short digested pieces to anneal 

to the PCR primers. The digested Lbl was mixed with either AM or Aw at a ratio of I : I 

before adding T4 DNA ligase to form the full length pool; the third ligation reaction 

contained L\v and Akl. Half of the initial selection pool (0.75 nmole) was composed of 



the LklAM construct, and a quarter (0.375 nmole) of each of the L\,AM and LMAw 

constructs (Figure 4-1 b). The pool was then annealed to a 2-fold exccss of the selection 

template T2 I (Table 4- 1 )  to produce a pool attached to the PT coniplex (called the PT- 

pool, Figure 4- 1 c). 

4.2.3 Polymerization assay in the context of selection. 

The wild type polymerase and the starting pool DNA sequences were digested 

with Btg I and ligated to a "'P 5'-end labelled P23 primer using T4 DNA ligase. These 

constructs were then annealed to a 2 fold exccss of the T2 1 template and incubated in the 

transcription buffer in the presence of either gel-purified polymerase ribozyme at 2 p M  or 

T7 RNAP at I0 UIpI. The samples were incubated at 37OC for I h followed by heating at 

65•‹C' for I0 minutes to inactivate T7 RNAP before incubation at 22OC. Time-points were 

taken at 0, 1, 2, 4 and 20 11, ethanol precipitated and digested with HinfSI to improve 

extended product resolution. The samples were ethanol precipitated and resuspended in 2 

x formaniide loading dye (95% formamide, I0 niM EDTA, 0.025 % Xylene Cyanol and 

0.025 % bromophenol blue) in the presence of 20 fold cxccss of competing DNA 

oligonucleoticles and loaded onto 15% sequencing PAGE. 

4.2.4 Emulsion procedure. 

The emulsion protocol, which was originally described by Tawfik and Griff'ith 

(Tawtik & Griffiths, 1998) for protein selections, was modified to allow for the 

generation of litres of emulsion. A 2.5 ml T7 RNAP transcription reaction containing I0 

nM PT-pool template in the selection buffer; 40 mM Tris-HCI pH 7.9, 2.5 mM 



spermidine, 50 mM MgC12, 0.0 1 % Tr~ton X- 100, 10 mM DTT, 8 mM GTP, 2 mM ATP, 

2 mM CTP and 2 mM UTP; was prepared in a 50 nd falcon tube (Figure 4-2a) and 

incubated on ice for at least 10 minutes before the addition of T7 RNAP at I0 U/pI.  This 

was followcd by thc immcdiate addition of 47.5 ml of a cold (stored at 4•‹C') oil surfactant 

mixture composed of 0.5% Tween 80 (Sigma) and 4.5% Span 80 (Sigma) in heavy 

mineral oil (Paraffin oil white, Anachcmia). The mixture was emulsified by adding 

DEPC-treated 6 mm glass beads (to bring the total volume to full in the falcon tube), 

taping the tube to a mini vortexer (VWR), and vortexing at full speed for 5 minutes 

(Figure 2a). For latcr Rounds,  here the volume of the emulsion was reduced to I ml, 

the emulsion was prepared in an eppendorff tube using a dispersing tool (IKA WORKS). 

The resulting cmulsion from both procedures was incubated at 37•‹C for 3 h to drive T7 

RNAP-dependent transcription followed by heat inactivation of T7 RNAP at 65•‹C for 15 

minutes. After incubation, the aqueous phase was recovered by centrifuging the 

cmulsion at 12,000 x g for 20 minutes, which resulted in a white pellet and clear oil 

supernatant. After discarding the oil supernatant, a two-fold cxccss of 30 mM EDTA was 

added to thc pcllet and vortexed vigorously to resuspend it .  Excess oil was removed by 

extraction with an equivalent volume of diethyl ether to that of the oil mixture. The 

recovered aqueous phase was ethanol precipitated, phenol/chloroform extracted to 

removc T7 RNAP and ethanol precipitated agaln beforc resuspcnsion in water. To assess 

the transcriptional yield, a trace amount of [a-"PI-UTP (NEN) was added in the 

transcriptmn reaction and aliquot of the material recovered after the ether extractwn was 

run on PAGE. 



4.2.5 Selection. 

A total of 1.5 nmoles (9 x 10" different sequenccs) of pool was used for the first 

Round of selection. This translated to a total of 3 L of ernulsion volume, i.e. sixty 50 nil 

falcon tubes. The emulsion was made as described and incubated at rootn temperature 

for -1 8 h after heat-inactivation of T7 RNAP. The recovered nuclcic acid was then 

dehybridizcd by adding KOH to a final concentration of 50 mM. DNA genotypes that 

were extended by polymerase ribozymes were hybridized to a 10-fold excess of 

biotinylated DNA oligonucleotide, whose sequence was complementary to the extended 

sequence, before prompt neutralization with Tris-HCI. The material was then applied to 

streptavidin magnetic beads (NEB) and washed 3 times with SSC' 0.5 x buffer. 

Hybridized nucleic acid was eluted by applying 50 niM KOH to the beads, which was 

then neutralized with Tris-HCI and ethanol precipitated. Thc DNA was then PCR 

amplified, Btg I digested and ligated to the sclcction DNAIRNA primer bcfore starting 

the next Round. After three Rounds of selection the selection was split into two different 

branches A and B. Branch A was conducted as before with no modifications, while 

branch B included another selection step that included 0.5 mM '"TP in the selection 

buffer. DNA genonies that were successfully extended by '%JUMP were isolatcd based on 

their slower mobility in APM polyacrylamide gels (Igloi, 1988). Material eluted from 

these gel fragments in the presence of I mM DTT was precipitated and subjected to the 

hybridization-based sclcction protocol. 



4.2.6 Assessment of size distribution using microscopy. 

A 50 ml emulsion containing 2.5 nil of 5 pM RNA in the transcription buffer and 

a 5 pI of SYBR green I1 (Invitrogen) was made as described earlicr. Images of the 

cmulsion were taken with a QlMAGlNG digital canlera mounted on a ZElSS Axioskop 

equipped with epifluorescencc. 

4.2.7 Cloning. 

Cloning of individual isolates was achieved using TOPO-TA cloning kit 

(Invitrogen). Sequencing was performed by Macrogen Inc., Korea. 

4.2.8 Polymerization assay. 

5'-radiolabed primer (0. I pM final concentration) was annealed to a 5-fold excess 

of template and added to either the selection buffer or optimum buffcr (200 mM MgC'l?, 

I00 mM Tris-HC'I pH 8.5 and 4 mM of cach NTP). Gel purified ribozymes (5 pM final 

concentration or otherwise indicated) were added to the reaction and incubated at 22•‹C. 

Reactions were stopped by adding a 10-fold excess of formamide loading dye (95% 

formarnide, 10 mM EDTA, 0.025% Xylene C'yanol and 0.025% bromophenol blue) in the 

presence of -20-fold excess of a competing oligonucleotide, products wcre rcsolved on 

20% sequencing PAGE. In reactions wherc P2 oligonucleotide was included, it was 

added at 7.5 uM. 



4.2.9 Kinetic analysis. 

The fractional amount of radioactivity in each extension product was determined 

using Imagc Quant v5. I .  These extension values were then summed, plotted against timc 

and analyzed using the GraphPad prism v4.00 to determine the overall consumption rate 

of the initial PT complex. The rate of synthesis of a particular product was determined 

by quantifying the fraction of the radioactivity corresponding to that product relative to 

the total radioactivity in that lane and plotting as a function of time. 

4.3 Results: 

4.3.1 Pool construction. 

Thc Round- 18 polymerase, called WT hereafter, is the only ribozyme that has 

been shown to exhibit general RNA-templated primer extension ability. In the presence 

of a particular PT complex, the WT can polymerize a full turn of an RNA helix at 300 

mM ~ g "  and pH 8.5 after 24 h of incubation (Johnston et a].. 2001). However, its 

polymerization activity is extremely sensitive to the PT sequence, with the addition of a 

single nucleotide to cither the primer or the template sequence often having a dramatic 

and unpredictable effect on activity (Lawrence & Bartel, 2003). With the aim of 

improving ribozyme processivity and fidelity we decided to select for improved variants 

of the WT from a high diversity doped pool (Figure 4- 1 a) using a large-scale 

compartmentalized selection scheme. 
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Figure 4-1: Pool design and construction. a) Secondary structure of the Round 18 polymerase, which 
was used lo construct the starting pool. The ligase core is shown in red, while the accessory donlain is 
depicted in blue, and the P2 oligonucleotide, found to be important for the WT polymerase ribozyme, is 
drawn in grecn. Black residues indicate fixed sequence that was required for transcriplional initiation, PCR 
amplification or ligation of the two domains after Eur I digestion. A random insert of variable length was 
also introduced, (NN)(I.S, 3' to the initiating guanoslne residues (rni~genta). b) The starting pool was made 
from three ligation reactions using the molar amounts shown. c) Pool processing for the selection. The 
DNA pool was digested with Big I leaving a 4-1-11 overhang that was used to attach the single-stranded 
selection primer using T4 DNA ligase. This DNA-RNA hybrid (RNA in red) was then annealed lo an 
RNA template in preparation for the selection process (T7P- T7 promoter). 

The ligase core of the ribozyme has been previously shown to play an integral 

role in phosphodiester bond formation and has been found to contain highly conserved 

sequence elements (Johnston et al., 200 1 ). As a result, two sequences corresponding to 

the ligase core having no mutagenesis (Lw) or a mutagenesis level of 3% (LM) were 

synthesized and converted into double-stranded DNA using large-scale PC'R (Zaher & 

Unrau, 2005). A split-pool synthesis was utilized for both constructs so as to incorporate 

random nucleotides of the form (NN)o-S at the 5'-end of the ribozyme (Figurc 4- 1 a) 

(Zaher & Unrau. 2005). This random insertion provided sequcnce diversity in a region of 

the polymerase that had remained fixed evcr since the initial characterization of the class 

I ligase (Ekland & Bartel, 1995)- largely due to limitations of the conventional selection 

scheme. In contrast to the ligasc core, much less is known about the role of the accessory 



domain (the auxiliary domain appended to the ligase core during the polymerase selection 

that confers polymerization ability to the ligase core). Therefore, two acccssory double- 

stranded DNA sequenccs having mutagencsis levels of either 0% (AL\,) or 10% (AM) wcre 

synthesized (Zaher & Unrau, 2005). The ligase core sequences were designed to contain 

a Btg I restriction site upstream of a T7 promoter and an Eur I site at their 3'-end. The 

acccssory pool elements contained an Eur- I site at their 5'-end allowing them to be ligated 

to the ligase core pool elements with only 3-nt of fixed sequence (Figure 4-1 a) after 

restriction digestion of both with Eur I. Pool fragments were ligated to produce full- 

length pool using 0.75 nmole of LbIAM, 0.375 nmole of LwAM and 0.375 nmole of LMAM, 

(Figure 4-1 b). The flnal pool was then digestcd with Btg I and ligatcd to the Dl 1P12 

DNA/RNA primer elemcnt (Table 4-1) using T4 DNA ligase. The pool was then 

annealed to a 2-fold excess of the selection template T2 1 (Table 4- 1 )  to produce thc 

initial PT-DNA pool (Figure 4-lc). A WT DNA sequence was prepared by cloning the 

ligation products of the unmutagenized ligase and accessory sequences to obtain a pure 

sequence. 

"d (CAC G) CUG CCA ACC GUG 
"CUG CCA A '' 
" ~ A c  GGU UGG CAC GCU UCG CAG" 
"OAC GOU UGG CAC GCU UCG CAG CCC CCC CCG G 5 '  



4.3.2 Large-scale emulsion. 

IVC has been previously used to isolate RNA ligasc and Diels-Alderase 

ribozymes from libraries having diversities of  - 1 o9 and 1 0 '  ' respectively using emulsion 

volumes of  0.5 to I ml (Agrcsti et al., 2005; Levy et al., 2005). We increased the 

emulsion volunie to 3,000 ml, and by having 10-30 genomes per compartment (weighted 

by volunie distribution), the total pool divcrsity was expanded to -9 x 10". The large- 

scalc emulsion was made in 50-ml falcon tube batches, using glass beads and a vortexer 

(Figure 4-2a). This procedure resulted in compartments having radii typically from 0.5 to 

1.5 pm (volumes of 5 x 1 0-lo to 1.5 x 10 I J  L), with a weighted avcrage volumc of 2 to 5 

x 10-'" as judged by microscopy (Figure 4-2b) and sedimentation experiments (data not 

shown). Under these conditions T 7  RNAP was functional with an activity 3-fold lowcr 

than that of  a noneniulsified reaction (Figurc 4-2c). The frec M ~ ' '  concentration during 

the incubation was optimized to respect the requirements of both T 7  RNAP, which is 

inhibited by high magnesium levels, and ribozyme activity, which in this case is optimal 

at high magnesium concentrations. We found that when the free ~ g "  concentration 

(cxcess over the total NTPs concentration o f  14 mM) was set at 36 mM. emulsified 

transcription yielded -200 RNA transcripts per DNA sequence (with DNA substrate 

below the enzymes -1 6 nM affinity for the T 7  promoter (Zahcr & Unrau, 2004), 3 h 

incubation, 10 U/pI T 7  RNAP). Under the same conditions, the WT polymerase was able 

to cxtend thc untethered selection PT (Dl  1P12:T2 1) co~nplcx by up to 6-nt. Ovcrall 

these conditions imply that if a single functional DNA sequence were in a compartment, 

thc transcribed ribozymes resulting from this sequence (-200) would be 7 to 20 fold in 

excess of all PT-DNA substrates found in that particular compartment (10 to 30). 
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Figure 4-2: Large-scale eniulsion manufacture. a) Photographs of thc steps uscd to make 50-ml 01' 
eniulsion. First (left to right), DEPC-treated glass beads are added into a 50 - nil Falcon tube; second. the 
aqueous phase (broniophenol blue is included for visualimtion) is added; third, the oil-phase is poured on 
top of the aqueous phase before the whole mixture is vortexed to make the water-in-oil droplets, b) 
Microscope images of emulsion containing R N A  ( 1  80 nt long transcripts at 5 pM) that was stained with 
SYHR Green. Fluorescence resulting from 450-490 nm excitation co-localized with the DJC imagc. The 
droplets are 1-3 pm in diameter. c) A denaturing polyacrylamide gel showing that emulsified trmscrip~ion 
takes place with a yield 113 that of the normal. 

4.3.3 Proof of principle and selection design. 

Our selection scheme relied on the ability of functional polymerases, which are 

actively transcribed by T7 RNAP, to extend their own PT-DNA sequences in an entirely 

m n s  fashion as a consequence of being confined within the same compartment. We 

have previously shown that T7 RNAP can efficiently extend unstable oligonucleotides in 

the absence of a promoter (Zaher & Unrau, 2004). This activity could prove highly 

detrimental to the entire selection process. Successful constructs that are resistant to T7 

RNAP-mediated extension require - 1 O-bp of helix between the primer and template. At 

the same time they must be viable substrates for the WT ribozyrne. We found that the 

selection PT complex having a total of 12-bp of hybridization could not be extended by 

T7 RNAP but was efticiently polymerized by the WT ribozyme using selective 

conditions (Figure 4-3). Furthermore, when this primer was ligated to the WT DNA 

scquencc (PT-WT), i t  was cxtcnded by 4-nt when incubated with either gel-purified WT 

ribozyme or T7 RNAP (Figure 4-3a). Whcn the same primer was ligated to the initial 



DNA pool, extension was observed in the presence of gel-purified WT ribozyme, but not 

whcn T7 RNAP was addcd- demonstrating that functional ribozyme polymerases 

resulting from transcription were required to mediate the extension of the PT-DNA 

coinplcx. 

a) 

, sC! + APM 

1 - WT Rz or T7 RNAP. 0 0.12 0.25 0.5 0 0.12 0.25 0.5 *UTP:UTP - - - - - - - - 
- NTPs A A A A  A A A A  T ~ m e  

WT Rz T7RNAP WT Rz T7RNAP Enzyme 
d d d d Time 

Figure 4-3: The WT polymerase is active in the selection context. a) The PT-WT or the PT-R0 genomc 
constructs were incubated with gel-puritied W T  (2 pM final concentration) ribozyme polymerase or  '1'7 
RNAP, and incubated in the selection buffer. Timc-points wcre taken at 0, 1 .  2 , 4  and 20 h :ind the DNA 
genornes subsequently digested with l f i r f l  to improve gel resolution. Both constructs wcrc extended whcn 
the WT ribozyme was added, but only the P I - W T  was extended in the presence of T 7  RNAP indicating 
that transcripts produced by T7 RNAP were calalytically active. b) The W T  ribozyme was transcribed in 
 he presence of varying 4 S ~ ~ ~  concentrations (relative to 2 mM UTP which was always present) and gel 
purified. The four resulting ribozymes were then assayed for their ability to cxtcnd PT D4P12:T2 I in the 
selection buffcr supplemented with 0.5 mM "UTP. Time-poinls were taken at 0.5 11, 4.5 h and 24 h and 
resolved on denaturing PAGE plus o r  minus APM. Ribozymes transcribed in the presence of 1 mM %TP 
and 2 mM UTP were almost as active :is ribozymes that were transcribed in the absence of  '?JTP. All 
ribozy~nes were capable of incorporating '"MP as . ~ndicated ' by the mercury-dependent gel shift shown in 
the right pancl (n~arked  as  primer 'b in the tigurc). 

Two selective steps were designed to enrich in DNA genomes corresponding to 

functional polymerase ribozymes. Thc first used hybridization to purify correctly 

extended PT-DNA complexes. After incubating the emulsion, thc aqueous fraction was 

recovered, the nucleic acid denatured and an excess of a biotiiiylated capture probc 

(having the sainc scquence as the template used in the PT complex) added (Table 4-2). 



Upon renaturation this material was applied to streptavidin magnetic beads and washed 

so as to retain only those DNA sequences whose RNA primers had been correctly 

extended by a polymerase ribozyme. These retained DNA genotypes were then eluted 

and amplified by PCR. This new pool was subsequently Btg I digested and ligated to the 

selection DNAIRNA primer (Table 4- 1) before undergoing another Round of selection. 

A purification factor of 100 could easily be obtained by this hybridization approach 

(Figure 4-4). 

Table 4-2: Selection conditions. 
I Selection P. 

(DllP12) ''d (CAC GAG CCA CG) CUG CCA ACC GUG 3' 
(T21) 3 ' ~ ~ ~  GGU UGG CAC 

Round Capture Probe 4 S ~ ~ ~  P2 [Genome] Emulsion Inc. 
nM* volume t, h 

CA CGG TTG) - + 1 0  3 L O/N 
I1 
III 

AIV 
AV 
AVI 
AVIl 
BIV 
BV 

CA CGG TTG) 
CA CGG TTG) 
CA CG) 
CA CG) 

CA C )  
CA C )  
CA CG) 
CA CG) 

BVI d(TT.2, -  CA c )  + - 5 1 in1 4 

* 10 nM corresponds to a weighted average, by volume, of 10 to 30 DNA genomes per 
compartment. 
t3, i dieat a i 3 



+ 3 3  -7 P 
I - Emulsify. 

1 - Scintillation count. 

3 2 p  3 3 p  
Isotope 

Figure 4-4: The hybridization approach is efficient in isolating extended DNA constructs. A "P-end 
labelled D I I P 12 primer was extended by dNTPs in the presence of  T2 1 w i n g  superscript reverse 
transcriptase (Invitrogen), gel purified and ligated to the DNA pool. This material was thcn mixed with an 
equal amount of  DNA that had been ligated to a "P-end labelled unextended Dl  I P I 2  primer. A mock 
round of  sclection recovered 2 1.4 -t 0.7% ol'the "P-labelled material (mock extended) while only 0.2 1 5 
0.03'y0 of the "P-labelled construct (unextended) was retained, as determined by s p e c t r ~ ~ n i  gated 
scintillation co~inting. 

The stringency of the selection was further increased in some later Rounds of 

selection by requiring extended PT-DNA genome complexes to contain '\MP at sites 

where UMP was normally incorporated, in addition to having the correctly extended 

sequence (Figure 4-5 and Table 4-2). This was achieved by adding %TP to the 

transcription mix prior to emulsification. As a consequence transcribed polymerase 



ribozymes must tolerate having 3 S ~ ~ ~  in their backbone. Surprisingly, we  found WT 

ribozymes transcribed in the presence of 1 mM "UTP and 2 mM UTP were almost as 

active as ribozymes transcribed in the absence of 4 ' ~ ~ ~ .  Further, ribozymes containing 

4s UMP were able to catalyze polymerization of a PT complex using "UTP as a substrate 

(Figurc 4-3b) demonstrating that this APM-dependent gel-shift could be effectively used 

3s 3 purification step. 



8: 
'emulsion' 

Figure 4-5: Branch B selection scheme. ( I )  DNA constructs, which were ligated to an RNA primer, are 
annealed to the selection template. (2) This PT-pool is then compartmentalized within the water-in-oil 
droplets together with NTPs, "UTP and T7 RiiAP. Incubation results in T7 RNAP-mediated 
transcription of the RNA phenotype. (3) Active polymerase ribozymes recognize the P'T complex that was 
attached to their parent DNA genotype and extend it  in a template-directed manner while also incorporating 
4s UMP. (4) The emulsion is broken open and the recovered DNA genomes separated on an APM gel to 
enrich in those modified with "UMP. (5) Thc recovered material is then hybridized to a biotinylated probe 
having a sequence complementary to the extended primer, and applied to streptavidin magnetic beads. (6) 
The purified pool is eluted from thc beads, amplified. digested with Btg I and ligated to the selection 
DNAJRNA primer ready for the next Round of selection. 



4.3.4 Selection outcome. 

The selection was conducted as described above using a total of 1.5 nmole of 

DNA genome for the first Round of selection. Based on the pool mutagenesis levels, we 

estimated the WT sequence to be present with a frequency of 0.3% in thc starting pool. 

Two distinct branches of selection were performed and are suinmarizcd in Table 4-2. 

Branch A of the selection was performed using only hybridization as a selective step and 

included the P2 oligonucleotide (a 7-nt RNA having the sequence 5'-GGC ACC A added 

to restore a stem that was present in the parental class ligase I ,  and that has been reported 

to be critical for function (Johnston et al., 2001), (Figure 4- la). After seven Rounds of 

the branch A sclcction, the extension activity of the pool was enriched significantly 

(Figire 4-6). Further Rounds of selection did not seem to enhance activity, instead a 

competing parasitic activity, characterized by a smear above the radiolabelled primer 

during PAGE: analysis of extension assays. was observed. Sixty clones from Round 7 

were assessed for polymerization activity, 12 of which had extension activity comparable 

to the WT ribozyme, 23 exhibited the parasitic behaviour while the remaining 25 were 

inactive. Subsequent sequencing of these isolates revealed that 10 of the active isolates 

were 0 to 2 mutations away from the WT sequence. The remaining two active variants, 

referred to as A7.15 and A7.29, were significantly different from the WT ribozynic and 

contained many mutations in the accessory domain (Figure 4- I a). Furthermore, both 

contained mutations in thc critical ligase core. Interestingly, replacing thcsc mutations 

with the WT ligase core sequence resulted in no appreciable increase in extension rate. 

Sequencing of the 23 parasitic DNA sequences revealed that they had managed to insert 

from 1 to 6 consecutive copies of a sequence containing the biotinylated capture probe 



sequence (5'-TTT GGA CGC TTC GCA CGG TTG CAG D, capture probc seclucnce in 

italics) by a currently unknown mechanism. Presumably the orientation of the insertion 

was important for the survival of  thesc parasites. The RNA transcribcd from thesc 

sequences could not hybridize to the capture probe, preventing its saturation, while the 

bottom DNA strands which contained secluencc complementary to the biotinylated probe 

would have been enriched each Round of selection. We attempted to get rid of thesc 

parasites by switching the PT complex sequence from Round to Round while altering the 

biotinylated probe sequence in correspondence. This approach proved successful in 

removing the unwanted parasitic sequences, but at the same time eliminated 

polymerization activity even after 14 Rounds of selection. Furthermore, the P2 element 

was discovered to have inhibitory effects on the W T  polymerase (Figure 4-7) suggesting 

that its on~ission might have a beneficial effect on the selection. 

Figure 4-6: Progress of the branch A 
selection. Gel-purified RNA from the 
indicated round was added at a final 
concentration of 0.2 p M  to an optimum 
polymerization reaction. By Round seven, 
polymerizalion of D41-'12:7'2 1 by 3-nt incl-cascd 
by a fiictor of -50. 

Figure 4-7: P2 oligonucleotide suppresses 
polymerization by the WT ribozyn~e. 
Extension-reactions of DJP12:T2 1 comples by 
the W.1' ribozyme were perfornicd in thc 
presence or absence of the P2 element mde r  
selection conditions, and time-points taken at 
the indicated intervals. In the presence of the 

;i  on was P2 RNA the overall rate of po lymer i~  I '  
inhibited by a factor of--7. 



Hoping that the pool contained rare improved polymerases that were lost in the 

branch A selection due to the overwhelming presence of the parasitic sequences and the 

effect of the P2 element, we went back to Round 3 and included an APM-gel purification 

step by adding 4 % J ~ ~  in the selection buffer and excluding thc P2 element l'rom the 

sclection (Branch B, Figure 4-5). The inclusion of the APM step before the hybridization 

capturc step indccd prevented the amplification of thc undesired sequences. Branch B 

was conducted for three Rounds bringing the total number of selection Rounds to 6 with 

thc stringency of the selection being increased by lowering the DNA pool concentration 

and incubation times in the later Rounds (see Table 4-2). The effect of the APM- 

purification step was apparent after only two Rounds of selection, and by Round 6 

polymerization of PT D4P 12:T2 1 complex by 4-nt had saturated and was -60 fold higher 

than the starting pool (Figure 4-Xa). Screening 60 isolates from this Round identified a 

total of 10 active and 50 inactive isolates with one clone, called B6.6 1, having an 

increased polymerization activity relative to the WT polymerase. Thc relativc 

polymerization enhancement was measured by first quantifying thc amount of 

nucleotides incorporated beyond a particular extension product as a function of time and 

then dividing it by the ecluivalcnt WT extension rate. B6.61 was 3 to 4 fold faster at 

polymerizing six or more nucleotides in the presence of the PT D4P 12:T2 1 complex than 

either the WT ribozyme or the best isolates from the branch A selection (Figure 4-Xb). 

Interestingly, the B6.61 sequence differed form the WT sequence by a 4-nt insertion 

between Gz and A3 combined with an A3 to C mutation (5'-GGA AUA CA..). This 

insertion was identical to that found in the A7.15 variant and was similar to that of thc 6- 

nt insertion found in the A7.29 isolate (5'-GGC AUA CCA A..). In addition, all three 



variants acquired an to G mutation in the accessory domain (Figure 4-Xc) suggesting 

a convergent fi~nctional requirement for both sequence modifications. 
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Given that our selection was performed at substantially lower magnesium and 

hydroxidc ions concentrations than are known to bc optimal for the WT ribozyme, wc 

were curious whether the improved activity observed for B6.6 1 was duc to bcttcr 

utilization of either of these ions. Consequently we performed extension reactions for 

both ribozyn~es under varying concentrations of Mg" and different pH values. Both 

B6.61 and the WT polymerases exhibited the same relative decreasc in activity at lower 

Mg2' and OH- ions concentrations, and hence thc enhancement of activity could not be 

attributed simply to either of these two factors (data not shown). As our selection was 

also carried out in an entirely /r-trtzs-fashion, we expectcd that the selected ribozymes 

might exhibit a better affinity for the PT complex. Titration of the PT complex P7:T3 1 

up to 15 pM (ribozyme at 5 pM) did not saturate binding for either polymerase as both 

exhibited a linear increase in extension rate as a function of PT concentration (data not 

shown). As a result, we could only conclude that the efficiency of polymerization by 

B6.61 had improvcd during the IVC selection. B6.61 may thereforc have improved its 

binding affinity for the PT substrate or the mutations observed may be responsible for an 

increased catalytic rate- perhaps by subtly reorganizing the ribozyme catalytic core in the 

vicinity of the PT interface. 

4.3.5 B6.61 extends beyond the 14-nt limit. 

The faster kinetics exhibited by B6.61 were also apparent in the presence of a 

shorter primer P7 (Table 4-1) when annealed to the T2 1 template. Although both the WT 

and the B6.6 1 polymerases extended the P7:T2 1 PT by 14-nt, B6.6 1 polymerized 

extensions of more than 9-nt 3-fold faster than the WT (Figure 4-9). Arguably most 



interesting was the finding that in the presence of template T3 1 ,  where 8 cytosine and 2 

guanosine residues were appended to the 3'-end of T2 1 ,  B6.6 1 extended the primer P7 

beyond the 14-nt limit, reaching a total extension of more than 20-nt (Figure 4-9), while 

the WT ribozyme failed to extend more than -1 I-nt. This marked increase in extension 

could be attributed to a more processive polymerization by B6.61. Although the rate of 

consun~ption of the P7:T3 1 PT by B6.61 was only 2-fold faster than found for the WT, 

the rate of polymerization of RNA longer than 10-nt was at least 80-fold faster, 

accounting for a total of 7.5% of the primer after 24 h of incubation while the WT had 

only extended about 0.1%. The relative rate enhancement for longer extension products 

was even higher but could not be quantified. 



Figure 4-9: B6.61 polymerizes a PT complex by at least 20-nt. The indicated PT complex \ws  
incubated in the presence of WT or B6.61 ribozymes under optimum conditions. Reactions were slopped 
at the specified time-intervals and resolved using 20% PAGE. Although both polymerases extended 
P7:T2 I by 14-nt, B6.61 was 3-fold faster in synthesizing > 9-nt extension products (let1 panel). In the 
presence of P7:T3 1.  H6.61 was able to incorporate at least 20-nt in contrast to the I 1 -nt of extension 
detectable by the W T  ribozyme (right panel). 

4.3.6 B6.61 is more accurate. 

Why was B6.6 1 so  much better at extending the P7:T3 I PT than the WT'? T o  

explore this question further both B6.6 1 and the WT polymerase were incubated with the 

D4P12 primer, whieh is able to hybridize to 12-nt of either the T2 I or the T3 I template. 

Again as previously observed (Figure 4-8b), B6.6 1 was faster at extending both the 

D4P 12:T2 1 and the D4P 12:T3 I PT complexes than the WT (Figure 4- I Oa). The 



nucleotides incorporated by either ribozyme when given the D4P 12:T2 1 complex 

appeared to be the correct sequence as judged by the following criteria: ( I )  Hybridizing 

the D4P 12:T2 1 extension reaction to the biotinylated probe used in the first Round of 

selection and subsequent binding to streptavidin magnetic beads resulted in 60-70%) of 

the radiolabelled primer being retained on the beads. (2) The extended products were 

found to be viable substrates for reverse transcriptasc in the prcscncc of T2 1 .  (3) 

Sequential addition of NTPs to the polymerization reaction showed an incorporation of 

NMPs that correlated with thc templatc sequcnce. This fidelity was important to confirm 

as unexpectedly the T3 I template when annealed to the D4P 12 primer resulted in the 

vcry fast incorporation of nucleotides that were not simply encoded by the templatc 

sequence (marked by asterisks in Figure 4- 1 Oa). Since T3 I shares nucleotides 1-2 1 with 

T21, the same extension pattern up to the 9-nt addition point on either template had been 

cxpcctcd. Nevertheless, B6.6 1 synthesized more template-encoded product in the 4 to 8 -  

nt addition range and more rapidly than for the WT. Sin~ultaneously, B6.6 I produced 

less of the incorrect extension products strongly suggesting that it  has an improved 

polymerization fidelity. 

The observation that B6.6 1 had a superior fidelity relative to the WT was 

confirmed by a sccond extension assay. Polymerization of PT P7:T26 complex by the 

WT polymcrase produced a mis-incorporation after the first extension product (marked 

by an asterisk in the "-PT WT lanes" Figure 4- 1 Ob). This crror was later characterized as 

an incorporation of a uridine rather than a cytosine forming a U:G wobble pair (Figure 4- 

I I). This mis-incorporation was suppressed by the addition of the P2 element to the WT 

ribozyme but at the cost of introducing a second incorrect incorporation after the 2-nt 



product (again a uridine was ~ncorporated, "+PT WT lanes" Figure 4- I Ob). Remarkably, 

B6.61 hardly accumulated any incorrect product at either location, producing - 3 fold 

less of the first mis-incorporation in the absence of thc P2 element. Only addition of the 

P2 element caused appreciable niis-incorporation that strongly resembled the WT protile. 

Thus not only does the new sequence found i n  B6.6 I confer greater polymerization 

efficiency, but this sequence in some way improves polynierization fidelity by offsetting 

the importancc of the P2 element. 

a) 

Figure 4-10: The fidelity of B6.61 i s  superior. a) The extension pattern of PT D4P 12:T3 1 by both 
polymerases was compared to that of PT DJP 12:T2 1. Reactions were conducted under optimum 
conditions, and aliquots taken at thc indicated time-points. Expected extension products are numbered, 
while incorrect ones are marked by asterisks. Note that B6.61 produces -3-fold more of the expected 
products relative to the WT. Products beyond the 8-nt addition were not labelled as there was no standard 
to determine whether they were correct additions or not. b) Effect of P2 on ribozyme fidelity. Kibozyme- 
catalyzed extension of PT P7:T26 wcre conducted in the absence or presence of the P2 oligonucleotide 
under optimum conditions. In the absence of the P2 element, thc WT polymerase adds an incorrect product 
after the I"  addition (marked by an asterisk), while B6.61 produces 3 fold less of the same anomalous 
product. In the presence of P2, the accumulation ol'this product by the WT ribozyme was inhibited, but the 
addition of an incorrect nucleotide after the 2"" addition was enhanced by both polymerases. 



Figure 4-11: The WT polymerase utilizes wobble base-pairing during extension more often than 
B6.61. Poly~neriza~ion of P7:T24 by both ribozyme was conducted in thc absence of NI'Ps (B), CTP (C:), 
C:TP and <iTP (C+G), CTP, GTP and UTP (C:+G 1 U), and all 4 NTPs (N) .  Only in the presence of UTP is 
the mis-incorporation observed, where the W?' ribozyme incorporates UMP across a guanosine residue -3 
fold more than the H6.61 ribozyme. 

4.4 Discussion: 

For the first timc IVC has been used to select catalytic RNAs from a pool having 

a diversity comparable to the largest used by conventional in vitrw selection techniques 

(-10") (Bartel & Szostak, 1993). By using emulsion on the 3 L scale we have isolated, 

from a pool of -9 x 1 014 Round- 18 polyincrase variants. a superior polymerase ribozynie 

(B6.61), demonstrating the power of this new large-scale selective technique. B6.6 1 

cxhibitcd better polymerization kinetics, and with certain PT complexes the ratc of 

extension beyond a helical turn was nearly two orders of magnitude faster than the WT 

ribozyrnc, albeit typical rate enhancenients were only 2-4 fold supcrior (Figure 4-8,4-9 



and 4- 10). At least part of  this superiority could be attributed to the ability of B6.6 1 to 

correctly incorporate Watson-Crick pairs on templates where the WT made coding errors 

(Figure 4- 10). The combination of enhanced extension kinetics and improved fidelity 

resulted in a ribozyme able to polymerize at least 20-nt of  sequence (Figure 4-9)- nearly 

two complete helical turns, setting a new cxtension record for an artificial polymerase. 

Pcrhaps the most interesting aspcct of  the selection reportcd here is its rclcvancc 

to the construction of  coniplex RNA-based systems. This IVC polymerase selection 

attends to two key points that are thought to be pertinent to early life namely replication 

and conipartmentalization (Bartel & Unrau, 1999). Although the water-in-oil droplets 

used herc arc prcbiotically irrelevant, they can serve as  a starting point for future 

endeavours where both catalysis and compartn~entalization are required. In particular, 

the IVC technique can be used to construct either RNA pathways or systems requiring 

more than onc RNA strand that would be extremely difticult or impossible to achieve 

using conventional techniques. Round 6 from the branch B selection contained -80% 

inactive genomes, which implies that the catalytic power of active ribozyme polymerases 

such as B6.6 1 are sufticient to carry forward a mixed population of DNA genomes 

through the select~on process. If these inactive genomes could be replaced wlth a high 

diversity pool and placed under selective pressure in the presence of B6.6 I so as to 

improvc its polymerization capability, it might be possible to isolate a truly processive 

n~ulti-subunit polymerase ribozyme. 

All modern protein DNA polymerases. in addition to being complex multi-subunit 

machineries, depcnd on othcr enhancing factors to reach their full processive potential. 

For instance, the core DNA polymerase I l l  of E. c d i  polymerizes DNA with a ralc of 20 



nuclcotides s-' and a processivity only of tens of nuclcotides. By interacting with thc P- 

clanlp protein, its rate of polymerization is improved by a factor of -40 with a 

processivity exceeding 50,000 nucleotides (Benkovic et al., 2001). B6.61 has a 

respectable polymerization rate with incorporation rates reaching 0.6 nucleotides min-' 

(Figure 4-8), still far less than the 100 min ' kc,,, observed for phosphodiester bond 

formation by the class I ligase core (Bergman et al., 2000). As a result, it is reasonable to 

assume that selection for a B6.61 RNA cofactor could dramatically improve the 

polymerization rate of the B6.6 1 complex. Furthermore, as the polymerase currently 

exhibits a low affinity for the PT complex, it is conccivable that the association of B6.61 

with this RNA cofactor may dramatically improvc the processivity of this ribozyme 

polymerase to a point that auto-replication might seriously be considered. 



CHAPTER 5: 
T7 RNA polymerase mediates fast promoter 

independent extension of 
unstable nucleic acid complexes 

This chapter is largely based on the manuscript; Zaher HS. Unrau PJ. 2004. "T7 RNA 
polymerase mediates fast promoter-independent extension of unstable nucleic acid 
complexes". Bioc~hornis~i-y 43:7873-7880. 0 2004 ACS. 

5.1 Introduction: 

T7 RNA polymerase is a DNA-dependent RNA polynlerase consisting of n single 

polypeptide chain of 883 amino acids (Dunn & Studier, 1983) that requires no additional 

transcription factors; making i t  ideal for the in vilt-o preparation of RNA from synthetic or 

non-synthetic DNA templates containing the promoter sequence (Milligan et al., 1987; 

Krupp, 1988). After binding with nnnomolar affinity to its promotcr sequcncc (Oaklcy ct 

al., 1979; Martin & Coleman, 1987), T7 RNAP forms a stable elongation conlplex 

capable of sustained, high speed processive transcription (Cheetham et al., 1999; 

Cheetharn & Steitz, 1999; Yin & Steitz, 2002). The transition from promoter binding to 

elongation is initiated by the slower synthesis of a short RNA fragment (1 0- 12 nt long) 

that induces a substantial rearrangement of the N terminal region of the polymerase 

(Cech, ; Cheetham et al., 1999; Cheetham & Steitz, 1999; Yin & Steitz, 2002). This 

process is imperfect and short abortive and 5' inhomogcneous transcripts are oftcn 

created by the enzyme failing or incorrectly transitioning from an initiation to elongation 

complex (Milligan & Uhlenbeck, 1989; Pleiss et al., 1998; Tuschl et al., 1998). 

Givcn the highly specificity of the T7 promoter i t  is surprising that RNA synthesis 

can still occur in the absence of a T7 promoter sequence. RNA sequences that can sclf- 



replicate (RNA X) in  the prcsence of T7 RNAP havc been reportcd by Konarska and 

Sharp (Konarska & Sharp, 1989, l99O). I t  has also been shown that the extension of 

transcribed RNA can occur using RNA as a template (Cazenave & Uhlenbeck, 1994). 

The synthesis of these RNAs, as inferred from their sequence, appears to involve a 

complicatcd iterative process of extension and template remodelling (Cazenave & 

Uhlenbeck, 1994). This activity appears to be quite unlike thc highly processive 

elongation that occurs during regular transcription, and is poorly characterized. 

In this report, we have studied the transient aspects of T7 RNAP promoter 

indcpcndent polymerization by limiting thc processive ability of the enzyme. By 

choosing appropriate oligonucleotide sequences and incubating them with individual 

nucleotide triphosphatcs, priming regions within an oligonucleotide can be targcted and 

their ability to sustain nucleotide incorporation evaluated. By limiting incorporation to a 

single nucleotide type we were able characterize the minimal substrate requirements for 

transicnt nucleotide incorporation and determine the basic kinetics of this process. 

5.2 Materials and methods: 

5.2.1 T7 RNA polymerase. 

T7 RNAP was purified from E. c d i  strain BL21 carrying the His-tagged plasmid 

pT7-91 I Q (Ichetovkin et al., 1997). The cnzyme was purified as previously described 

(Smith ct al., 1988) using immobilized nickel ion affinity chromatography (NTA resin, 

Qiagen). Protein concentration was determined by optical density at 280 nm using an 

extinction coefficient of 1.4 x 10' ~ - ' c m  ' (King et al.. 1986). The activity of our 

enzyme preparation compared favourably to commercial T7 RNAP (Roche) in a normal 



transcription assay and the enzyme was found to have a specific activity of -4.3 x 10' 

Ulpmole (1 unit of enzyme can incorporate 1 nmole of CTP into acid-precipitable RNA 

products in 60 minutes at 37OC at pH 8.0 (Davanloo et al., 1984). 

5.2.2 Oligonl~cleotide synthesis. 

RNA oligonuclcotides were purchased from Dhannacon and deprotectcd 

according to the company's protocol. RNA was dried using a SpeedVac, and 

resuspended in water. DNA oligonucleotides were synthesized on an ABI 392 DNA 

synthesizer using Expedite chemistry. 

5.2.3 5'-oligonucleotide labelling. 

Oligonucleotides at -500 nM, were incubated in T4 polynucleotide kinase buffer 

(70 mM Tsis-HC'I, 10 mM MgCI2, 5 mM DTT, pH 7.6) supplemented with 74 kBq/pl of 

[y-'*PI-ATP (I I I TBqImmol, NEN) and 0.5 Ulpl of T4 polynucleotide kinase 

(Invitrogen) at 37OC for 30 minutes. The resulting radiolabelled oligonucleotides were 

purified using 15% preparative PAGE and excised from the gel. Oligonucleotides shorter 

than I0 nt were eluted in 1 mM EDTA for at least 12 hours. The eluate was passed over 

an equilibrated (50 tnM triethylammonium acetate, pH 7.6) C 18 SPICE cartridge 

(Analtech). The cartridge was then washed with the same buffer, and the bound nuclcic 

acids elutcd with 2.5 ml of acetonitrile. The recovered oligonucleotides were dried on a 

SpeedVac overnight. Oligonucleotides longer than 10 nt were eluted from gel fragments 

in 300 n1M NaCl for at least 12 hours and then ethanol precip~tated. 



5.2.4 Extension reactions. 

The standard assay was carried out in 40 mM Tris-HC'1 (pH 7.9), 2.5 mM 

spcrmidinc, 26 mM MgCI?, 0.0 1% Triton X- 100, I0 mM DTT, 8 mM GTP, 4 mM ATP, 

4 mM CTP and 2 mM UTP. Standard assays using single NTPs were performed at 4 

mM. with oligonucleotides at I0 nM unless otherwise stated. Final enzyme concentration 

was 0. I p M  Incubations were carried out at 3 7 T  and stopped by the addition of an 

equal volume of 2 x forman~ide loading dye (95% forn~amide, 5 mM EDTA, 0.025% 

xylene cyanol, and 0.025% bromophenol blue). Reactions were resolved on 20% 

polyacrylamide sequencing gels unless otherwise specified. 

5.2.5 Kinetic studies of promoter-dependent initiation. 

The method used was similar to that of Martin and Cole~nan (Martin & Coleman, 

1987). The T7 promoter complex was formed by annealing PT7 (5'-CTT TAA TAC 

GAC TCA CTA TAG G) and CT7 (5'-AGT CCT ATA GTG AGT CGT ATT AAA G),  

each at 4 pM, in TE (pH 7.8) at 94OC for 2 minutes before cooling to room temperature. 

5.2.6 dsDNA inhibition of extension. 

A short template sequence 5'-AAA GGG AAC C ( S C )  con~plementary to the 3' 

end of TG2L4 (see Table 5- 1 for sequcnee) and a fully complementary sequence 5'-AAA 

GGG AAC C'AA AAA AAA AA (LC) were titrated from -1 nM to 1 pM in the presence 

of 10 nM 5'-labelled TG2L4 in CTP or UTP extension buffer and annealed as before. 

Reactions were started by addition of enzyme and stopped with loading dye and a I0 fold 

excess of unlabelled T G ~ L J .  



5.2.7 Analysis. 

The fraction reacted for 5' labellcd extension products was calculated by dividing 

the intensity of each band by the total intensity in that lane. Total CMP incorporation 

was obtained by niultiplying the fraction reacted at the n'" extension by n, the number of 

extensions. These weighted extension values were summcd and reflect thc total CMP 

incorporation per oligonuclcotidc. For initiation data (labcllcd with RAD PI-GTP), thc 

fraction of total radiolabel incorporation from all products was added and multiplied by 

the concentration of GTP to give the molarity of initiated strands. K,,, and k,,, values 

were determined using the Michaelis-Menten equation and f i t  using GraphPad Prism 

V4.00. 

5.3 Results: 

A short RNA oligonucleotide, 5'-r(CUG CCA A), was observed to be specifically 

cxtendcd by GMP when incubated in the presence of T7 RNAP and GTP (Figure 5-1). A 

deoxynuclcotide having the sequence 5'-CTG CCA A, was also only extended by GMP 

(extension was -1.5 times faster than the RNA sequence). The extension of these and 

other oligonuclcotides was not dependent on enzyme preparation, as colnmercial T7 

RNAP (Roche) had nearly identical transcriptional and extension properties to our 

enzyme. Both enzyme preparations exhibited a slow exonuclease activity of 0.001-0.01 

min ' per oligonucleotide at 0.1 pM enzyme concentration (Figure 5-1) (Sastry & Ross, 

1997). The appearancc of a faint second band in the GTP lane for both the RNA and 

DNA sequences (Figure 5-1) suggested to us the possibility that these constructs form 

extendable loop structures primed by a singlc bp between thc second and most terminal 



residue in the oligonucleotide and using the most 5' residue as a template. This 

arrangement might, if the template could slip relative to the extension product, allow the 

incorporation of a second GMP residue by priming from the rG:rU (rG:T) wobble pair 

created by the first nucleotidc incorporation. 

r.f! rC A A c 
5'- rc ru  rG r~ 5 ' -c  T c 

B N A  G  C U B  N A G C U  

Figure 5-1: Extension reactions of short liNA and DNA oligonucleotides having analogous 
sequences. Sequence and proposed transient cxtcnsion stn~cti~res are indicated. Extension by T7 RNAI' in 
the presence oT: no NTPs (B), all 4 NTPs (N). ATI' (A), GTP (Ci), CTP (C), or U'TP (U). Extension is only 
observed in the presence of GTI' (indicated by 1'). A weak second extension suggests the possiblc 
formation of a rCi:rU or (rG:T) wobble bp. A weak nucleasc activity intrinsic to T7 RNAP crcares a 6 nt 
degradation product (indicilted by D) otier incubation in standard conditions for 45 minutes. 

5.3.1 A single arbitrary bp can initiate polymerization. 

To test this hypothesis, a series of mutants derived from the DNA sequence 5'- 

CTG CCA A were synthesized and screened using our single nuclcotide triphosphate T7 

RNAP extension assay. The DNA sequence 5'-GGC ACC C (namcd: G2L4, with L 

standing for the hypothetical loop size between G(2) and C(7)), was found to specifically 

incorporate C M P  and no other nucleotide. However, in contrast to thc scqucnce 5'-CTG 

C'CA A, numerous C'MP incorporations were observed (Figure 5-2). Single and double 

mutations of G2L4 were synthesized that either preserved or destroycd this hypothetical 



G(2):C:(7) bp. Mutations that preserved base-pairing were found to be active in our 

single nucleotide primer-extension assay, while mutations that disrupted base-pairing had 

no detectable extension activity (Figure 5-2a). Multiple extensions wcre not observed 

when the initial bp was changed to A(2):T(7), presumably because freshly incorporated 

C(8) cannot hybridize with the residuc A(2). 



B N A G C U  B N A G C U  

C C C  c c 
s ' - G G ~ A  5 ' - A G C A  

B N A G C U  B N A G C U  

C C C  C C C  

c L L 

B N A G C U  B N A G C U  U N A G C U B N A G C U  
I I I I 

Figure 5-2: Extension of sequence variants of 5'-CXCACCC. Secp~ences and proposed transient 
extension structures arc shown. a) Mutations of the transient base-pair Ci(2):C(7). Extension is only 
observed when the bp is preserved. 11)  mutations of the coding nucleotide N(1) from left to right: 1'. C. G 
and A.  Extension is only observed in the presencc of the correct complementary NTP. Multiple extensions 
are observed only for the 5'-GGCACCC' construct in  the presence of C'I'I-'. c) Mutations of the loop 
scquence can result in increased extension rates, while point deletions eliminated extension. All panels 
show extension by 1'7 KNAP in the presence of: no NTPs (H), all 4 N7'Ps (N), AI'P (A). (ill' (Ci), CTP 
(C ' ) ,  or UTP ( U ) .  Oligonucleotides were incubated using standard conditions for 45 minutes. 



5.3.2 The incorporated nucleotide was encoded by the template. 

All 7 nt constructs appeared to use the tcrminal 5' residue of the oligonucleotide 

to code for nucleotide extension. Constructs that varied the proposed coding nucleotidc 

from G(1) in (;2L~ to A, C' or T, while preserving the proposed G(2):C(7) bp, all showed 

extension by the correct complementary nucleotide monomer when single nucleotide 

triphosphates wcrc fed to the enzymc (Figure 5-2b). Extension in thc presence of all four 

NTPs often took place at a reduced rate or was not observed. The cxact dependence of 

this effect with respect to templatc sequence was not fully explored. 

5.3.3 Unimolecular and bimolecdar extension depends on template choice and 
concentration. 

To investigate the nature of the primer-template complex further, the kinetics of 

G2L3 extension were measured. The initial rate of nucleotide incorporation per enzyme 

climbed rapidly with substrate concentration, plateauing at a kc,,, of 2.0 niin-'. A Hill 

coefficient very close to one was observed (Figure 5-3a, Coefficient = 0.96 + 0.10, Table 

5-1). Clonsistent with the apparent unimolccularity of the G2L4 extension, no activity was 

observed for truncated forms of GzL4 where thc loop closing the proposed G(2):C(7) bp 

interaction was decreased from 4 nt to 3 nt or 2 nt (Figure 5-2c). Mutations that 

preserved loop size resulted in similar or even enhanced activity. In contrast, a 5 nt DNA 

construct designed to anneal with a copy of itself and encode for CMP incorporation (5 ' -  

GGG CC) resulted in completely diffcrent kinetics. This construct displayed a sigmoidal 

rate dependence with concentration, resulting in a Hill coefficient very close to two and a 

k,,, of 48 min ' (Figure 5-3b, Coefficient = 1.99 k 0.10, Table 5-1). 



[Oligo] 

[Oligo] 

Figure 5-3: Kinetics of CTP extension for a unimolecular and bimolecular type sequence. a) The 
concentration of 5'-GGCACCC was titrated from -2 ,uM to 500 pM,  while keeping the total amount of' 
ndioxtivi ty within each lane fixed. A M i l l  coefficient of 0.96 + 0. I0 fits well to the data. h) A self 
complimentary oligo 5'-GGGCC' was also titrated tioni 0.3 p M  to 150 pM. In this case sigmoidal kinetics 
west observcd with a Hill coefficient of 1.99 f 0.10 fitting the data. 

5.3.4 Extension kinetics, K,, and k:,,, determination for short oligonucleotide 
substrates. 

To explore the extension properties of substrates containing coding nuclcotidcs 

embedded within longer homogenous sequence, AGzLd, AG3L4 and TG2Ld (see Table 5- 1 

for scquences) were synthesized and compared to G2L4. The effects of length, base- 

pairing and sequence composition on A',, and k,,,, for C M P  incorporation were examined. 

Timc-courscs wcrc carried out for each oligonuclcotidc using the standard cxtcnsion 

assay (Figure 5-4). All of the oligonucleotides exhibited an initial rapid extension for 8-9 



nt followed by a much slower but sustaincd extension. Total CMP incorporation (using 

10 nM substrate and 0.1 pM enzyme) was linear with respect to time early in the time 

course. G2L4, AG2L4, AG3L4 and TG2L4 had nucleotide incorporation rates per 

oligonucleotide of 0.007 min-', 0.055 min-', 1 .S min-' and 1.7 min-' for up to 4 h, 30 niin, 

10 min and 5 min, respectively. 

~ , - G G  A 

114112 1 2 4 8 15 30 60120240 min 

5'-  AAA AAA AAA AGG A A 

14112 1 2 4 8 15 30 60120240 min 

c) c C c  
5 ' -  AAA AAA AAA G& A A 5' - TTT TTT TTT TGG T 

114112 1 2 4 8 15 30 60120240 min 114 112 1 2 4 8 15 30 60 120240 min 

Figure 5-4: 'Time-courses of CTP extension reactions of a) SG2LJ, b) ALJGr, c) AC;L4 and d) 'TCizL,4. 
These sequences, \rhich have extension rates spanning two orders of  magnitude (Table 5-I) ,  all slow thcir 
extension rate after incorporating 8-0 nucleotides. All constructs were incubated using standard conditions. 

For each oligonucleotide, initial velocities were measurcd at template 

concentrations spanning 1 pM to 500 pM while keeping enzyme concentration fixed at 

0.1 pM. Initial apparent velocities were determined using incubation times that were 



short compared to the time required for trace amounts of oligonucleotide to behave i n  a 

non-linear fashion (G2LJ for 30 minutes, AG2L4 for I0 minutes and both AG3L4 and 

TGzL4 for 2 minutes). The best fit to the Michaelis-Menten equation was obtained for 

each construct. The k,,, values were found to be in the range of 2 to 240 nin- '  whilc the 

K ,  values were in the I0 pM range (Table 5- 1). A three-parameter fit was used to 

dctcrmine Hill cocfficients. In all cascs the observcd Hill coefficients were close to one, 

consistent with a unitnolecular extension process. 

Substrate Sequence ( m i )  Hill Coefficient 

Promoter 0.016 * 0.002 500 * 22V.27 * 0.13 
-wmplex 
G2L4 GGCACCC 43*4 2.0 0.1 0.96 0.10 
AG2L4 W G G A A C C C  18*5 16*2 1.19*0.26 
AGJ.4 AAAAAAAAAGGGAACCC 41 *6 240* 10 1.18*0.15 
TG2L, m G G T T C C C  1.8 i 0.2 14 Jt 1 0.79 * 0.09 

G G W C  6700 2400~ 48Jt2 1.99*0.10 
' Initiation. 

These values were cornpared to the rate of initiation of the enzyme in our reaction 

conditions using an assay developed by Martin and Cbleman (Martin & Coleman, 1987; 

Gardncr ct a]., 1997). We observed a K,,, of 16 nM and a k,,, of 500 min-I for a T7 

promoter constnict capable of run off transcription (Table 5- 1). While binding affinity 

was comparable, our catalytic rate of 500 min ' was ten times higher than observed by 

Martin and Cbleman, likely due to our use of saturating NTP conditions and slightly 

different buffer conditions (Gardner et al., 1997). Extension experiments using GzL4 (10 

nM conccntration) were used to measure the binding affinity of CTP in our single 

nucleotide extension assay. CTP was titrated from 0.16 mM to 20 mM. A K,,(CTP) of 



0.65 mM was obtained after fitting the data to Michaelis-Mentcn kinetics. This value is 

comparable to the K,,, observed for GTP during initiation (Gardner et a]., 1997). 

5.3.5 Sequence and pairing ability weakly affects the bounds of extension. 

Having established that constructs G2L4, AGZL4, AG3L4 and TG2L1 a11 had 

dramatically different extension rates as a function of sequence and pairing ability, we 

cxplored the decrease in extension rate observed after 8-9 nt of extension in all of these 

constructs (Figure 5-4). Seven variants of AGLL4 (AG2Llseries), each having the same 

length and overall nucleotide composition were synthesized. Thc initial loop size of 

these variants was systematically varied from 2 to 14 nt by moving the GG sequence 

elenlent in the 5' direction along the poly(A) leader sequence. These constructs were 

incubated for 45 min in the presence of CTP using our standard assay. An initial loop 

length of 2 nt was found to be inactive (as would be expected for a uni~nolecular 

process). The remaining constructs all showed good initial extension followed by a sharp 

decrease in extension rate when thc total loop size (init~al DNA + RNA extension 

products) rcached -1 I -  12 nt (Figure 5-5a). The effect of increasing the intrinsic pairing 

ability from one to two bp was studied by synthesizing variants of AG7L4 (AG3LI series). 

Even though members of the AG7Ll scries were dramatically fdster than those of the 

AGzLl series (Tablc 5- 1 ,  Figure 5-4) after 45 minutes of incubation the relative loop sizes 

of thc A G L ,  series were again approximately thc same with constructs having loops -14 

nt long (Figure 5-5b). 

The only other nucleotide incorporated into the AG-L4 substrate by T7 RNAP was 

UMP.  The enzyme qu~ckly added more than 30 UMP nucleotides to the AG2L4 substrate 



after only 45 minutes of incubation at a rate approxinlately three times as fast as CMP 

incorporation. When given all four NTPs, AGzLJ appeared to be preferentially extended 

by UMP (as judged by gel n~obility shift patterns) at a rate only slightly slower than that 

observed using UTP alone. 

The phosphorylation state of oligonucleotide substrates does not affect extension: 

Since the measurement of K ,  required the use of large amounts of oligonucleotide 

substrate and only a trace amount of this substrate was phosphorylated we were 

concerned, particularly for small substrates such as GzL4, that the presence or absence of 

a 5' phosphate was important for activity. We therefore performed experiments with 

unlabelled G2L4 and AC;,L4 at 10 pM oligonucleotide concentration. Reactions were 

incubated for 15 and 30 min (AG,L4) or 1, 2 and 4 hours (G2L4) in  our standard CTP 

extension buffer. Reactions were stopped by heat inactivating the enzyme at 65OC for 

five minutes, diluting 1000 fold and then radiolnbelling using polynucleotide kinase and a 

six fold excess of [y - ' 2 ~ ] - ~ ~ ~ .  The extension pattern observed was very similar to our 

standard pre-reaction labelling strategy, indicating that the phosphorylation state of the 

oligonucleotide was of minor or no importance. 



Figure 5-5: Maxirnuni effective extension depends on loop size and transient base-pairing ability. 
Sti~nclard CTP extension reactions of: a) Substrates that can only form one base-pair, with initial loop sizes 
(0 ranging from 2 to 14 nt. b) SubstraLes that can potentially form two base-pairs, with initial loop sizes 
ranging from 4 to 13 nt. As the inilia1 loop size increases, the extension rate slows notably (sec also Figure 
5-4). but appwrs indcpentlenl o f  initial loop size. Substrates were incubated for 45 minutes using standard 
conditions. 

5.3.6 Competitive inhibition found using inactive substrates. 

The ability of the inactive substrate AG2L2 (5'-AAA AAA AAA AAA GGC C:C, 

Figure 5-5a) to compete with the active construct AGlL4 was determined by adding it at 0 

pM, 25 p M ,  50 pM and 100 p M  concentrations to a series of AG2L4 extension reactions. 

For each reaction AG2L4 was titrated from 8 pM to 500 pM (Figure 5-6a) in the presence 

of CTP. AG?L: was found capable of inhibiting AG:L4 extension, and a Llnewcaver- 

Burk plot (Figurc 5-6b) suggested that this inhibition was competitive. Apparent A',,, 

values were obtained for each inhibitor concentration and plotted against AG2L2 



concentrations (Figure 5-6c) to yield a K, of 45 pM. This result is similar to the K,, 

values observed for other oligonucleotides (Table 5- 1). 

5.3.7 Stable primer-template DNA complexes inhibit extension. 

The 17 nt long sequence TG2L4, efficiently incorporated CMP and AMP. TG2L4 

was also found to poorly incorporate UMP, at a rate at least 50 times slower than the 

observed rate of CMP incorporation using our single NTP extension assay. T h ~ s  

unanticipated incorporation, possibly resulting from coding using a G:U wobble pair (see 

also Figure 5- I), was not observed in AG2L4, whjch however was -30 fold slower than 

TG2L4. TG2L4 was incubated with either a short (SC) or a long (LC) compleincntary 

oligonucleotide, each having the potential to code for up to 3 UMP incorporations. The 

shorter sequence can form a 7 bp interaction with TGzL4 with an expected T,, of 24"C, 

while the longer sequence forms 17 bp of interaction and has a theoretical T, of 43•‹C 

(Figure 5-7). In the presence of the shorter oligonucleotide, intra-molecular CMP 

incorporation was not noticeably slowed even at high concentrations of SC, while UMP 

incorporation was observed to increase only marginally from intrinsic background lcvels 

(Figure 5-7). In contrast, the presence of stoichiometric or higher amounts of LC 

completely inhibited both CMP and UMP incorporation. 



Figure 5-6: The ability of  inactive AGLLL to inhibit AL4GL extension. a) CTP extension reactions 
varying AL,G2 concentralions from 8 pM to 500 pM. The inactive sequence ACi2L2 was titrated from 0 
pM to 100 pM. b) A Lineweaver-Hurk plot o f  the inverse initial velocities againsl inverse AL,G? 
concentrations. c)  A plot o f  K,,,,,,,, against AG2L2 concentration, resulling in a K, o f  45 pM. 



cc KG ~ A A A -  5' A A A ~ M M ~ A C C ~ ~ ~ G G A A A - ~ '  
5"~-TTT TTT rn TGG TTC cc 5"~-TTT TTT TTT TGG TTC CC 

Figure 5-7: dsDNA inhibition of unimolecular extension. 5'-labelled TGzLJ (boltom oligonucleotide) 
was held at I0 nivl, while SC or LC (top oligoni~cleotides jn bold, left and right panel respectively) were 
titrated from I pM to O pM ( I .  114, 1/16, 1/64, 11256, 111 024, and 0 pM respectively) in standard CTP or 
U'I'P extension reactions. Arrows indicatc the point at which thc hybridir~ng oligonucleot~des and TCiZL4 
arc a1 approx~mately cquimolar concentration. 

5.4 Discussion: 

T7 RNAP initiates transcription of RNA from a single nucleotide triphosphate 

after first tightly binding its DNA promoter sequence. Prior to the formation of an 

elongation complex, the enzyme forms a small (- 4 bp) bubble of DNA between the 

bound T7 RNAP promoter and the active site of the enzyme (Cheetham & Stcitz, 1999). 

The polymerase synthesizes a short 10- 12 nt long R N A  fragment in a template dependent 

fashion that induces a conformational rearrangement of the protein (Yin & Stcitz, 2002). 

This rearrangement liberates the T7 RNAP promoter sequence and creates an RNA exit 



tunnel that stabilizes the larger (-7 bp) replication bubble rcquired for efficient 

clongation (Cheethnm & Steitz, 1999). In the absence of a promoter, we have found that 

short oligonucleotides are surprisingly good substrates for T7 RNAP. The observed 

extcnsion rates compare well to the rate of initiation in the presence of T7 promoter 

sequence (Table 5-1). This, combined with the substrates respectable binding affinities 

(2-43 pM), indicates that the active site of the enzyme retains considerablc catalytic 

ability in the complete absence of a T7 promoter sequence. 

A notable feature of promoter independent extension is that extension products 

are predictable when suitable incubation conditions are used. The extension of 7 nt long 

DNA substrates was coded by the most 5' residue in the sequence. Systematically 

varying this nucleotide resulted in extension by the complementary nucleotide in every 

case tested (Figure 5-2b). This extension appeared to rely only on the formation of a 

transient primer-template complex consisting of a single Watson-Crick base-pair (or less 

efficiently with a wobble pair, see Figures 5- 1 and 5-7) that can form between the 3' 

terminus of the oligonucleotide and the nucleotide immed~ately adjacent and 3' to the 

coding nuclcotidc. Consistent with this hypothesis, mutants that disrupted pairing were 

inactive while a double mutant that preserved pairing was found to be active (Figure 5- 

2a). 

Thrs unimolecular model of extension, where active constructs must form 

unstable loops by folding back their 3' cnds so as to make an interaction within their own 

scqucnce, is supported by a number of other lines of evidence. The Hill coefticrents for 

constructs predicted to be extended in a unimolecular fashion were always observed to bc 

close to one (Tablc 5-1, Figure 5-3a). This effect was observed for a range of substrate 



lengths and sequence compositions. Further. constructs having Hill coefficients of one 

tolerated the insertion of sequence into their loop region in all cases tested, but became 

inactive whenever the loop region became smaller than 4 nt (Figure 5-2c, 5a). This loss 

of activity, would be expected owing to the relatively high thermodynamic instability of 

such short loop structures (Woese et al., 1990). In contrast, a self-complementary 

oligonucleotide (5'-GGG CC), which could plausibly be extended in a bimolecular and 

not a unimolecular reaction, was observed to have a Hill coefficient of two; consistent 

with a bimolecular extension process (Table 5- 1 ,  Figure 5-3b). 

For the first time we have isolated the transient extension abilities of T7 RNAP 

away from its processive polymerization properties. Extension was controlled by both 

the choice of constsuet sequcncc and of the nucleotidc triphosphate in the extension 

reaction. Iior example, construct AG2L4, which in the presence of CTP can use G(1 1) as 

a template and C;(12):C(17) to prime a single extension, must be reorganized in order to 

incorporate a second CMP (after translocation A(10) can not serve as a template for CMP 

incorporation) and was therefore used to study thc ability of this complex to dissociate 

from or slip within the enzyme active site. In contrast substituting UTP for CTP allows 

both fast processive extension as well as transient extension. Indeed, given that over 30 

rapid UMP incorporations were observed when using AG2L4 as a substrate, a 

complicated and irresolvable combination of processive and transient extension steps 

must have occurred given that the template sequence contains only 10 sequential dA 

residues. 

Another important feature of promoter independent extension is that stable 

double-stranded constructs do not appear to be efficient substrates. The only 



charactcrized bimolecular substrate 5'-GGG CC, had 4 bp of stabilization and was 

extcnded efficiently albeit only at high oligonucleotide concentrations. The construct 

TG2LJ, when deliberately complexed with a short template sequence to form a rclatively 

unstable bimolecular complex coding for up to three UMP additions (SC) was a poor 

substrate for U M P  addition (Figure 5-7). At the same time the fast unimolecular 

incorporation of CMP intrinsic to TCi2LJ was not significantly inhibited. The same 

construct hybridized to a longer, more stable template (LC, 17 bp of hybridization) failed 

to incorporate either UMP or CMP once stocliiometric or higher amounts of template 

werc added to the reaction. Taken together this data strongly suggests that the enzyme 

cannot deal efficiently with long stable dsDNA in the absence of a promoter sequence, 

but must initially recognize and extend substrates that spend a substantial fraction of thcir 

time in an unstructured, single-stranded form. 

A model consistent with our data is that unimolecular substrates are first bound to 

the enzyme and then fold transiently into an extendable complex that allows the enzyme 

to incorporate a nucleotide. If after incorporation the construct is unable to support 

further addition, eithcr because the end of the template has been reached (G2L4 typc 

constl-ucts), or the correct cognate NTP was not supplied (AG2L4 type constructs), the 

enzyme-substrate conlplex can explore two options: either the construct disassociates 

from the enzyme and rebinds in a later step, or i t  slips within the bound enzyme-substrate 

complex allowing the incorporation of a second nucleotide. The ability of the inactive 

substrate AG2L2 to act as a competitive inhibitor for AG2L4, with a K, similar to the 

binding affinity of AGzL4, indicates that substrate release does occur during extension 

and favours a transient extension mechanism that includes both a dissociativc and a 



slippage component. The interplay between these two effects appears likely to bc 

complicated (observe the huge difference in initial rate between AG2L4 and AG2L,, as 

implied by Figure 5-5a) and was not dissected further. 

This nlodcl of promoter independent extension is consistent with X-ray structures 

that capture T7 RNAP complexes during the initiation of polymerization. Yin and Steitz 

have shown that prior to the formation of an elongation complex, the enzyme forms a 

small four nucleotide bubble of single-stranded DNA between the bound T7 RNAP 

promoter and the template found in the active site of the enzyme. The coding strand of 

this bubble is bound to an active site pocket during initiation and appears to accumulate 

or be 'scrunchcd' during early RNA synthesis (Cheetham et al., 1999; Chcetham & 

Steitz, 1999; Yin & Steitz. 2002; Kukarin et al., 2003). Constructs lacking the T7 

promoter sequence might plausibly bind into this catalytic pocket and bc able to loop 

back their 3' ends and in this way self prime extension. The finite size of this pocket (6-9 

nt), which has been estimated by crystallob~aphy (Cheethani & Steitz, 1999), may also 

explain the marked decrease in  rate observed for a varicty of unimolecular constructs 

after loop sizes of -1 1-14 nt are reached and is consistent with the high initial velocity 

observed for constructs with small initial loop sizes of 4 to 8 nt (Figure 5-4, 5) .  

Entropically, larger loop sizes may not be favoured within the binding pocket and 

unlooped structures may be preferentially stabilized, slowing the ratc of extension. 

The ability of T7 RNAP to extend short i~nimolecular substrates using only a 

single bp of priming may help to explain the evolution of viroid-like nucleic acid 

sequences capable of self-replication in the presence of the enzyme (Konarska & Sharp, 

1989, 1990; Biebricher & Lucc, 1996). Thcsc short RNA sequences arc substantially sclf 



complimentary and contain numerous repeats that can form a variety of highly 

symmetrical secondary structures. Our work, although mainly performed with DNA 

oligonucleotides, suggests that efficient self-replicating sequences should not form loop 

regions and double-stranded elernents near the site of nucleotide synthesis much larger 

than 14 nt and I0 bp respectively (see Figure 5-5 and 7). I t  is interesting to note that both 

RNA X and RNA Y appear to respect these constraints (Konarska & Sharp, 1990) as do 

sequences gencrated using a cornpletely template free replicative system (Biebricher & 

Luce, 1996). The transient nature of priming and the fact it requires as little as one bp to 

initiate may also help to explain the significant sequence diversity observcd among 

known self-replicating RNA sequences and the sensitivity of their emergence to 

incubation conditions. The implication of DNA dependent RNA polymerases in the 

replication of PSTV viroids and the hepatitis delta virus together with the considerable 

symmetry evidence in PSTV viroid sequences (Symons) suggests that the promoter 

independent properties of T7 RNAP may also prove useful in understanding the 

emergence of viral RNA sequences. 



CHAPTER 6: Conclusion 

6.1 Two distinct capping ribozymes have highly 
convergent catalytic properties: 

We have isolated a new gencrril capping ribozyme, called 6.17, that shares 

extensive catalytic properties with the previously isolatcd capping ribozyme called Iso6. 

Both ribozymes accelerate the formation of 5'-5' RNA cap structures when incubated 

with a variety of unblocked phosphate containing nucleophiles. In addition, both 

ribozynies promote cap exchange and hydrolysis reactions. The most striking similarities 

are the dctailed kinetics that both ribozymes exhibit: 6.17 and Is06 display similar 

affinities towards nucleotide triphosphates and diphosphates, while discriminating against 

nucleotide monophosphates. However, the maximal chemical rate of capping remains 

fixed, independcnt of the nucleotide's identity. Both ribozymes also display similar pH 

dependence. This extensive list of similarities is unusual for any pair of indendently 

selccted ribozynles and is made more remarkable as both ribozymes have differcnt 

secondary structures and exhibit markedly different metal ion requirements: Is06 requircs 

ca2', whilc 6.17 prefcrs M ~ "  for capping. 

Togcther, the catalytic similarities shared by these two ribozymes suggest that the 

chemistry of capping imposes a fairly rigid restriction on how newly emergent ribozymcs 

mediate the rcaction. We suggest that, like protein enzymes that catalyze similar 

reactions, capping is substantially different from previously characterized ribozyme 

reactions and most likely involves a covalent intermediate. If true, then the highly 

symmetric reaction of capping constrains catalysis in a way that has not been encountered 

by previously isolated ribozymes. 



As both Is06 and 6.17 exhibit general substrate requirements. we bclieve that futurc 

evolution of these capping ribozymcs using selection conditions where substrate 

discrimination is requircd will allow the isolation of RNA capping ribozymes that utilize 

a specific nucleotide substrate. Thc additional sequence information required to specify 

this substrate discrimination would provide important clues as to the evolutionary 

potential of RNA. 

6.2 6.17 capping ribozyme retains stereochemistry 
during cap exchange: 

Our work using thio-substituted substrates demonstrated that the stereochemistry 

of the 6.17 capping ribozymc proceeds with an overall retention of sterco-configuration. 

This demonstration is significant as all previous ribozymes where stereochemistry has 

becn measured, inversion is observed. Inversion of stereochemistry is normally expected 

in a catalytic rcaction involving a single chemical step. The retention of stereochemistry 

obsenlcd for our capping ribozyme implies a more unusual two-step reaction. This 

intcrpretation is reinforced by the kinctics of ribozyme mediated capping. We found a 

rate-limiting step that does not depend on substrate choice. This would be expccted for a 

two-step reaction that utilizes a covalent intermediate. 

The finding that the 6.17 ribozyme utilizes a retaining mechanism could be 

explained by the chemistry of capping. Capping involves a highly symmetrical reaction 

nlhere the initial nucleofuge and final nucleophile are nearly identical. Both are highly 

charged phosphates making a single-step mechanism difficult. A two-step mechanism, 

although more complicated, is much better suited to deal with the highly charged groups 



involved in capping; as shown by protein capping enzymes, which also utilize this 

strategy. 

The isolation and subsequent identification of thc covalcnt intermediate formed 

by the capping ribozynle is not an easy task given that its steady state concentration is 

expected to be low (section 3.3.1). Consequently, efforts should be aimed at increasing 

its concentration as a key first step in identifying the catalytic residue responsible for its 

folmation. Formally this could be done by either inhibiting the second step, that is the 

attack of the nucleophilc, or by accelerating the first step, the formation of the 

intermediate itself. The latter is more difficult as it requires some prior knowledge of thc 

nature of the intermediate, but could still be achieved by altering the pyrophosphate 

leaving group. I t  is possible that changing the linkage between the a and P phosphate of 

the ribozyme into an  imido or thio-ester could increase the reaction rate of the first step to 

a point where the intermcdiate could be obscrvcd. Inhibition of the second step would 

require the addition of nucleotides that havc modifications at their terminal phosphate, in 

order to decrease their nucleophilicity but at the same time still allow them to bind to the 

ribozyme's substrate binding pocket, inhibiting the attack of water. 

Alternatively, n systematic investigation of residues contribution to catalysis using 

classical interfercnce experimcnts or nucleotide analogue interference mapping could 

potentially identify catalytically critical nucleotides. Subsequent detailed mvcstigation of 

these residues may well identify the nucleotide responsible for thc formation of the 

intermediate. 



6.3 Accurate and processive polymerization by an 
improved RNA polymerase ribozyme: 

We selected and characterized a superior ribozyme polymerase. This ribozyme, 

called B6.6 I ,  is faster and elongates primer-templates better than its parent, the Round-18 

polymerase, on all primer tenlplate complexes tested. In particular, one primer-template 

was extended by at least 20-nt - a record for a ribozyme polymerase. 

The improvements in extension rate and overall elongation were correlated with 

improved fidelity. This improved fidelity may be achieved by increasing the stabilization 

of correctly paircd incoming nucleotides with respect to thcir Watson-Crick partner found 

on the template strand. This stabilization would not only in~prove fidelity but would also 

increase extension rate by raising the local concentration of the correct nuclcotide in the 

enzyme active site prior to phosphodicster bond formation. This hypothesis is consistent 

with thc range of data discussed in chapter 4. 

The improvements in B6.6 1 result from a total of 6 nucleotide modifications. 

These modifications are all outside of the catalytic core of the ribozyrnc, which is formed 

from the Class I ligase motif. The modifications replace interactions that were prcviously 

provided by thc P2 RNA element, that was added in trc1n.s to the Round- 18 ribozyme to 

form the P2 stem of the Class I ligase. T h ~ s  replacement is demonstrated by thc finding 

that the B6.6 I polymcrase extension pattern rcvcrts nearly exactly to that of the Round- 

18 polymerase upon addition of the P2 RNA. 

An additional feature of this work was the selection itself. Wc used 3 L, of 

emulsion to select for polymerization activity using a total pool diversity of -9 X 10". 

While en~ulsions h a w  been used previously to sclcct for RNA catalysts, scaling has never 

approached that required to sample a library of the sort used in conventional in vitt-o 



selections (i.e. - 1 0 ' ~ ) .  Moreover the IVC technique can be used to construct either RNA 

pathways or systems requiring more than one RNA strand that would be cxtremcly 

difficult or impossible to achieve using conventional techniques. In particular, the IVC 

methodology describcd in chapter 4 can be casily modified to isolate a helper RNA that 

may convert B6.6 1 into a truly processive multi-subunit polynierasc ribozynic. 

6.4 Promoter-independent extension by T7 RNA 
polymcrase: 

We characterized, for the first time, the surprisingly fast extension kinctics of 

short nucleic acid substrates lacking a promoter. Oligonucleotides able to form transicnt 

unimolecular looped structurcs closed by as little as one base-pair proved to be viable 

substrates. These short constructs were recognized by the polymerase with niicroniolar 

binding affinities and were utilized with ratcs that approach that o f  the enzyme's rate of 

initiation (catalytic rates of up to 250 min-' were observed). Wc propose that these 

constructs are able to interact with the catalytic binding pocket of the enzyme that is 

normally uscd to 'scrunch' thc DNA template during initiation and in this way stabilize 

an othcnvise improbable priming event. Such transient behavior is likely to play an 

important and nontrivial role in the emergencc of viroid like RNA sequences that exploit 

promoter independent features of this polymerase. 

In particular, replication of RNA X (sec section 1.8) by T7RNAP is likcly to 

provide a simplified model for thc study of the replication of virusoids by the host DNA- 

dependent RNA polymerases. Thc ability of these RNA scquences to hijack enzymes 

that normally accept double-stranded DNA substrates is poorly understood. RNA X 

contains an impressive levcl of symmetry and self-complimentary. These features enable 



the molecule to adopt three separate structures; a barbell-like structure, a hairpin and a 

cloverleaf. By slightly altering the sequence of RNA X, these three structures could be 

targeted to unravel the mechanism of  RNA X replication. These findings are expected to 

shed light into the role of  RNA structure in mediating its own replication, which in turn 

can be used in the ultirnate design of  an RNA replicase ribozyrne that bypasses thc 

difficult task of  strand-displacemnt. 



APPENDIX: 
Nucleic acid library construction 
using synthetic DNA constructs 

This appendix is largely based on the manuscript; Zaher HS, Unrau PJ. 2005. "Nuclcic 
acid library constluction using synthetic DNA constructs". M~thods  Mol. Biol. 288:359- 
378. (0 2005 Humana Press. 

This appendix outlines seven synthetic and n~olecular biology techniques that 

allow thc controlled synthesis of nucleic acid libraries. Specifically: I) Thc high 

diversity chemical synthesis of point mutations. 2) The high diversity chemical synthesis 

of point deletions. 3) The split-bead approach for constructing point mutation or dcletion 

libraries with limited sequence diversity. 4) Pool deprotection, gel purification, and 

quality control techniques. 5) Large-scale PC'R amplification for the generation of high 

diversity double-stranded DNA libraries. 6) Type I 1  restriction enzyme digestion 

techniques for thc construction of long sequence libraries containing minimal fixed 

sequence. 7) Extension techniques for the rapid synthesis of long low divcrsity 

oligonucleotide sequences. 

A.l Introduction: 

The diversity or the number of distinct sequences in a nucleic acid library can 

span an cnormous range. High diversity libraries containing 1 012- 10'" different 

sequences have been used to screen for nucleic acid aptamers, ribozymes and functional 

proteins (Ellington & Szostak, 1990; Tuerk & Gold, 1990; Bartel & Szostak, 1993; 

Roberts & Szostak, 1997; Kecfe & Szostak, 2001). Pools with lower d~versity, in the 

rangc of 10"10"', are commonly uscd in phagc display libraries (Scott & Smith, 1990; 



Barbas ct al., 2001). Finally, pools with low or no sequence variation arc oftcn 

highly dcsirablc, as in the recent de novo synthesis of a 7.5 kilobase viral genome (Cello 

et el., 2002). This chapter discusses techniques that allow the synthcsis of nucleic acid 

librarics spanning this rangc of diversity. 

When planning the construction of a nucleic acid pool it is important to consider 

how different synthesis strategies can affect thc overall diversity of the pool. Incomplete 

sampling may rcsult if the desired diversity cannot be achieved by a given method. This 

limitation may be unavoidable (for example, a 50-nt long random sequence pool can only 

be completely rcpresented using 1.3 x 10"' different sequences in other words two 

million molcs of nuclcic acid!), but should be carefully considered bcfore buildmg a 

library. 

A typical 0.2 pmolc solid phase DNA synthesis cartridge contains control poured 

glass (CPG, Figurc AI- I )  beads chemically derivatizcd to allow the simultaneous 

synthesis of up to 10" different DNA oligonucleotides. This large number of reactivc 

sites makes possible the construction of high diversity pools containing extcnsive point 

mutations or deletions using chemical synthesis techniques (section A.3.1 and A.3.2). 

Thc synthesis of pools containing point mutations or deletions in limited areas of the pool 

is oftcn useful and can casily be performed without changing the chemistry on a DNA 

synthesizer using the split-bead strategy (section A.3.3). During the split-bcad synthesis, 

fractions of thc CPG are rcmoved and subject to independent DNA synthesis. Remixmg 

thesc fractions and continuing synthesis creatcs sequence diversity that is limited 

ultimately by the numbcr of beads (1 0"- 10' for a 0.2 pmolc scale column) available in the 

synthcsis. 



Understanding the limitations of DNA phosphoramidite chemistry (Eckstein, 

1991) is also critical for constructing optimal nucleic acid pools. Thc yicld for long 

oligonucleotides can suffer from steric problems resulting from thc pores of thc CPG 

resin filling during synthesis. Therefore to maximize yield 1000 A CPG should be used 

for oligos longer than about 50-nt and 2000 A CPG for oligos 1 10-nt or longer. S~naller 

pore sizcs can greatly inhibit final yield and should be avoided. Phosphoramidite 

coupling efficiency (typically 98-99%) also limits oligonucleotide length and yield. 

Chemical capping of the small amount of uncoupled oligonucleotide produced in each 

synthesis cyclc is not completely efficient and consequently low levels of point deletions 

(typically -0.2% per residue) are also introduced during the synthesis. Together, 

incomplete coupling and capping constrain the design of nuclcic acid libraries by limiting 

both sequence diversity and oligonucleotide length. 



Figure A-I: 1000 ~i CPG (dA) beads under the microscope. Scale bar is 20 pm. 

After thc chemical synthcsis of the single-stranded DNA rcquired to construct a 

pool, it must be deprotected, purified and the quality of the synthesis determined (section 

A.3.4). Long sequence high diversity pools can be constructed by first PCR amplifying 

(section A.3.5) short pool segments ( 100- to 140-nt long) that contain restriction 

endonuclease sites and ligating the digested fragments together using T4 DNA ligasc 

(section A.3.6). Finally, a simple method allows the synthesis of long low diversity pools 

by extending partially overlapping sequences in a PCR-type rcaction (section A.3.7). 



A.2 Materials: 

Procedures in section A.3.1. A.3.2 and A.3.3 require access to a DNA synthesizcr. 

The synthesis of point deletions (section A.3.3) requires a programmable DNA 

synthesizer with a spare reagcnt port. 

A.2.1 Point mutation. 

0.5 g septum sealed bottles of ~ " - ~ e n z o ~ l - d ~ ,  ~ ~ - B e n z o ~ l - d ~ ,  ~ ~ - 1 s o b u t ~ r y 1 -  

dCi, and T phosphoramidites (5'-dimethoxytrityl nucleosidc 3'-(P-cyanoethyl)) 

(Applied Biosystems, CA. Cat 400330 to 400333). 

Acetonitrile diluent (<50 ppm H20), (Applicd Biosystems, Cat GEN902005). 

DNA synthesis columns I000 A or 2000 A CPG (Glen rescarch, VA. Cat 20- 

2 142-42). 

Dry inert gas source (Argon). 

Syringcs with 2 1 gauge ncedles. 

Silanizcd glass DNA phosphoramidite synthesis bottlcs and rubbcr septums. 

A.2.2 Point deletion. 

4,4'-Dimcthoxytrityl chloride (DMT-Cl) (Fluka, MO, part No. 38827) 

Anhydrous pyridinc and dichloromethanc. 

Deblock (1 0% trichloroacetic acid in dichloromethane, Applied Biosystems, Part 

No. 400236). 



A.2.3 Split-bead. 

Glass plate, razor blades, vacuum line, and empty DNA synthesis columns. 

A.2.4 Pool deprotection, purification and quality control. 

Saturated aqueous ammonia and butanol. 

55•‹C heating block. 

1.5 1n1 screw-capped Eppendorf'f tubcs (Sarstcdt, Germany). 

2 x formamide loading dye (95% formamide, 5 mM EDTA, 0.025% xylene 

cyanol, and 0.025% bromophenol bluc ). 

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis reagents. 

TA cloning ki t  (Invitrogen, CA) or other cloning kits. 

A.2.5 PCR. 

10 x PCR buffer stock: I00 mM Tris-HC1, 500 mM KC], 15 mM MgCL, 0.1% 

gelatine, pH 8.3. 

10 x dNTPs stock: 2 mM each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP each at pH 7.5. 

(Amersham Pharmacia, NJ). 

T L ~  Enzyme (note 1 ). 

Thermocyclcr (PCR machine). 

Agarose gel electrophoresis reagents and equipment. 

Thrcc temperature-controlled water baths at: 94OC, 4S•‹C and 72OC'. 

15 nd polypropylene Falcon tubes (Becton Dickinson, NJ). 

EDTA, anhydrous ethanol, equilibrated phenol and chloroform. 



Resuspension solution: 50 mM Tns-HC1, 300 mM NaCI, pH 7.6 

10 x TE buffer: 100 mM Tris-HC1, 10 mM EDTA, pH 7.6 

Preparative centrifuge and largc centrifuge bottles. 

A.2.6 inking pool segments using type 11 restriction enzymes. 

PCR rcagcnts. 

Eclr I or Bhs I Type I 1  Restriction cnzymcs (NEB, MA). 

T4 DNA Ligase (Invitrogen, CA) and 20 mM ATP. 

A.2.7 Synthetic strand extension. 

PC R rcagen ts. 

A.3 Methods: 

Thc methods described below outline: 1 )  The chemical synthesis of point 

mutations. 2) The chemical synthesis of point deletions. 3) Thc split-bcad approach for 

constructing point mutationldelction libraries with limited sequence diversity. 4) Pool 

dcprotection, gel purification, and quality control. 5 )  Large-scale PCR for the gencration 

of high diversity libraries. 6) Type I1 restriction enzyme digestion techniques for thc 

construction of long sequence libraries containing minimal fixed sequence. 7) Extension 

techniques for the rapid synthesis of long low diversity oligonucleotidcs. 



A.3.1 Point mutations. 

Thc art of making points mutations with a DNA synthesizer depends on the 

controlled mixing of phosphoramidite stocks in ratios that precisely control the 

mutagenic frequency of thc nucleotide being coupled (Bartel & Szostak, 1993; Unrau & 

Bartel, 1998). The most common form of mutagenesis introduces mutations in an 

unbiased manner by mixing 'N' mix (an 'cquiactive' stock containing the four 

phosphoramidites at concentrations such that each phosphoramidite is equally likcly to 

couple) with a particular phosphoramidite. By mixing equiactive phosphoran~idite with 

' N '  mix in different ratios i t  is possible to create a continuous spectrum of mutagenic 

frequencies from zero (coupling only a pure phosphoramidite) to completely random 

(coupling using only 'N '  mix ). 

Aftcr designing the pool make a table summarizing the number of couplings 

requircd to synthesize the pool broken down by mutagenic phosphoramidite type. 

Calculate thc total volume of cach mutagenic phosphoramidite required to 

perform the synthesis (Check with the operator of your DNA synthcsizer to 

determine phosphoramidite consun~ption per coupling at the scale you will be 

performing the synthesis). Allow for losses that will occur during reagent line 

priming on the DNA synthesizer. 

For each type of mutagenic phosphoramidite calculate the amount of equiactive 

and 'N' mix requircd and enter it into the table started in part 1 .  A 

phosphoramidite stock that produces niutations X% of thc time is generated by 

mixing 'N'  mix and the appropriate cquiactive stock in the ratio 4X/(300-4X) to 

one (valid up to a mutational frequency of 75%, which corresponds to pure 'N '  



mix). Where possible increase the amount of equiactivc and 'N'  to facilitate 

measurement with a syringe (notc 2). 

Calculate the total amount of 'N'  mix required for the synthesis. As the 'N' mix 

will be generated by mixing equal amounts of  the four equiactive 

phosphoramidite stocks together again increase the total volume to facilitate 

accurate measurement of  each equiactive stock. 

Calculate the total amount of each of  the four cquiactive stocks that are required 

for whole synthesis. Each stock wlll be used to generate 'N' mix (step 4) and 

mutagenic phosphoramidite mixes (step 3). Again increase volumes to facilitate 

measureinent (note 3). 

Prepare clean and dry phosphoramidite bottles suitable for your DNA synthesizer 

that will contain all the mutagenic phosphoramidite solutions required for thc 

synthesis, lncludc one extra bottle to hold the random 'N'  mix required to 

generate the mutagenic phosphoramidite solutions and that can be mounted on the 

DNA synthesizer if pure 'N '  typc couplings are required during the synthesis. 

Wash prcviously used phosphoramidite bottles (which should be silanizcd) 

carefully with acetonitrile, followed by hot water. Rinse w ~ t h  ethanol. Dry thc 

glassware in a drying oven (50•‹C overnight, ideally in vacuum) and apply rubber 

septun1s. 

Gencration of  equiactive phosphoramidite stocks: fill I0 ml syringes (having 2 1 

gauge needles) w t h  dry argon (this 1s easily achieved using an argon tank and 

regulator connected to a length o f  plastic tubing. inscrt the needlc into the end of 

the tubing and till the syrlnge with argon) and exchange t h ~ s  gas with anhydrous 



acetonitrile from a septum sealed bottle. Carefully adjust the volunle in the 

syringes to the following empirically determined volumes: dA 7.0 ml, d C  7.3 ml, 

dG 8.5 ml and T 10 ml. Inject through the septum of scaled 0.5 g phosphoramidite 

(cyanoethyl protected) bottles by slowly exchanging the acetonitrile in the syringc 

with the inert gas in the phosphoramidite bottle. Leave the syringe needle in the 

septum of the bottle. After letting the phosphoramidite dissolve for at least 5 

minutcs (making sure to dissolve the powder on the septum of the bottle) 

exchange the fluid in the bottle with any residual acetonitrile in the syringc to 

ensure a uniform concentration o f  equiactive phosphoramidite in each 

phosphoramidite bottle. If a 10 ml syringe is not required in further steps discard 

the syringe at this point (note 4). 

If the total volume of  a particular equiactive phosphoramidite stock is larger than 

the volumes specified in step 7, resuspend the appropriate number of  

phosphoramidite bottles. T o  ensure uniformity mix all of  the resuspended 

phosphoramidite together in a single septum sealed container before proceeding. 

Generation of 'N' mix: in the septum scaled anhydrous container generated in 

step 6, carefully mix equal volumes of  the four equiactive phosphoramidite stocks 

together to make the desired amount of  'N '  mix. Use a convenient gradation on 

an appropriately sized syringe to ensure equal volumes of the four equiactive 

phosphoramidites arc added. 

Mutagen~c phosphoramidite mixes: according to the ratios calculated in step 3, 

mix 'N' mix and appropriate equiactive phosphoramidite into the a labelled 

septum covered bottle being careful not to cross contaminate the syringes. 



Follow the appropriate machine specific procedures to mount phosphoramiditc 

bottles on your DNA synthesizer. General concerns to be respected are: a) 

Reagents should be kept as anhydrous as possible. b) Any previous reagent 

should be thoroughly rinsed away by appropriate wash steps before mounting the 

mutagenic phosphoramidite mix on the synthesizer. Phosphoramiditc solutions 

not mounted on the machine should be stored under argon in septum covered 

bottles. 

Synthesize the pool respecting the bottle numbering scheme used by your DNA 

synthesizer. If the number o f  mutagenic phosphoramidite solutions required 

exceeds the number of phosphoramidite ports available on your machine 

(remembering that four positions are required for regular unmutagenized DNA 

synthesis), carefully plan the minimum number of bottle changes required to 

perform thc synthesis and changc phosphoramidite bottles during the synthesis. 

This will require synthesizing the pool in segments. If the pool requircs 

mutagenesis of the 3' most residue use either a univcrsal support (Glen Research) 

or mix CPG beads from unused colun~ns using the methods outlined in sectlon 

A.3.3 to generatc the desired level of mutation. 

Follow the pool deprotection, gel purification, and quality control steps outlincd 

in section A.3.4. 

A.3.2 Point deletions. 

This method is completely compatible with directed chemical mutagenesis 

(section A.3.1) and is simply implerncnted and optimized on a DNA synthesizer having a 



spare reagent port. The protocol is an extension of a method originally developed by 

Treiber and Williamson (Treiber & Williamson, 1995) and allows the synthesis of high 

diversity libraries containing controlled point deletions with variable deletion frequencies 

(Chapple et al., 2003). While optimized using an 8909 Expedite DNA synthesizer 

(Applied Biosystems) with software controller, this method should be easily adaptable to 

other machines (section A.3.2.3). 

Make up 100 mM DMT-CI (M.W. 338.8) in 95% dichloromethane and 5% 

pyridine. Weigh out DMT-CI on an analytical balance into clean d ~ y  glassware 

that can be mounted on the spare reagcnt port of your DNA synthesizer. Add 

solvent using a clean, dry graduated cylinder under a blanket of argon gas. Mount 

thc dissolved solution promptly on the DNA synthesizer after first washing (with 

acetonitrile) and drying the spare reagent delivery lines. 

A deletion coupling can be pcrforrned at any point during a synthesis by using the 

following modified coupling cycle (The Expedite 8909 synthesizer used for this 

application delivered a -1 6 pl pulse of reagent in 0.36 see. The column volume 

was -70 111. see note 5 ) .  

Deblock the column, using the standard protocol of 10 rapid pulses of 3% 

trichloroacetic acid in dichloromethane (deblock) followed by 50 pulses of 

deblock over 49 sec. Wash with 40 pulses of acetonitrile. 

Deliver 100 mM DMT-CI to the deblocked column (I 0 rapid pulses from thc 

spare reagent port, followed by 16 pulses spread over either a 2- or 4-minutes 

coupling interval). Immediately wash the column (40 pulses of acetonitrile). 



Dcliver deblock (7 rapid pulses) followed immediately by an extensivc wash of 

thc column (40 pulses of acetonitrile). (note 6). 

Standard coupling, capping and oxidation steps followed as usual. 

Thc two-minute reblocking step gavc products that when cloned and sequenced 

(section A.3.4), were found to have an average deletion frequency of 17%. The 

four-minute deletion protocol yiclded an average delction frequency of 25%. 

Deletion frequencies werc observed to be well balanced, having less than o two- 

fold bias with respect to sequence (Chapple et al., 2003). 

Overall deletion frequencies can most easily be estimated after the synthesis of a 

library by cloning and sequencing members of the pool population (section 

A.3.4). Deletion rates can be measured directly by synthesizing four 

pentanucleotide homopolymeric DNA sequences, where the third coupling cycle 

uses the dcletion protocol being optimized. Deprotected oligonucleotides are 

butanol precipitated (section A.3.4) and radiolabelled with an excess of ["P]-~- 

ATP using polynuclcotide kinase. Deletion products are resolvcd on a 20% 

polyacrylainide sequencing gel and quantified by phosphorimager. 

A.3.3 Split-bead synthesis. 

This procedure is used to make pools of limited sequence diversity containing 

point mutations, deletions or insertions. Common uses includc the synthesis of 

degenerate codon libraries and the synthesis of sequences containing limited diversity in 

relatively localizcd regions of sequence. While the relatively small number of CPG 



beads in a DNA synthesis column limits niaxiniun~ sequence diversity, this disadvantage 

is offsct by thc relative case with which simple pools can be constructed. 

Pause DNA synthesis immediately bcfore the residue requiring modification, but 

after the DNA synthesizer has completed washing the co lun~n  with acetonitrile in 

preparation for the next coupling cycle (note 7). 

Take thc column off the machine and connect it to a vacuum linc using 

appropriate connectors (usually a LUER syringe type fitting) and remove any 

residual acetonitrile resulting from thc final column wash by applying vacuum for 

sevcral minutes. 

While still applying vacuum, ensure all the CPCi beads in the column are pulled 

against the frit on the vacuum side of thc column by tapping the column gently. 

Carefully dismantle the column while still attached to the vacuum linc. 

Detach the open co lun~n  from thc vacuum line and spread the dry CPG beads on a 

clean glass plate (note 8). 

Divide thc beads using a clcan razor blade into fractions of  the desired size. The 

size of each fraction depends on thc ratio of  the desired nlodifications within thc 

final pool. Manual division can be rcasonably accurate and is much easicr than 

weighing out bead fractions using a micro-balance (which in our hands incurs 

significant losscs due to static electricity). 

Point deletions or. irwcrtiorzs are constructed by placing the bead fraction destined 

to have the longer sequence length (i.c. the wild type sequence for a dclction or  

the mutatcd sequence for an insertion) into a column and coupling the desired 

sequence. Afterward the column is opened as  in step 3 and thc lcftover beads on 



the glass plate are sucked back into the column using the vacuum line (Figure AI- 

2). Synthesis is resumed until the next modification is required. It is important to 

realize when entering sequence data into a D N A  synthesizer, that most 

synthesizer software assumes that the first nuclcotide in the synthesis is attached 

to the CPG column thus, all oligonucleotide sequences used part way through a 

synthesis must include an extra residue at their 3' ends in order to yield the 

correct final sequence. 

Fraction 1 Pool fractions 1 and 2 

Couple: NX Couple: NX 

Pool fractions 1, 2 and 3 Pool fractions 1, 2. 3 and 4 
Couple: NX Complete Stem 

Figure A-2: a) Split-bead synthesis of'a 6-bp stem loop possessing a variable 5-  to 8-nt long rmdom 
sequence loop delimited by the arrows. b) Alier synthesizing the first constant part of thc constrilct and 
tivc of the eight random ni~cleotides using the sequence 5 ' -NNN NNC'  CAG TC. .. (where N is a random 
position synthesized by coupling 'N' mix equiactive phosphoramidite solution). The column is opcned and 
the beads divided into four Sractions. Fractions 1 to 3 are sequentially added back to the column and thc 
sequence 5 ' - N X  ( X  is an arbitrary nucleotide representing the synthesis currently on the column) is coupled 
: i k r  each addition. Finally the 4"' fraction is added and the remainder of the sequence, S f - .  . .GAC I'GG X 
is synthesized. 



Point mrrtation: proceed up to step 5 as described above. Place each fraction 

requiring a distinct coupling type into a clearly labelled DNA synthesis column. 

Couple the desired sequence onto each fraction using the DNA synthesizer 

(Figure AI-3). Random or degenerate sequences can easily be synthesized using 

mutagenized phosphoramidite mixes as described in section A.3.1. Once the 

mutation types for each fraction have bcen synthesized, open all of the columns 

and mix thcir beads together on a clean glass plate. Leave one column attached to 

the vacuum line as in step 3 and vacuum all of the beads into it. Resume 

synthesis until thc next modification is encountered (note 9). 

Y T GIA V S aa. sequence 
5' ... TAC ACC GGT GTA AGC ... 3' nt. sequence 

GCA 

Figure A-3: Split-bead procedure for making a degenerate amino acid codon, having glycine 80% of 
the time and alanine the remainder. a) The first unmodified region, 5'-GTA ACiC ..., is synthesized 
normally. b) The column is opened and beads are ctivided into two piles in the ratio o f 4 :  1 .  The larger 
fraction is coupled with a glycine codon, 5'-CiGT X,  while the smaller is coupled in a second col~~rnn with 
an alaninc codon, 5'-CiCA X. The beads are then pooled together in a single column and thc remainder of 
the sequence, 5'- .  . .TAC ACC' X,  is synthesized (X is an arbitrary nucleotidc rcprcscnting thc synthesis 
currently on the colunln). 



A.3.4 Pool deprotection, purification and quality control. 

After completing DNA synthesis, thc resulting single-strantled DNA population must 

be deprotected, purified and quality accessed. 

Deprotect thc synthesis by transferring the CPG beads from the synthesis column 

into a 1.5 ml screw-capped Eppendorff tube. Fill nearly to the top with saturated 

aqueous ammonia and leave at 55•‹C for at least 12 hours. Ensure that thc tube is 

well sealed (This is easily done by smcll). Transfer the ammonia solution into a 

7.5 fold exccss o f  butanol after first cooling it to prevent bumping from the hot 

ammonia gas. Vortex well and centrifuge at 12000 x g for 10 minutes. Decant 

the supernatant and resuspend the dried pellet in 1 ml oFTE. Store the resulting 

crude single-stranded DNA at -20•‹C. 

The pool should be purified using preparative polyacrylarnide gels in order to 

remove failed synthesis products and to confirm the general quality of the pool. 

This step is particularly important for long pools, as the cappcd material that 

results during a normal synthesis can inhibit the efficiency o f  PCR. Mix an 

aliquot of rcsuspendcd pool (step 1) with an cqual volume of 2 x formamidc 

loading dye. Load samples onto a preparative polyacrylam~de gel of the 

appropriate percentage. Gel loading should not cxcced 1 nmole of  DNA per 

square millimetre of gel well surface area. 

Visualization by UV shadowing: wrap the gel on both sides with saran wrap and 

place a TLC plate containing 254 nm absorbing fluor under the resulting 

sandwich. Shinc a handheld 254 nm U V  light from abovc to produce shadows 

corrcsponding to the location of synthcsis products (note 10). A uniform band of 



the expected pool size with few or no discernable bands under this product should 

bc obscrvcd. A long synthesis will produce a noticcable smcar below the desired 

product resulting from the capping of incompletely coupled oligonucleotide 

sequences. The point deletion protocol (section A.3.2), if used extensively during 

the synthesis, will produce a noticeablc broadening of the product band. 

Excisc thc singlc-stranded DNA using a clean razor bladc and place the gcl 

fragments into a five fold (by volume) cxccss of 300 mM NaCI. Elute on a 

rotator overnight at room temperaturc. Precipitate the nucleic acid out of thc 

cluatc by adding 2.5 volumes of ethanol and placing the resulting mixture at - 

20•‹C for at least one hour. Ccntrifugc at 15,000 x g for 30 minutcs at 4OC. 

Resuspend the resulting pellet in TE and estimate concentration by OD (notc 11). 

Using a sniall fraction of the purificd DNA pool, generate doublc-stranded 

material by PCR (section A.3.5. I). Clone (using a TA cloning kit) and sequence 

at least I0 individual pool isolates (or more depending on thc levcl of mutagenesis 

used to create the pool). Confirm that the desired pool properties arc rcprcsentcd 

in these sequences beforc proceeding. 

4.3.5 Large-scale pool amplification. 

The synthesis of a high diversity double-stranded DNA pool can require hundreds 

of millilitres of PCR volume (Bartcl & Szostak, 1993; Unrau & Bartel, 1998). Large 

volumes are required because the maximum concentration of single-stranded synthetic 

DNA template that can be effectively amplified in a PCR reaction is only in the 25-75 

nM range. Moreover, synthetic single-stranded DNA does not extcnd as efficiently as 



enzymatically produced DNA, further reducing the effective concentration of template in 

the PCR reaction. Taken together, these two effects imply that a pool containing 1015 

different double-stranded sequences may require up to 200 mls of PCR volume. 

Reagent quality is critical when performing reactions on such scale. Pool fragments and 

PCR primers should be carefully designed, synthesized (sections A.3.1 though A.3.3) and 

gel purified (section A.3.4) before use. 

A.3.5.1 Pilot PCR. 

It is essential that analytical scale PCR reactions be performed before attempting 

amplification on a large-scale. Pilots varying template, primer, magnesium and enzyme 

concentrations should all be performed in order to minimize the number of PCR cycles 

and guarantee reagent quality. An obvious but important consideration is that pilot PCR 

reactions must use thc same reagents to bc employed in the large-scale PCR reaction. 

Program a thennocycler (PCR machine) for the following cycles. 94•‹C: 45 

seconds (denaturing step). 50•‹C: 105 seconds (annealing step), 72•‹C: 1 15 seconds 

(extension step). 

Using the buffers and reagents prepared for the large-scale PCR reaction screen 

an array of conditions varying primer concentration (0.5 to 1.5 p1M) and template 

concentration ( 10 to 75 nM). Add Tuy (0.05-0.1 U/pl) enzyme to each reaction 

once they have reached 94•‹C. 

Collect aliquots from each cycle at the end of each 72•‹C extension step. Run 

aliquots on an agarose gel to see by which cycle PCR product fonns (note 12). 



PCR conditions that produce optimal PCR product in as few cycles as possible 

should be considered for largc-scale PCR. 

A.3.5.2 Large-scale PCK. 

Prepare three water baths set at 9S•‹C, 72•‹C and 45•‹C (note 13). 

Mix the reagents (with the exception of Tuq polymerase) in the ratios determined 

during the optimization process (3.5.1) in a sterile plastic container. 

Aliquot 10 ml fractions of the reaction mix into 15 ml polypropylene Falcon tubes 

and place in the 95•‹C water bath. Add aliquots of Tuq to each tube after letting 

the fractions warm up for I0 minutcs. Make sure to cap each tube tightly. 

Practice this step a few times using water to confirm that thc caps seal well at high 

temperature (note 14). 

Carry out the following thermal cycles: 95•‹C: 4 minutes, 45•‹C: 5 minutes, 72•‹C: 

7 minutes. Times have been lengthened from the pilot PCR to allow for the 

increased thermal mass of the large-scale reaction tubes. Invert tubes once every 

minute to ensure even temperatures are reached throughout the reaction volume. 

If diferent cycle temperatures are desired, nrodify the recommended cycle 

tempcratures in the appropriate manner and monitor temperature changes 

throughout the PCR cycle using a low thermal mass thermomctcr (note 15). 

Carry out the number of cycles determined by the pilot PCR. After tinishing the 

amplification, place thc large-scale reaction at 4•‹C and check the cyclc aliquots 

on an agarose gel. The large scale amplification should compare very well with 

the pilot scale reactions performed previously. If not perform another cyclc of 



PCR amplification may be required. Put asidc an aliquot of the largc scale PCR 

for comparison with thc precipitated pool generated later (step 8). 

lf amplification is satisfactory, pool thc individual amplification aliquots togethcr 

in an appropriately sizcd high speed centrifuge bottle. Chelate free magnesium by 

the addition of one molar equivalent of EDTA and bring the NaCl conccntration 

to 300 mM. After mixing well add 2.5 volumes of ethanol, balancing centrifuge 

bottles painvise. Shake wcll and place the bottles at -20•‹C, ideally ovcrnight. 

Spin at 12,000 x g for 30 min at 4OC. DNA will be pelleted down the outside wall 

of thc centrifuge bottlc and a solid white pellet should be obscrved at the bottom 

of the centrifuge bottle. While still chilled, decant the supernatant and remove 

with a pipette any excess ethanol solution. Without drying the pellct, dissolvc the 

DNA using resuspension solution making sure to wash the sides of the container. 

Pipette out the resuspended DNA into a clean container and repeat the 

resuspcnsion process a second time to ensure full rccovely. Minimize the 

recovery volume; concentration of the pool by at least ten fold should easily be 

attainable (i.e. A total of 10 ml of rcsuspension solution should be used to 

dissolve a pellet resulting from a 100 ml PCR). (note 16). 

Pcrform a phenol-chloroform cxtraction to remove the large amounts of Taq 

enzyme co-precipitated by the first precip~tation. Add an cqual volume of 

cquilibratcd phenol to the pool and shake vigorously. Centrif~ige at 12,000 x g for 

20 minutes and carefully remove the upper aqueous layer. The phenol/aqueous 

interhcc is likely to contain visible amounts of protein (note 17). Add an equal 

volume of chloroform to the extractcd material, shake vigorously and centrifuge 



(note 18). Add 2.5 volun~es of ethanol and leave overnight at -20•‹C. The 

solution should become flocculent upon addition of ethanol. Centrifuge at 12,000 

x g to pellet the DNA and rcsuspend in TE supplemented with 50 mM NaCl. 

Carcfully dilute a small amount of the final pool by the ratio of the initial large 

scale PCR volume to the final resuspension volume. Compare with an aliquot 

taken from the initial large-scale PCR (step 5) on an agarose gel; recovery should 

be nearly quantitative. 

A.3.6 Linking pool segments using type 11 restriction enzymes. 

This technique can be used to make long high diversity dsDNA libraries that 

cannot be manufactured in one piece using conventional DNA synthesis. The technique 

utilizes the ability of some type I 1  restriction enzymes to cut outside of their recognition 

sequence. The 'sticky' ends resulting from digestion with enzymes such as &r I and Bhs 

I make possible the specific ligation of two high diversity pool segments through a short 

region of defined sequence the length of the 'sticky' ends. This approach crtends a 

technique dcvelopcd to construct long high diversity libraries using enzymes such as B L I ~  

I and Sly I that leave the restriction recognition sequencc within the final pool (Figure AI- 

4a), (Bartel & Szostak, 1993; Unrau & Bartel, 1998). 

Design the pool in a modular fashion, taking into account that DNA synthesis 

yield decreases exponentially with sequence length (1 00 to 140-nt segments arc 

practical). Each modulc of the pool should be linked to its neighbour through a 3- 

bp (Ear I) or 4-bp (Bhs I) nonpalindromic spacer. This spacer region allows the 



specific ligation of adjacent pool fragments having complementary 'sticky' ends 

gcncratcd by restriction digestion of thc individual fragments. 

The 'sticky' end of each fragment is generated by appending to the end of each 

pool modulc a primer binding scqucnce containing 10-nt of arbitrary dcfincd 

sequence (for efficient PCR and restriction digestion), the appropriate restriction 

enzyme recognition scquencc, and the dcsired spacer sequence. The following 

sequence elements are required within the primer binding sequence: 5'- 

(X)loCTCTTCXNNN (Etrr. I )  or 5'-(X)loGAAGACXXNNNN (Bhs I). Thc 

nucleotides indicated by a 'X' are arbitrary but defined sequence elements, while 

the nucleotidcs detincd by ' N '  specify the spacer sequencc rcquired for ligation. 

Each primer binding sequence requires a partner that is used to amplify the 

adjacent pool fragment. In order to generate sticky ends, the partner sequence 

must be synthesized with the reverse complement of thc original ' N '  sequencc 

(Figure A-4b) 



G G T G C C -  S',G G  T  G C C 
c c A c G G  c c k c c c r +  

G- 
-G G T G C C  

C C A C G  + G  

5' + N N N X G A A G A G  , C T C T T C X  
V A N  X C T T C : C -  G A G A A G X N X N  

1 T4 DNA Ligase 

Figure A-4: 'Type I 1  restriction digestion followed by ligation to generate long high diversity pools 
using Bun1 or Eurl. Solid lines represent defined sequence elements required to anncal primers during 
PCR. Boxes represents regions of arbitrary sequence. a) Two PCR amplified DNA segments containing a 
Bun1 site ore digested to completion. The enzyme is heat inactivated (which denatures the cut primer 
sequences allowing them to reanneal with the PCR primers used in the PCR amplification) and the pool 
fragments are precipitated al'ter phenol-chloroform cxtraction. The resulting segments are ligated together 
using 7'4 DNA lignse. The restriction site for Bm1 IS still found within the pool sequencc. b) PC'R 
amplified DNA segrncnts containing the EurI restriction site are digested to completion. T4 DNA ligase 
and ATP are then added to the reaction, allowing the ligation between pool segments having 
complementary 3-111 long sticky ends (sequence N N N  and N'N'N' respectively). The final pool construct 
cannot be cleaved by Ec~rl as it lacks a restriction site. Undesirable religation of cut primers onto pool 
segmcnts is minimized by the prcscnce of functional restriction enzyme ilu~img the ligation. 

Synthesize the segments and PCR primers required for amplification. Gel purify 

the resulting oligonucleotides (section A.3.4) and use large-scale PCR (section 

A.3.5) to makc double-stranded pool segments. 

Independently digest small aliquots of the appropriate upstream and downstream 

fragments at high concentration (-1 pM) in the appropriate rcaction buffer. NEB 

buffer #2 ( I  0 mM Tris-HCI, I0 mM MgC12, 50 mM NaCI, I mM DTT, pH 7.9) 

works well for both ELI!. I and Bhs I. When the segn~ents are completely digested, 

mix the two fragments together, add 0.05 Weiss U/$ T4 DNA Ligase, and ATP 



to a final concentration of 1 mM. Incubatc samples overnight at 16OC. 

Systematically vary the relative fragment concentrations to maximize ligation 

yicld (note 19). 

Once total ligation yield is acceptablc scale up the digestionlligation reaction by 

the desired amount. Phenol-chloroform extract and precipitate the pool as 

described in scction A.3.5.7, resuspend the ligated pool in TE supplemented with 

50 mM NaCI, and store at -20•‹C. 

A.3.7 Synthetic oligonucleotide strand extension 

This robust procedure can easily be used to construct long DNA strands from 

small partially overlapping synthetic DNA oligonucleotides. If mutations and deletions 

are particularly undesirable, the synthetic strands must be carefully gel purified before 

use. 

Design a sequence, which should be no longer than -450 nucleotidcs in length. 

We have found that carefiilly gel p~irified DNA synthesis products contain 

deletions at a frequency of about 0 . 2 % ~  This implies that a construct 450 

nuclcotides long is likcly to contain a deletion mutation 60% of the time. 

Screening five or six isolatcs by cloning and sequencing should bc sufficient to 

identify a perfect construct. 

Break the oligo into segments that ovcrlap their neighbours by at lcast 16 

nucleotidcs of sequence, such that no one segment is longer than 140 nuclcotides. 

The two exterior sequence should be synthesized as though thcy were long PCR 

primers (5 '  primer sense and 3' primer antisense). Inner fragments should bc 



synthesi7ed with overlapping 3' ends allowing each oligo to prime the other for 

extension. Take care that no sequence can form extensive secondary structure 

ather with itself or with other oligonucleotides cxccpt in the designed 

hybridization regions. An important consideration is the well known ability of 

Ttrq polymerase to add untemplated dA residues (Clark. 1988). The inner 

fragments therefore should be designed such that any untemplated incorporation 

of dA is compatible with the outer flanking sequence. Figure A1-5 summarizes 

these basic design principles. 

Synthesize the desircd oligonucleotide segments using 2000 A CPG if their length 

is 1 10 residues or more. After deprotcetion, carefully gcl purify a small amount 

(section A.3.4) of each oligo (notc 20). 

Add the two innermost oligonucleotides in equimolar amounts, at -50 nM 

concentration each and perform one cycle of PCR (section A.3.5. I) adding 

enzynic after incubating the mixture at 94OC for onc minutc. 

Check extension on a polyacrylamide or agarose gel. For longer oligonucleotides, 

only a small amount of double-stranded material would be expected duc to 

synthetic lesions in the starting DNA. 

Dilute the extended product 1000 fold into fresh PC'R mix containing the external 

primer like sequences at 0.5 pmole concentration. Perform at least 10 PCR 

aniplitication cycles (section A.3.5. I )  stopping when a PCR product of the desired 

length emerges (as determined by agarose gel). 



Figure A-5: Synthetic strand extension procedure. a) Schematic representation of the overall 
procedure. 1 ) Two long oligonucleotides with complementary sequence at their 3' ends are extended using 
T L ~  (possibly incorporating untemplated dA residue at their ends). 2) The DNA is diluted 1000 times and 
long flanking primers added. 3) PCR amplification is carried out lo introduce the flanking sequence. b) 
An agarose gel showing the extension of two 1 18-nt oligos to make a 220-bp pmduct. followed by 
extension with a single flanking PCK primer to make a 268-bp product. Lane 1 and 5 ,  50-bp ladder. Lane 
2, oligonucleotides befbre extension. Lane 3, extended products, notice the smear of incomplete extcnsion 
products beneath a definite band. Lane 4, PCR product with 5' flanking primer (35-nt long. increasing the 
final sequcnce length to 268-bp. 

Dcpcnding on application, cloning and subsequent sequencing may be required to 

isolate a construct free of mutation. 

Large-scale PCR consumes a considerable quantity of this enzyme. Over- 

expression plasmids for Tuq arc available from a number of laboratories for 

research purposes. 

For example, 7 ml of a 10% mutagenized dA phosphoramidite stock, which 

couples a dA residue 90% of the time and equal percentages of dC, dG, and T 

othcrwise, could be produced by mixing 6.07 ml of equiactive dA with 0.93 ml of 



'N' mix. Increasing thcsc amounts to 6.5 and 1 nil respectively is much easier to 

measure and will allow for minor losses that can occur during measurement. 

3. Phosphoramidite reagents are cheap enough that making twice the desired volume 

of each phosphoramidite is often feasible. making it possible to synthesize the pool 

twice if required. 

4. The differcnt acetonitrile volumes used to niakc each equiactive mix reflccts the 

differences in molecular weight and reactivity of each phosphoramidi te and 

assumes that packing and reagent quality are uniform. We have found that the 

phosphoramidites supplied by ABI give reproducible results within a batch, but i t  

is highly rccornmended that pools be cloned and sequenced after synthesis to 

contimi mutagenic frequencies (section A.3.4). Liquid volumes ore most 

accurately determined by drawing a slight excess of acetonitrile into a syringe, 

tapping the syringe with needle pointed upwards to remove bubbles and then 

slowly sctting the plunger to the correct volume. Work should be performed in a 

fume-hood. 

5 .  Using this protocol on another DNA synthesizer will be sensitive to the length of 

time reagents in particular DMT-C'I and deblock are on the DNA synthesis column. 

6 .  The reactivity of dG phosphoramidite with respect to deblocking and reblocking 

with DMT-CI is about six fold higher than the other three protected 

phosphoramidites. This factor would lead to significant deletion sequencc bias if 

DMT-CI reblocking and deblocking are used independently. 



7. Pausing DNA synthesis with trityl 'on' rather than 'off is preferable as it allows 

obsctvation of trityl release after the split-bead procedure. Ncithcr choicc will 

cffect thc ultimate quality of thc synthesis. 

8 .  CPG beads are easily scattered by static, which can be generated by latex gloves. 

9. Empty DNA synthesis columns can be purchased from companics such as Glen 

Research. Alternatively, a used colunln can be washed thoroughly with 

ammonium hydroxide to remove traces of the previous synthcsis and rinsed with 

ethanol. Dry thoroughly beforc use. 

10. Make sure eyes and skin are well shielded from UV light. Minimizc exposure of 

thc nucleic acid to UV light. 

1 1. There are other elution procedures, notably electroelution, that can give higher 

recovery of nucleic acid fragments. The soaking procedurc outlined here is 

technically simple and allows the routine recovery of 50-600/0 of pool material. 

Ethanol precipitation will not work well for oligonucleotides shorter than about 30- 

nt. In which case recovery by C 18 cartridge can be efficient. 

12. Samples taken each cycle can be used to determine if an exponential amplification 

is taking place by loading 1/2 the amount of the n+I cycle adjacent to the n cycle 

on an agarose gel. 

13. C'aut~on: takc stcps to prevent burns from the nearly boiling water in the baths. At 

high temperature settings, a water bath is likely to change temperaturc quickly upon 

removal of its covcr. 



14. Do not use polystyrene tubes as they will melt in the 95•‹C water bath. For large 

volumes of PCR, the construction of a tube holder greatly facilitates the ease with 

which the large-scale PCR is accomplished and can help prevent scalding. 

15. Our experience shows little differ-cncc in yield when comparing pilot scale 

amplification with larger scale conditions. This is likely due in part to the short 

length of the synthetic strands being amplified. 

16. When working with random pools, make sure that the DNA is always resuspended 

in a buffered solution containing monovalent cations to prevent denaturation. Once 

denatured (by resuspension in water or by application of heat) a high diversity pool 

will not spontaneously renature. 

17. Re-extracting the aqueous/phenol region with resuspension buffer can increase final 

pool yield. 

18. Avoid the use of polystyrene or polycarbonate plasticware during chlorofor~n 

extraction as they will dissolve. 

19. The restriction enzymes are deliberately kept active in the ligation reaction to 

recleave any cut ends that are inappropriately ligated back onto pool segments. 

Ligated segments will not be recognized, as correctly ligated fi-agments lack a 

restriction site. Low ligation yields can result if during the overnight ligation the 

restriction enzymes become inactive. This can be prevented by the addition of 

more enzyme. Alternatively, DNA digests can be heated to 60•‹C for 20 minutes to 

denature the short cleaved DNA fragments and encourage them to reanneal with 

the excess PCR primer present in the reaction before addition of ligase and ATP. 



20. increasing coupling and capping times during DNA synthesis can help to ensure 

high quality synthesis. Radiolabelling the oligonucleotides using polynuclcotidc 

kinase and " P ~ A T P  greatly facilitates the ease in which analytical amounts of 

DNA can be gel purified in high purity. 
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